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INTRODUCTION 
An Englishman, J. G. Robertson, discovered in 1923 a new theory of 
the romantic movement, a new school of criticism. According to him the 
origins of romanticism would be in Italy, Where, in the eighteenth centu-
ry, this school of criticism, departing from Gravina, Muratori, Maffei, 
Calepio and ending with Vico, had established the fundamental principles 
of the Romantic School.1 This is just~ so, explains Mr. Robertson. 
Italy, which had inspired critical theor.y in the sixteenth century, 
again played a pioneer role, even at the beginning of the eighteenth 
century. He maintains that the concept of creative imagination by which 
Europe emancipated itself from "pseudo-classicism'' was born in Ita~. 2 
"Que lie surprise' II adds Paul Hazard, "pour nous qui etions habitu~s 
A croire avec les romantiques eux-m&mes, avec Mme de Stail, avec Schl.~gel, 
que les th~ories ramantiques ~taient sp~cifiquement un produit de la 
critique allemande.") Hazard then lists three cardinal principles gener-
ally accepted as characteristics of romantic literary theory. These 
principles he finds in Vico: 
La r&bellion contre 1 1autorit& des Anciens et contre 1 1Empire 
d 1 Aristote; 1 1 id~e que la c~ation li tt4raire n' est pas d 1 ordre 
rationel et d'pend des facult&s intuitives, parmi lesquelles 
1 1imagination tient la premiare place; le principe de la relativita 
1J. G. Robertson, Studies in the Genesis of the Romantic Theory in 
the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge, Eng., 1923). 
2Ib· d 11 Pr f II ~ , e ace, p. v. 
3Paul Hazard, 11R0111antisme i talien et romantisme europ~en," Revue 
de li tt~rature colllpar~e, VI ( avril-juin 1926), p. 239. 
du goftt--tout cela viendrait de l'Italie du IVIIIe si~cle.l 
Hippolyte Rigault ascribes maximum importance to Vico 1 s ideas in 
his study on the quarrel between the Ancients and the Moderns. Accord-
ing to him Vice furnished a philosophy that embodied the principles for 
the victory of the Moderns. 
c•est le d~noftment de notre ~tude; il s'op~re dans un ~crivain dent 
lea idees confuses, mais illuMinees des ~clairs du g~nie, nous 
offrent, comme dans un ensemble eneyclop~dique, la science d'un 
erudit, lea visions d1un po~te, les ealculs d1un savant, les medi-
tations d'un philosophe et les r&ves d'un utopiste; je veux parler 
de Vieo.2 
Despite the "confusion" of Vico's ideas and despite the fact that Vico 
does not clearly define a concept of progress, Rigault associates in 
Vico's ideas the concept of progress with the laws of a philosophy of 
history. 
L 1 ~ternel honneur de Vico, e 1est d 1avoir ~te le premier qui, prenant 
de Bacon et de Pascal, de Perrault, de Fontenelle et de Terrasson, 
l 1 id~e du progr~s·de 1 1esprit humain, a entrepris de s 1 en servir 
comme d 1une explication de la philosophie de l'histoire, et cherch~ 
dans les siacles ~coules les preuves de ce progr~s et le secret des 
lois.3 
Benedetto Croce is .the man most responsible for the dissemination 
of Vico's ideas in contemporary times. In his important work on aes-
thetics, he devoted an entire chapter to Vico and established him as the 
founder of aesthetics. 
Il rivoluzionario, che, mettendo da parte il concetto del verisimile 
e intendendo in modo novo la fantasia, penetra la vera natura della 
poesia e dell' arte, e scoperse, per cost dire, la scienza estetica, 
~bid. 
2Hippo~te Rigault, Histoire de la querelle des anciens et des 
modernes (Paris, 1856), PP• 449-SO. 
3Ibid., P• 450. 
2 
fu 1 1 Italiano Giambattista Vico.l 
Thus two Frenchmen, an Englishman and an Italian find, on reading 
Vico, a foundation for modern aesthetics, the basic characteristics of 
romantic literary theory, and the concept of progress and perfectibility 
as a natural development evolving from the historical process which has 
its own laws. The most startling aspect of the possibilit,y of Vico 1s 
primacy in the presentation of these theories, is the problem of his 
chronological place in the history of ideas. Giambattista Vico (1668-
1744), was composing and publishing the ideas that were designed to de-
molish classical tenets at a time when they seemed to dominate critical 
theory almost completely. His own statement in his autobiography bears 
witness to the resistance that his ideas encountered in Naples, his 
native city. Returning to Naples in 1695, after a nine year absence, 
Vico found himself completely ignored by his contemporaries. Their en-
thusiasm for Descartes' rationalism did not permit any strong intel-
lectual attachment to a system that was more concerned with the under-
standing of the importance of the imagination in the development of man 
and societ,y.2 H. P. Adams develops Vieo 1s feelings of "being a stranger 
in his own country" by pointing out that: 
His own age seemed to have confined itself to establishing a method 
of infallible procedure in the sciences susceptible of exact calcu-
lation and analysis, and to have substituted a recognition of experi-
ence for realit,y. His own method was the opposite of that of 
lBenedetto Croce, Estetica come scienza dell'espressione e 
linguistica generale, 8th ed. rev. (Bari, 1946), p. 242. 
2Giambattista Vico, Autobiografia, (hereafter cited as Auto.), in 
Opere, a cura di Fausto Nicolini, Vol. XLIII in La letteratura italiana: 
Storia e testi (Napoli, 1953), p. 31. Unless otherwise noted, the use 
of apere in citations will have reference to this edition. 
3 
Descartes. Instead of emptying his mind of all previous systems, he 
sought their synthesis, in so far as he believed them to contain 
truth, and this in him was not an eclectic but an organic process.l 
Paul Hazard has also presented a vivid contrast of Vico with eighteenth 
century intellectualism.2 
Vico's Major Works 
A chronology of Vico's more important works for this study will 
serve to illustrate Vico's ear~ rejection of Cartesianism.3 The 
earliest pronouncements which bear the stamp of his philosophical think-
ing were six orations which Vico read at the Universit,y of Naples be-
tween 1699 and 1707. These remained unpublished until 1869.4 Vico 1s 
anti-Cartesian position and a statement of his methodology appear for 
the first time in an oration at the beginning of the academic year 1708, 
at the University of Naples. This work was entitled, De nostri temporis 
studiorum ratione (Napoli, Mosca, 1709), published by Vico himself. His 
first attempt at a philosophical-historical system appeared with the 
publication of De antiquissim.a i talorum sapientia ex linguae latinae 
originibus eruenda (Napoli, Mosca, 1710). This work introduces manw of 
the important ideas concerning knowledge in a primitive state that will 
later form an essential part of his theories. However, in this work he 
1H. P. Adams, The Life and Writings of G. B. Vico (London, 1935), 
P• 208. 
2Paul Hazard, Crise de la conscience europeenne, 3 vols. (Paris, 
1935), II, 245-49. 
~or a complete discussion of the publication of all of Vico's 
works see Benedetto Croce, Bibliografia Vichiana accresciuta e 
rielaborata da Fausto Nicolini, 2 vols. {Napoli, MCMXLVII), I, 9-162. 
4Published by Antonio Galasso (Napoli, Morano, 1869). 
4 
had classified primitive knowledge as the result of philosophical or 
rational power, later to be denied in his major work, the Scienza nueva. 
Here primitive knowledge is poetic and popular. From this position Vico 
never again deviated. The first work in which Vico 1s ideas are incorpo-
rated into a concise, positive system was, Principt di una scienza nuova 
intorno alla canune natura delle nazioni, per la quale si ri trovano i 
principt di altro sistema del diri tto naturale delle genti (Napoli, 
Mosca, 1725), also known as, Scienza nueva prima, a name given to it by 
Vico himself when making references to it. In the same year, 1725, in 
which this work was published, Vi co wrote the story of his life, with 
particular attention given to the philosophical studies which underlay 
his thinking, Vita di G. B. V. scritta. da s~ medesimo.1 Another edition 
of the Scienza nueva, with some changes and variations, appeared in 1730. 
The definitive edition of this work, Principt di una scienza nueva 
d 1intorno alla comune natura delle nazioni (Naples, Stamperia Muziana, 
1744), generally referred to as, Scienza nueva seconda, was published 
siX months after Vico 1 s death. This edition of the Scienza nuova is the 
one incorporated by Nicolini into his complete works of Vico. Nicolini~ 
edition is the one used consistentl1 throughout this study when refer-
ences are made to Vico's original work. 
Knowledge of Vico in France in the Eighteenth Century 
Vico dispaired of ever getting the attention he felt he deserved 
1This work first appeared in Raeeolta di opusculi scientifici e 
filologici del Caloger! (Venezia, Zani, 1728), I, 145-256. 
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from his own country.l It was therefore particularly gratifying to him 
when on September 8, 1722, he received a letter from Jean Le Clerc (1657-
1736), then editor of the Biblioth~que ancienne et moderne, who spoke in 
glowing terms of two of Vico's minor works that he had reviewed, De uni-
versi iuris uno principio (Napoli, Mosca, 1720), and De constantia 
iurisprudentis (Napoli, Mosca, 1721).2 Vico translated portions of the 
letter in his Autobiografia, proudly reporting Le Clerc's praise of his 
finely meditated use of philosophical, juridical and philological ma-
terial in "an original work full of many discoveries.") However the 
question of Vico's direct influence of any considerable proportion on 
the thinking of eighteenth century Europe has not been brought to any 
definite conclusions.4 One of the controversies precipated by the few 
who had same understanding of Vico's works was a disagreement over 
Vico's theory of "The Twelve Tables," which in essence denies the trans .. 
~~ssion of these laws from Greece to Rome by asserting the native and 
"poetic quality" of Roman law.5 The controversy found partisans in 
France. Pierre Bonamy ( 1694-1770), member of "L 1 Acad,mie des In-
scriptions et Belles Lettres" and official historiographer of Paris, 
1 Auto., P• 58. 
2 The review is reported in Biblioth~gue ancienne et moderne, Tome 
VIII, partie seconde (a Amsterdam, chez les fr~res Wetstein, MDCCXXII), 
PP• 417-33. The letter and review are cited in Bibliografia Vichiana, 
I, 191-92. 
3Auto., p. 59. 
4see Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 165-400, a chronological review by 
countries of suggestions of Vico 1s influence in the eighteenth century. 
50pere, Scienza nuova, P• 824 ~ passim. 
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read sections of his dissertation, Sur l'origine des lois des III Tables, 
on three different occasions, June 23, 1735, May 18, 1736 and February 
15, 1737. The study was later inserted in the M~moires of the Academy.1 
Bonamy does little more than recall the controversy but credited Vico 1s 
Scienza nuova prima with the idea that the Romans' borrowing of their 
laws from the Greeks was fictitious. 2 Antoine Terrasson (1705-1782), 
also took part in the controversy by citing Vico 1 s theor,y and refuting 
it in favor of the older theory of transmission.) In general, however, 
as Croce has already expressed it, knowledge of Vico by his contempo-
raries was very fragmentary. When there was some awareness of his work, 
he was generally misunderstood.4 
Direct influence of Vi co 1 s works on the later eighteenth century 
thinkers is also considered by Croce as highly problematical in most 
cases where attempts have been made to show a similarity of ideas be-
tween Vico and others. The basic objection to the acceptance of these 
attempts to show relationships is the misunderstanding of Vico's basic 
premise. 
Dai pia non s 1intese nemmeno che spirito animatore della filosofia 
vichiana era 11ardore combattivo contro ogni forma, patente o 
nascosta, d 1intellettualismo, d 1utilitarismo, di materialismo e, 
~~moires de l'Acad~mie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, XII, 
27-29; see Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 232. 
2M&moires de l'Academie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, XII, 
p. 29. 
3A. Terrasson, Histoire de la jurisprudence romaine (Paris, MDCCL), 
p. 77. 
4Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 222-23. 
7 
insomma d'antidealismo e di antistoricismo.l 
Where the possibility for a direct association is more credible, the re-
sult is a "contamination" of Vico 1 s ideas With 11 illum.inism.o, sensismo, e 
materialismo," all repugnant to Vico. 2 Examples of these attempts can be 
seen in considerations of Vico's influence on Condillac (1715-1780). 
The question has been asked, "Do Condillac 1s linguistic and aesthetic 
studies reveal any derivation from. Vico?" Wl.adislau Folkierski, making 
a stuqy of the Scienza nuova and Condillac's Essai sur les origines des 
connaissances humaines, written in 1746, finds the question most diffi-
cult to answer3despi te some parallels between Vico and Condillac. Basic 
among these parallels is the development of the idea that art is born of 
the necessity for expression rather than an imitation of the beautiful 
in nature.4 Croce does not believe that Condillac was aware of Vico 1s 
existence until he made a trip to Parma in 1757, when he may have been 
exposed to Vico 1 s work.5 
The case of Montesquieu1s possible dependence upon Vico 1s ideas 
for same of the principles in Esprit des lois, first published in 
Switzerland in 1747-1748, caused same controversy in the eighteenth 
century. Several attempts to prove this dependency were made during the 
1Ibid., P• 253. 
2Ibid. 
3wladislaw Folkierski, Entre le classicisme et le ramanticisme 
(Cracovie, 1925), P• 29. 
4Ibid., see also Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 279-83, where a full 
discussion of this possibility is presented. 
5Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 280. 
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eighteenth century. The question was not resolved however. Conclusions 
ranging from plagiarism, to "coincidence of ideas, 11 to outright denial 
of a~ influence are recorded.1 It has been ascertained however from the 
diaries of Antonio Conti, that in 1727, the latter advised Montesquieu 
to purchase a copy of Vico's Scienza nuova in Naples on his forthcoming 
trip to that city. It is believed that this advice was followed because 
a volume of the 1725 edition of Vico's work is presently in the library 
at the Ch&.teau de Brade. 2 Again Croce is reluctant to accept this infer-
mation as positive evidence of Montesquieu's actual use of Vico's ma-
terial. Similarities of expression and considerations attributed to 
Montesquieu's knowledge of Vico are considered as highly contestable 
evidence and in any case of very minor importance. The two are cam-
pletely different in scope and procedure. Croce does affirm that the 
merit of having applied the historical method to the study of laws, 
though it is generally attributed to Montesquieu, rightfully belongs to 
Vico.3 Similar attemps to establish a direct relationship between Vico 
and La Mettrie, Turgot, Rousseau and Helvetius, especially to the extent 
that these men considered primitive man and his passage into more civi-
lized ages, have proved inconclusive.4 
D1Holbach's (1723-1789) Systames de la nature, 1770, especially 
the sections, "Origine de nos id,es sur la divinite" and "De la 
1 See ibid., pp. 283-94, for a full bibliography of this controversy. 
2croce, La filosofia di Giambattista Vico (Bari, 1947), p. 321 
3Ibid. 
4Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 294-302. 
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mythologie et de la theologie," have been brought under the scrutiny of 
writers such as Gennaro Rocco who makes a brief statement of d1Holbach 1 s 
borrowing from Vico in his Elogio storico di G. Battista Vico. 1 Croce 
also reviews some passages from Sys~mes de la nature, listing certain 
of Vi co 1 s 11Degni tl" to show a similarity of ideas between d 1 Holbach and 
Vico in their consideration of the origins of religions. Croce con-
eludes that some influence, either directly, or indirectly through the 
medium of the abbe Galiani (1728-1787), "is undeniable. 112 Croce is aware 
of the renown of Hobbes' Leviathan at this particular time in France and 
the necessity for agreeing that some of d1Holbach•s ideas can be found 
in Hobbes' work. However, Croce sees in d 1Holbach 1 s work ideas that do 
appear in Vico but do not appear in the Leviathon.3 
Other attempts to show dependence on Vico for basic ideas to be 
found in writers such as the Marquis de Chastellux (1734-1788), Court de 
~belin (1725-1784), Charles Dupuis (1742-1808) and Condorcet (1743-1794) 
have not been brought to satisfactory conclusions, principally because 
of the different orientation of the writers involved who for the most 
part took a rational view of things that Vico could explain only by 
loennaro Rocco, Elogio storico di G. Battista Vico (Napoli, 1844), 
P• 211. 
2Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 349-51; see this work also for proof of 
Galiani's knowledge of Vico, pp. 262-63. For Galiani's relations with 
d' Holbach see F. Nicolini, 11Lettres inedi tes du Baron et de la Baronne 
d 1Holbach 1 l'abbe Galiani," Etudes italiennes, nouvelle serie, tome 
premier, numero 1 (janvier-mars 1931), PP• 22-24. 
3croce here has reference to Chapter 12 of Leviathan, published 
1661, wherein the origins of religion are discussed. See Bibliografia 
Vichiana, I, 351. 
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attributing their origins to man's imaginative and intuitive powers.l 
Knowledge of Vico in Germany in the Eighteenth Century 
Neither has the possibility of Vice's direct influence on the pre-
romanticists been definitely established. There is some evidence how-
ever to show that the German pre-romanticists were not unaware of Vice's 
works. Goethe had acknowledged same awareness of Vico in a passage in 
his Italienische Reise, dated March 5, 1787, during a visit to Naples, 
Vice's native city. Here, a copy of the Scienza nuova was placed in his 
hands, inspired words of praise concerning its ideas and elicited a 
parallel in spirit between Vico and Hamann. 2 Croce also has seen many 
parallels between Vico and Johann Georg Hamann (1730-1788). Croce 
points out basic differences between the two in personality, cultural 
backgrounds, writing style, and particularly the differences in the ages 
which each writer was addressing. Vico was prematurely addressing an 
age of classical culture whereas Hamann was addressing a more receptive 
age, an age when the smothered fire which had been lit by Vico "fu 
riacceso, pi~ tardi, in un angelo della Germania. Quel fuoco, vogliamo 
dire, dilatatosi poi in vasto e vario incendio, e che, con parola 
riassuntiva, si chiama romanticismo."3 Croce then lists ideas co:rmnon to 
both Vico and Hamann, particularly with regard to the origins of language 
lBibliografia Vichiana, I, 352-58. A bibliography of these at-
tempts is included. 
2Goethe, Italienische Reise (DUntzer edition), p. 181; cited in 
Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 320. 
3croce, Saggi filosofici: Saggio sullo Hegel e altri scritti 
(Bari, 1948), P• 314. 
11 
and the lack of lyricism in refined societies.l J. G. Robertson con-
siders Vico's influence on Hamann to be more significant perhaps than 
the German thinker's indebtedness to Rousseau. Principal among these 
debts to Vico are Hamann's ideas on the evolution of human civilization, 
the idea that poetry is the "mother-tongue of the human race" and "many 
a flash of intuitive thought scattered throughout his writings."2 
Hamann was in a large measure responsible for bringing Vico to the 
attention of Johann Gottfried von Herder (1744-1803). In a letter 
written to Herder on December 22, 1777, Hamann speaks of his discove~· 
of Vico's Scienza nuova and at first mistakenly thinking the work to be 
a discussion of political econo~, found it subsequent~ to be instead a 
work containing philology.3 In the opinion of Robertson again, Herder's 
work, Ideen zu einer Geschichte der Philosophie der Menscheit, published 
in 1772, "seems to be unthinkable without a knowledge of Vico."4 
Herder's ideas which have marked him "a pioneer of moder intellectual 
developments, and make of him a gatekeeper of the nineteenth century are 
distinct~ Vichian. "5 Croce recognizes the reappearance of Vico' s ideas 
in Herder but considers the ideas of the former more profound~ dis-
cussed and better integrated into a s.ystem, in contrast with Herder's 
1Ibid., pp. 314-1.5; material from Hamann cited from Schriften, ed. 
Friedrich Roth (Berlin, 1824), I, 449. 
2Robertson, Romantic Theory in the Eighteenth Century, p. 288. 
~amann, Schriften, u. Briefe, 4 vola. (1872-1873); cited in 
Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 366. 
4Robertson, pp. 288-89. 
5~., p. 288. 
12 
"unsyste.ma.tized rendering" of the same basic concepts.1 Croce also ad-
vises that the peculiar Germanic culture and orientation of Herder and 
Hamann must be taken into consideration when their ideas are compared 
with those produced by the strictly classical and humanistic culture 
which is at the core of Vicors cultural background. At any rate, Croce 
takes significant note of Herder's lack of mention of Vico in his major 
works. 2 Croce's particular interest, when commenting on the similarity 
of ideas to be found in Vico and Herder, centers on Herder's Kaligone, 
written in 1800. Here Croce draws parallels between Herder and Vice in 
the matter of theories on language, history of the poetic genres, the 
priority of the imagination over the intellect, and the creation of gods 
and giants by primitive man's highly capable imagination.3 Despite the 
fact that Herder did on two occasions praise Vico's ideas in very lauda-
tory terms in his letters,4the praise never extended to an acknowledge-
ment of any dependence on Vico•s ideas, although there were many oc-
casions when this acknowledgement would have been no less obvious than 
necessary. 5 
The theory that the 1i terature of each nation is independent, 
lasting, with its own particular flavor and with its periods of grandeur 
1croce, Estetica, PP• 276-79. 
2Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 370. This sentiment is amplified in 
his Saggio sullo Hegel e altri scri tti, pp. 312-14. 
3Herder, Simmtliche Werke, crit. ed. by B. Suphan, 33 vols. 
(Berlin, 1877"1913), XII, 145-5o; see also Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 367. 
4Herder, XIII, 235-46; XIX, 266-67; see also Bibliografia Vichiana, 
I, 369-70. 
5Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 367-68. 
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and decadence, is the basic concept outlined in the ideas of Friedrich 
Schiller (1759-1805). This is Luciano Nicastro's interpretation of 
Schiller's Uber Naive und Sentimentalische Dichtupc, which first appeared 
in his own review, Die H"dren, in December 1795 and January 1796. With 
respect to this work, Nicastro notes analogies between Schiller and Vico, 
principal among which is Schiller's reaffirmation of Vico•s principle 
that the invention of gods was the result of "sentimenti ingenui" and 
not the result of a racking of the brains by philosophers. Perhaps more 
important for this study is Schiller's posing of Vico 1s principle that 
poetry is spontaneously born of the absolute necessity for the poet to 
express himself in a "state of nature" With the consequent decline of 
lyric poetry in a highly developed period of civilization.1 
In Germany also, Friedrich August Wolf (1759-1824) has been ac-
cused of having made use of Vico 1s theories on Homer without giving him 
due credit in his Prolegomena ad Homerum published at Halle in 1795. 
Vico 1s ideas that Homer's poems were first disseminated orally, under-
went revision later at the time they were being written, and his theory 
of the multiple authorship of the Homeric poems, are considered to be 
substantially the same ideas that were later embodied in Wolf 1s work. 
The controversy over the correct label to be applied to the system pre-
sented by Wolf--should it have been called the "Vichian11 system rather 
than the 11Wolfian" system--has been recorded by Croce in the Bibliografia 
Vicbiana, including opinions by Melchiorre Cesarotti (1730-1808), trans-
lator of the Ossianic poems and of the Iliad; Johann Georg Zoega (1755-
1Luciano Nicastro, Itinerari critici (Milano, 1936), pp. 9·20. 
1809) Danish philologist; and Christian Gottlieb Heyne (1729-1812), 
former teacher of Wolf. These mentioned were all partisans of the 
11Vichian11 system.1 The French "Globe'' printed an article by Charles 
Magnin on June 24 and July 23, 1830, wherein the two systems were ex-
amined and compared. 2 Wolf himself, having been made aware of the contro-
versy and having examined Vico 1s work, published in 1807 an admission of 
Vico's priority in the presentation of their commonly shared Homeric 
theories, accompanied by a disclaimer of any conscious use of Vico 1s ma-
terial.3 He also, although he admittedly held ideas similar to Vico 1s, 
was not fully aware of the deeper significance of Vico 1s Homeric theory 
for the mythological aspect of all true lyric poetry. 4 
The Neapolitan Exiles and Italian Pre-romanticists 
A decisive event in the spread of Vico•s ideas from their major 
center of interest, Naples, was the failure of the Neapolitan republic 
of 1799 and the consequent exile of a group of Neapolitan students of 
Vico's philosophy to northern Italy, France and Germany. Among the most 
ardent of the Vico publicizers was Vincenzo Cuoco (1770-1823). Es-
tablishing himself in Milan, Cuoco published in 1801 a study of the 
Neapolitan revolution which embodied Vico's ideas on the philosophy of 
~ibliografia Vichiana, I, 395-400. 
2Charles Magnin, "Examen des systAmes de Vico et de Wolf sur la 
formation des pcames hom~riques, 11 reprinted in Causeries et m~di tations 
historiques et lit~raires, 2 vols. (Paris, 1843), II, U6-4o. 
~riedrich August Wolf, "Giovan Battista Vico Uber den Homer," 
Museum der Alterthumswissenschaft (Halle, 1807), I, 555-70. 
4croce, La filosofia di G. B. Vico, p. 322. 
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history.l According to Croce, Cuoco not only saw an application of 
Vico's theories in the events of this revolution, but was one of the 
first to observe that the animating spirit at the dawn of the new centu-
ry was the spirit of Vico; that ideas springing up around Europe, al-
though considered new, were in reality a repetition of the theories of 
Vico written some fifty years before the,r were to have any direct impact 
on the analysis of historical evolution.2 
Another Neapolitan patriot responsible for the dissemination of 
Vico's ideas was Francesco Saverio Salfi (1759-1832), an ardent Vico-
phile who, as Giuseppe Ferrari puts it, was one of the few Italians who 
knew Vico before he was rehabilitated in Italy, as well as in France, 
through Michelet's translation in 1827.3 It was through the medium of 
Cuoco and Salfi principally, that Vincenzo Monti was introduced to 
Vico 1 s works, and it was Monti who was largely responsible for furnish-
ing the initiative for a republication of the Scienza nuova in Milan in 
1801.4 The influence of Vico's ideas on Monti has been reported by 
Cesare Canta and by Luciano Nicastro.5 
lvincenzo Cuoco, Sa o storico sulla rivoluzione na oletana, pub. 
anon. in 1801, 2d ed. (Milano, 1 ; see also Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 
407-17. 
2croce, Storia della storiografia italiana nel secolo decimonono, 
2 vola. (Bari, 1927), I, 9. 
)Giuseppe Ferrari, La mente di Vico (Milano MDCCCIIXVII), P• 281. 
4Giambattista Vico, Princi di scienza nuova d1intorno alla 
comune natura delle nazioni Milano, Classici Italiani, 1 01 • Cf. 
Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 423. 
5cesare Canta, Monti e l 1etl che fu sua (Milano, Treves, 1879), 
PP• lo6, 204; see also Luciano Nicastro, Itinerari critici, pp. 105-108. 
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The chain of transmission of Vico 1s ideas to the Italian romanti-
cists seems to be the result of missionary work carried out by Cuoco, 
Salfi and Monti. These writers and thinkers brought Vico's ideas to the 
attention of Ugo Foscolo.1 According to Croce, Foscolo was one of the 
first innovators of the nineteenth century with respect to the new theo-
ries on poetic origins, criticism and 1i tera.ry history. It was he also 
who was among the first to profit from Vico 1 s doctrines of nearly a 
century before. 2 In his study on romantic criticism in Italy, G. A. 
Borgese attributes Foscolo 1s attempts at an historical interpretation of 
literature to the latter's knowledge of Vico. 3 
Vico's literary theories as expressed by Giovanni Berchet also 
form a link in the dissemination of Vico 1 s ideas, giving him definite 
stature as a philosopher of romanticism. Croce cites two instances of 
the appearance of Vico's thought in Berchet1s theoretical writings. In 
the Lettera a Grisostomo, published in 1817 in Milan, there are two 
mentions of Vico. One observation links him with, among others, Mme de 
Staln, Schlegel and Schiller as one of those writers who believed that a 
1i terary work is to be considered an expression of the quality of the 
century, no longer an expression of an individualized action. Neither 
is a literary work a pastime or a luxury. It is a necessary expression 
of the social man as Vico had insisted throughout his discussion on 
1croce, La filosofia di Giambattista Vico, p. 325. 
2
croce, Poesia e non poesia (Bari, 1935), P• 79. Cf. also Croce, 
Problemi di estetica (Bari, 1910), P• 424. 
3G~ A. Borgese, Storia della cri tica romantica in Italia (Milano, 
1920), p. 267; see also Eugenio Donadoni, Ugo Foscolo pensatore, critico, 
poeta (Palermo, 1910), passim for numerous mentions of Vico. 
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poetics.l The extent to which Berchet 1 s manifesto had any direct influ-
ence in France has not been definitely established. Re~ Bray, however, 
does indicate that it was known and discussed in France shortly after it 
was published. 2 
Vico and France in the Early Nineteenth Century 
Joseph De Maistre 1s (1751-1822) borrowings from Vico seem to be 
considerable. De Maistre 1 s principle of the "heteronomy of aims" (very 
often, it is in striving for a certain aim that men attain another) is 
one of Vico 1s important principles in his philosophy of history.3 De 
Maistre 1 s adoption of Vico 1 s "jus naturale gentium" is perhaps his most 
important borrowing.4 De Maistre 1 s ideas on the place of religion in so~ 
ciety occupy the same importance they do in Vi co 1 s system. Every ci vi ... 
lization begins with priests, with religious ceremonies, with miracles. 
Whether they are true or false does not matter.5 Vico 1 s parallelism be-
tween language and writing, and historical and social structure, also 
find expression from De Maistre.6 
Aside from De Maistre, the knowledge of Vico in France during the 
laiovanni Berchet, Prose, Bellorini ed. (Bari, 1912), pp. 12, 16. 
Cf. Croce, Storia della storiografia italiana nel secolo decimonono, II, 
54, 57-59. 
2Ren' Bray, Chronologie du romantisme (Paris, 1932), p. 23. 
~lio Gianturco, Jose h De Maistre 
Roots of De Maistre's Political Culture 
1937), PP• 5o, 100. 
4 Ibid., p. 100 et passim. 
5 Ibid., P• 119. 
6 Ibid., pp. 155-56, 162, 203. 
and Giambattista Vico Italian 
diss. Columbia University, 
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first quarter of the nineteenth century is also sketcQy and imperfect 
but a sufficient amount of comment made on his works at that time has 
been recorded to make it worth reporting in this study. Claude Fauriel 
(1772-1844) shared an interest in Vico With his friend Manzoni. The 
presence in his library of excerpts from Vico 1 s works, and his interest 
in finding a letter written by Vico which discusses the poetry of Dante, 
attest to Fauriel's knowledge of the Scienza nuova.l Fauriel's main 
contribution to literary criticism, according to Fernand Baldensperger, 
"est d'avoir rattach~-- ••• la vie des litt~ratures A des traditions 
vivant dans le peuple illettr~. 112 This was one of Vico 1 s most important 
literary ideas. 
An acknowledged admirer of Vico during the early nineteenth centu-
ry was Pierre-Simon Ballanche (1776-1847). In his Essai de paling~nesie 
sociale, published in 1827-28, Ballanche carried his admiration for Vico 
to the point where he considered the lack of knowledge of Vico in the 
eighteenth century a serious factor that hastened events like the French 
Revolution. Had Vico been known from the time of his first writings, 
"le terrible orage de 1789 aurait peut-@tre ~~ ~vi~." Knowledge of 
Vico might have instituted a revival of religious, spiritual and mo-
narchical sentiment.3 This sentiment is completely antihistorical and 
lFor further discussion of Fauriel's library and this letter see 
Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 484-85. 
2Fernand Baldensperger, La critigue et 1 1histoire litt~raires en 
France (New York, 1945), pp. 42-43. 
3p.-s. Ballanche, Oeuvres, 4 vols. (Paris-Gen~ve, 1830), III, 334-
38. 
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therefore contrary to Vico 1s own thinking.1 The forces of revolution are 
not so easily swayed in Vi co 1 s philosophy of history. They are natural 
and evolutionary. Fernand Baldensperger notes that Ballanche had con-
siderable impact on the movement of ideas in the nineteenth century, 
partly because of his view on the history of societies to be considered 
as one considers the histor.y of an individual. 2 This idea had been fully 
developed by Vico. Baldensperger states that Ballanche treated primi-
tive institutions in the same way they had been treated by Vico.3 
Among the important French writers who mentioned Vico, even before 
he was translated by Michelet in 1827, Honor~ de Balzac makes occasional 
references to him. As early as November 1824, Balzac, in his "Lettre 
aux ~crivains franctais du diX-neuvi3me si~cle," qualified Vico as one of 
those important men of ideas who had achieved no renown in his own 
li!etime.4 No definitive study of Vico's influence on Balzac has been 
made. In 1960 however Thomas R. Whitaker noted an association between 
William Butler Yeats (1865-1941), Balzac and Vico with special emphasis 
on their commonly held attitudes toward the "flux of histor.y ."S 
General knowledge of Vico in France dates from the translation of 
1Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 489. 
2Fernand Baldensperger, 11Les annfes 1827-1828 en France et en 
dehors," Revue des cours et conf&rences, XXX, No. 1 (30 dec. 1928), 177. 
3Ibid., XXI, No. 2 (15 avril 1929), 10. 
4Honor~ de Balzac, Oeuvres compl~tes, So vols. (Paris, 1891-1892), 
XII; cited by Bibliografia Vichiana, I, 491. 
SThomas R. Whitaker, 11 The Early Yates and the Pattern of History, 11 
PKLA, LXXV, No. 3 (June 1960), 320-21. 
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his Scienza nuova seconda, 1744 edition. Jules Michelet1 s translation, 
Principes de la philosophie de 1 1 histoire, tradui ts de la Scienza nuova 
de J. B. Vico (Paris, Jules Renouard, 1827), was published March 8 of 
that year. He began the translation June 28, 1824 and completed it on 
October 5, 1826.1 Important studies of Michelet 1s dependence on Vico 1s 
work have been made. Principal among these works is Gustave Lanson1s 
article, "La formation de 1a m~thode historique de Michelet, 11 written in 
1905. Michelet 1 s principal debt to Vico, according to Lanson, is Vico 1s 
theory of "cognition," for Michelet, "la r~eiUrrection in~grale de la 
vie. 11 Lanson adds that the historian need no longer fear a lack of data 
and information, "Il restaure une ~poque comme Viollet-le-Duc un ch6.teau, 
112 Two other important aspects of Vi co 1 s thinking had a considerable ••• 
effect on Michelet 1s historical method: the idea that great men are 
collective symbols representing their centuries; the lives of races are 
hidden in their languages and in their laws. 3 In the United States, 
William Paul Dismukes has written a doctoral dissertation analyzing, for 
the most part, Michelet's use of Vico 1s axiomatic principles or 
11 degni tA. 114 
Michelet 1s translation precipitated much general comment on Vico 1s 
1Gabriel Monod, La vie et la pens~e de Jules Michelet (Paris, 
1923), II, 51. 
2Gustave Lanson, "La formation de la m~thode historique de 
Michelet, 11 Revue d'histoire moderne et contemporaine, VII (Octobre 1905), 
12-13. 
3Ibid., P• 17. 
4w. P. Dismukes, 11 A Study of Michelet 1 s use of Vichian Principles," 
Unpublished diss., University of Illinois, 1936. 
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ideas. Among the first was a letter written to Michelet by T. s. 
Jouffroy (1796-1842). The date of the letter is unknown but it is specu .. 
lated that it might have been sent in May of 1827. Jouffroy congratu-
lated Michelet on his translation of Vico and added, "Quoi qu' on puisse 
penser sur le fond m@me, il est impossible de ne pas admirer qu'une 
assez vaste conception soit sortie du ro.yaume de Naples au commencement 
du dix-huiti~me si~cle."1 Almost simultaneously with the letter, 
Jouffro.y printed an article, "Bossuet, Vico et Herder," where he tries 
to establish essential differences between the three philosophers of 
history, especially Vico and Herder. Vico, in his opinion, makes man 
more independent of nature. The laws to which he is subject are the 
laws inspired by his own thought. Herder on the other hand, considers 
man subject to the laws of nature, and it is nature that endows him With 
his thoughts. 2 
Victor Cousin's dependence on Vico has been suggested by Francesco 
Predari ( 1809-1870). In his opinion, Cousin 1 s doctrine, "del triplice 
regno dell1unit1, della molteplicit! e dell 1equo rapporto dell'uno col 
molteplice," is a doctrine inspired by Vico.3 With reference to Cousin, 
Jean Lerminier (1803-1857) considered Vico the founder of modern eclecti-
cism, seeing in Vico's works a reconciliation between philosophy and 
~envenuto Donati, Nuovi studi sulla filosofia civile di G. B. 
Vico con documenti, Vol. XVI in· Studi filosofici, diretti da Giovanni 
Gentile (Firenze, 1936), p. 493. 
2This article was first printed in the "Globe" of 17 May 1927. 
Cited by Bibliografia Vichiana, II, 539; cf. Henri Tronchon, Romantisme 
et pnranantisme (Paris, l930), p. 45. 
3Francesco Predari, apere scientifiche latina di Giambattista Vico 
(Livorno, 1837), P• 785. 
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history, between ideas and facts, and finally a reconciliation of the 
authorit.y of common sense with abstract philosophical principles.1 
Cousin also made a comparative judgment between Bossuet, Vico and Herder 
in the eleventh lecture of his course on the history of philosophy at 
the Sorbonne in 1828. Croce's evaluation of this judgment on Vico sug-
gests that Cousin did not fully understand Vico or that his contact with 
Vico's work was not complete. On~ an incomplete knowledge of Vico 
would suggest that Vico did not pay enough attention to art or philoso-
2 phy. 
Edmond Es~ve has made a study of Alfred de Vigny 1s R~flexions sur 
la v~ri~ dans l'art, written in 1827 but not printed until 1833 when it 
was included as a preface to the fifth edition of Cing Mars, origina!lr 
published in 1826. This preface, says Es~ve, was the direct result of 
some criticism directed to Vigny by Sainte-Beuve. The latter had ob-
jected to Vigny's placement of historical characters in decidedly fie-
titious situations. Sainte-Beuve 1s article appeared in the "Globe" on 
3 July 8, 1826. Es~ve does not know of any personal relationship between 
Michelet and Vigny. Neither does he think that it is reasonable to as-
sume that they did not know each other at all and he does suspect some 
intellectual communication between the two. It is possible, he adds, 
1Jean Ler.minier, Introduction g~n~rale 1 1 1histoire du droit 
(Bruxelles, 1830), p. 167. 
2Victor Cousin, Oeuvres, Introduction 1 l'histoire de 1a philoso~ 
&~ (Bruxelles, 1840), I, B3-90. Cf. Bibliogratia Vichiana, II, 54o-
3Edmond Es~ve, "Vico, Michelet et Vigny," Revue universitaire, 
XXVIII (Paris, 1919), 191-92. 
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that after two or three meetings, Michelet's thought, or rather Vico's 
thought, for wham Michelet was the interpreter, 11marqua, et d 1une em-
preinte durable, la pens~e d'Alfred de Vign;y-. 111 Es~ve considers Vign;y's 
preface a direct application of Vico's theories on the philosophy of 
history, his general study of primitive times and the origin of socie-
ties, and the importance of religion and Providence. Perhaps the most 
important idea derived from Vico is the theory that great men in early 
histories were poetic characters or symbols, by means of which primitive 
peoples were able to express abstract ideas, otherwise unexplainable be-
cause of their limited capacity for analysis. 2 Throughout the preface 
Est~ve notes a general similarit,y of language between Michelet and 
Vigny. 3 
Chateaubriand was at least aware of Vico in 1831 in Etudes his-
toriques sur la chute de 1 1empire romain. After discussing the histori-
cal systems of Hegel, Niebuhr and Herder, he comments that these systems 
are not so new as they seem to be. They had been foreseen by a man, 
long dead, who is now claiming the glory rightfully his, "Je veux parler 
de Vico."4 
Prosper-Brugi~re de Barante (1782-1866) considered the Scienza 
nuova a "livre merveilleux" which had exceeded the limits of its own 
1 Ibid., P• 191. 
2 Ibid., pp. 194-95, 198. 
3 Ibid., P• 198. 
4chateaubriand, Oeuvres campl~tes, Etudes historiques, 4 vola. 
(Paris, 1831), I, 46. 
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time, in a letter addressed to Michelet on July 22, 1827.1 
Vico did have some detractors among those who knew of his work 
around the time of Michelet 1s translation. Among the representatives of 
this attitude was Pierre-Claude Daunou (1761-1840), professor of history 
at the Coll~ge de France. Henri Tronchon reports that Daunou rejected 
all purveyors of systems of history and that Vico had been "tir~ d1 un 
juste oubli. 112 Louis-~ Martin (1786-1847) is willing to concede that 
through Vico's efforts, history was transformed from a mere recital of 
facts to an "~pop~e sublime. 11 His objections, however, are moved by an 
unwillingness to see Bossuet's theories of history overthrown and a dis-
inclination to place man's social destiny into man's own hands.3 
Tronchon further observed that even after the translation of Vico, 
"Bossuet gardera ses fid~les. u4 
The state of knowledge of Vico 1s ideas in France around the time 
of Michelet's translation has been summarized by Hazard. Vico 1 s ideas 
were clear in the minds of some, confused in the minds of others. One 
idea was very impressive. The explanation for humanity was to be sought 
in humanity itself. "Dans la France romantique, Vi co ne susci te pas l 
lui seul une telle conception historique: mais il a aid~ l la faire 
lnonati, Nuovi studi, pp. 493-94. 
2Henri Tronchon, Romantisme et pr~romantisme, p. 41. 
3Louis-Aim~ Martin, Plan d1une biblioth~gue universelle (Bruxelles, 
1837), PP• 139-.52. 
4Henri Tronchon, Romantisme et pr~romantisme, p. 30. 
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surgir et A la pr~ciser. 111 This knowledge of Vico, generally limited to 
a conception of his philosophy of histor,y, prompted a complaint from 
Croce. He observed that even Cousin had ignored Vico as a philosopher 
of aesthetics and had equallY ignored the immense value of the poetic 
factor that Vico had assigned to the lives of nations. 2 
Procedures Followed in this Investigation 
This investigation begins with a preliminary acceptance of the 
work and conclusions of Robertson, Hazard, Croce and Rigault. These re-
spected critics discovered the possibilit,y that Vico may have been sig-
nificantly ignored as a contributor to the literary theories of ramanti-
cism. In their opinions, Vico had furnished theories that could serve 
as the basis for emancipating literature from the domination of classi-
cal standards, and at the same time could serve as basic characteristics 
of the doctrine of romanticiD. Further research has revealed that Vico 
was also significantly ignored during his own lifetime, either ignored 
or misunderstood during the rest of the eighteenth century and also to a 
great extent in the nineteenth century, until Michelet 1 s translation in 
1827. 
Chapter I of this study takes a step backward to make a study of 
Vico's own Autobiografia. This was considered important, especially 
since it proved to be an intellectual autobiography that could furnish 
some insight into Vico's own intellectual background and into what 
1Paul Hazard, 11La pens~e de Vico, 11 Revue des cours et conf~rences, 
XXXIII, No. 1 (1931), 138-39. 
2Bibliografia Vichiana, II, 540. 
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forces and thinking were able to free him from the dominant intellectual, 
Cartesian temper of his own milieu. Many of the early French romanti-
cists were able to effect the same emancipation from the Age of En-
lightenment. 
In Chapter II, an examination of Vico's principle works is under-
taken. The object of this analysis is to document Vico 1s rejection of 
classical attitudes and rules, and to also document what particular 
theories proposed by him could serve as a whole body of doctrine for the 
lawgivers of literary romanticism. The theories sought in this exami-
nation are those theories generally accepted as representative of ro-
manticism. 
Since virtually none of the major histories of French romanticism 
take any significant note of Vico as a precursor of that doctrine, 
Chapter III devotes itself to the question of further recognition of 
Vico by critics who are specifically concerned with Europeon romanticism 
as a literary movement and Vico 1 s place in it. To what extent has he 
been accepted as a proponent of this doctrine and to what extent is he 
considered an initiator, or at least a contributor, to the Europeon 
climate of romanticism, by virtue of his ideas and time? 
Chapter IV reduces the question of Vico's possible influence to an 
examination of French literary romanticism specifically. Michelet•s 
translation of the Scienza nuova in March 1827, comes at an opportune 
time. As late as May 17, 1825, the "Globe" reported that there were 
many partisans of a literary renaissance and that undoubtedly romanti-
cism was gaining ground. There was no accord, however, concerning its 
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definite form, "Ici les novateurs cessent d'~tre d'accord."l It is sig-
nificant that unity among the romanticists is considered to date from 
the appearance of three major manifestos: Victor Hugo's Pr~face de 
Cromwell, written in December 1827; Sainte-Beuve's Tableau historigue et 
critique de la po,sie fran9aise au IVIe si~cle, written in July 1828; 
Emile Deschamps' "Preface" to Etudes franctaises et ~trang~res, written 
in November 1828. 2 
These three manifestos will be examined to detennine to what ex-
tent Vico's theories, as they have been translated by Michelet, reappear 
in the ideas expressed in these documents. This investigation is prima-
rily interested in the years 1827-1830, significant years in the es-
tablishment of the French Romantic School. It will go beyond these 
years and beyond the above manifestos, however, when it appears advisa" 
ble to continue the discussion of an idea that gets further development 
in other writers or at a somewhat later period. It will confine itself 
however to those writers who are generally considered romanticists. 
Chapter V will re-examine the same general material and writers 
considered in the previous chapter. This time the object will be to de-
termine if Vice's ideas, again as translated by Michelet, go beyond ac-
ceptance as mere theories and are put to any practical use in the evalu-
ation of literary periods in which these writers either played a sig-
nificant role or about which they were making judgments. 
lch. M. Des Granges, La presse litt~raire sous la Restauration 
(Paris, 1907), PP• 237-38. 
2Guy Michaud et Philipe Van Tieghem, Le romantisme, Les Documents 
France (Paris, 1952), P• 63. See also Albert Joseph George, The Develop-
ment of French Romanticism (Syracuse, 1935), pp. 9-ll. 
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A final statement of procedure is added to qualify the use of the 
words romanticism and romanticist. A romanticist, as he is designated 
in this study, is a writer who considers and discusses literary romanti-
cism as a theory of writing or theory of literature. These designations 
do not have reference to individuals or works that may be considered !£-
mantic in temperament, theme or any of the variety of meanings that the 
word romantic connotes. Any individuals, such as Hugo or Vigny, who 
could be called romantic, are discussed only in the context that they 
qualify for this definition of romanticist. 
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CHAPTER I 
AN INTELLECTUAL BIOGRAPHY OF GIAMBATTISTA VICO 
HIS ANTI-CARTESIANISM 
In 1725 Vico wrote his autobiography, Vita di Giambattista Vico 
scritta da se medesimo.l It was written at the request of Count Gian 
Artico di Porc!a who, among others in Naples, was interested in making 
available to the young students of Naples autobiographies of learned 
men of letters. Doubtless influenced in this plan by Descartes• 
Discours de la methode, Count Porc!a and his friends saw the inestimable 
pedagogical value of such a series of autobiographies and it is in this 
spirit that Vico composed the work.2 The autobiography is written much 
in the manner of Descartes• Discours, tending to show how Vico arrived 
at the culmination of his thinking in the Scienza nuova. He no doubt 
also welcomed the opportunity to contest Descartes' thinking in a work 
which was modeled to some extent on the very work it was criticizing. 
In the Nicolini edition of Vico's works, there are several 
footnotes by Nicolini in which he protests that the data is not always 
chronologically correct; that Vico has at times exaggerated events and 
lsiographical data presented in this study have been extracted 
from the previously cited Autobiografia, Nicolini edition of Qpere, 
1953. See also Vico His Autobiography, translated from the Italian by 
Max Harold Fisch and Thomas Goddard Bergin (Ithaca, 1944). 
2Auto., P• 75. 
turning points in his intellectual development to better fit the thesis 
of his Scienza nuova.1 These observations are interesting but of little 
importance in the development of this paper. From his autobiography the 
intellectual temperament, activities and milieu of the Neapolitan phi-
losopher can be reconstructed With sufficient clarity. His own evalu-
ation of the intellectual forces which molded his thinking is very im-
portant, despite minor chronological distortions. 
Giambattista Vico was born in Naples on June 23, 1668 of Antonio 
Vico, a modest bookseller, and of Candida Masullo. 2 He died in January, 
1744 after a life of devoted scholarship and teaching as a professor of 
rhetoric. In 1689 Vico matriculated at the school of law of the Uni-
versi ty of Naples. He was graduated an LL.D. in 1694 from the Uni-
versity of Naples at Salerno. In 1698 the chair of rhetoric was left 
vacant at the University. Vico competed for it and was appointed pro-
fessor of rhetoric that same year. He held this position until 1741 
when he was succeeded in this professorship by his son Gennaro.3 
Vico's life was one of suffering from illness, poverty, and frus-
tration in his academic career. At the age of seven he had the mis-
fortune to fall on his head from the top of a ladder and remained un-
conscious for five hours. After a three year period of convalescence he 
took up his studies at grammar school in 1678. He was a brilliant 
student but frequent illnesses and the necessity for periodic 
1Ibid., see p. 14, n. 1; p. 15, n. 5; p. 27, n. 8. 
2 ~., p. 3. 
3Bergin and Fisch, Auto., chronological table, PP• 224-30. 
-
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withdrawals from school because of family finances resulted in a lack of 
formal education. With the exception of his years of matriculation at 
the University of Naples School of Law, between 1689-1694, Vice's edu-
cation was largely self-administered with short periods of special 
tutoring. 
A major disappointment in his teaching career at the University of 
Naples in 1723 furnished Vico with the impetus to become completely ab-
sorbed in the preparation of the Scienza nuova. The chair of civil law 
at the University had fallen vacant. Having been led to believe by 
virtue of his seniority, his ability, and the respect that he commanded 
as a teacher that he could expect to receive the appointment, Vico 
entered the competition. Unfortunately the outcome of the contest had 
been predetermined and the appointment went to another.l Vico continued 
as professor of rhetoric but his consuming passion from this moment on 
was the Scienza nuova. 
The major portion of Vico 1s autobiography is devoted to a dis-
cussion of his self-educative process and periods of being tutored. In 
talking of himself Vico 1s use of the third person does lend his dis-
cussion an air of objective analysis. His first years of study were 
spent under the tutelage of several capable Jesuit teachers, who placed 
the young Vico in contact with the principles of scholastic philosophy, 
especially that of Scotus who, for Vico, approaches most closely the 
philosophy of Plato. This, according to Vico, was a presentiment that 
later he would take the most pleasure in Platonism. Also during this 
1Ibid., PP• 54-58. 
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period he studied civil law and jurisprudence. He took pleasure in com• 
posing poetry in the "corrupt" style of his day, a poetry replete with 
error and falsehood. This kind of poetry, which Vico claims to have 
written as "un esercizio d'ingegno in opere d1argutezza,"1he saw as a 
necessary diversion for the young from the study of metaphysics. The 
fiery ardor of youth should not be allowed to dry up. Later, With 
maturity of judgment, comes a hesitancy to attempt this sort of thing. 2 
In spite of beginning to suffer from consumption in 1686, he in-
itiated attempts to complete his education by himself. However, the un-
happy economic condi tiona of his family deterred him from his studies 
and he was obliged to seek his livelihood. It was at this time that he 
was approached by a Monsignor Geronimo Rocca, a bishop of Ischia, and 
hired as a tutor to his nephews. He went thus to the chateau of the 
Rocca family at Vatolla where he remained--with some interruptions which 
the family spent at Naples or Portici--for nine years. These were years 
of solitary study with much time spent at the library of the Franciscan 
Friars at Vatolla. Here he made his first contact with the Latin 
writers Cicero, Virgil, Horace, Sallust, Plautus, Terence and above all 
Tacitus. He studied the philosophy of Saint Augustine, deciding that 
Saint Augustine 1 s middle ground between the two positions of Calvin and 
Pelagius in the matter of grace was suitable to his own thinking.) 
1 !!!:£., P• 10. 
2 Ibid., pp. 3-11. See also n. 1, p. 10. Nicolini points out that 
this poetry is lost. Vico' s later poetry shows it to be distinctly 
Petrarchian. 
3 ~., pp. 11 ... 12. 
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He was particularly taken with the "numeri poetici ma.ravigliosi" 
of Virgil. Not satisfied with his own modern method of poetizing, he 
reverted to a study of the Tuscan language as used by Boccaccio in 
prose and Dante and Petrarch in verse. He made a comparative study of 
Cicero With Boccaccio, Virgil With Dante, and Horace with Petrarch, 
always with an eye to differences in expression, thought and form. 1 
From Horace's Ars poetica, he concluded that the most abundant 
storehouse for poetic expression can be found in the moral philosophers. 
The ethics of the ancient Greeks became his next serious study. Fr011 
ethics he went to a study of metaphysics. Plato was the most satisfying 
to him as a moral philosopher. As Vico recounts it: 
Perche la metafisica d'Aristotele conduce a un principio fisico, il 
quale a materia dalla quale si educono le forme particolari e, s!, 
fa Iddio un vasellaio che lavori le cose fuori d1 s~. Ma la meta-
fisica di Platone conduce a un principio fisico, che ~ la idea 
eterna che da se educe e crea la materia medesima, come uno spirito 
seminale che esso stesso si formi 11uovo •••• 2 
FolloWing this principle, Vico began to consider a moral philosophy 
based on an ideal virtue or justice. This dissatisfaction With 
Aristotle and apparent attraction to Plato, engendered in Vico the germ 
of an ideal eternal law which would be observed in a universal ci~ 
following the design of Providence. This is the idea, continues Vico, 
upon which all republics since have been founded.3 
Both Aristotle and Plato however, as well as Cicero, were con-
cerned in their philosophies with "ben regolare 11uomo nella civile 
1 ~., p. 13. 
2 ~., pp. 13-15. 
3 ~., p. 15. 
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societA." For Vico, the moral philosophies of neither the Stoics nor 
the Epicureans showed this concern. They are the philosophies of soli-
taries. The Stoics attempted to dull their emotions and passions; the 
Epicureans remained "sfaccendati chiusi ne'loro orticelli."l 
Vico was for a time impressed with Plato's and Aristotle's use of 
mathematical proofs in their philosophies. His self-evident deficiency 
in this discipline prompted him to study geometry with a desire to pene-
trate as far as Euclid's Fifth Proposition. 
E a suo costo sperimenta che alle menti giA dalla metafisica fatte 
universali non riesce agevole quello studio propio degli ingegni 
minuti, e lascia di seguitarlo, siccome quello che poneva in ceppi 
ed angustia la sua mente giA avezza col molto studio di metafisica 
a spaziarsi nell'infinito de'generi; ••• 2 
He returned then to a reading of historians, poets and orators, always 
taking pleasure in attempting to discover bonds of relationship between 
seemingly disparate things.3 
Next Vico studied the physics and metaphysics of Descartes and the 
Cartesians, where he quick~ decided he saw errors and the dangers that 
can befall a man from too close an application of this doctrine. Vico 
was unable to establish any unity within the parts of Descartes 1 phi-
losophy. Whereas Descartes' metaphysics tries to establish two kinds of 
substance, one extended and the other thinking, so as to establish an 
immaterial agent over matter, yet his physics demands a metaphysics that 
2Ibid., p. 16. Nicolini suggests that 11 ingegni minuti 11 be in-
terpreted 11ingegni analitici, 11 n. 4. 
3~., P• 16. 
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would establish a single kind of substance, the corporeal.l Neither does 
Descartes' metaphysics embrace any moral philosophy applicable to the 
Christian religion. Father Malebranche was also unable to apply Car-
tesianism t? a system of Christian moralit,y. Pascal's Pens~es in this 
matter "sono pur ll.Uid sparsi. 112 In general all these readings made him 
more than ever a partisan of the Platonic metaphysics. Plato's es-
tablishment of abstract substances as having more reality than corporeal 
substances and his ability to derive from this metaphysics a morality 
well adapted for civil life was a much more satisfactory philosophy for 
Vico. 
Platone, ••• da essa forma della nostra mente umana, senza ipotesi 
alcuna, stabilisce per principio delle cose tutte 1 1idea eterna, 
sulla scienza e coscienza che abbiamo di noi medesimi. Ch~ nella 
nostra mente sono certe eterne veritA che non possiamo sconoscere o 
riniegare, e in conseguenza che non sono da noi; ma del rimanente 
sentiamo in noi una libertA di fare, intendendo, tutte le cose che 
han dipendenza dal corpo, e percio le facciamo in tempo, cio~ quando 
vogliamo applicarvi, e tutte in conoscendo le facciamo, e tutte le 
conteniamo dentro di noi: come le immagini con la fantasia; le 
reminiscenze con la memoria; con l'appetito le passioni; gli odori, 
i sapori, i colori, i suoni, i tatti co' sensi; e tutte queste cose 
le conteniamo dentro di noi. Ma per le verit! eterne, che non sono 
da noi e non hanno dipendenza dal corpo nostro, dobbiamo intendere 
essere principio delle cose tutte una idea eterna tutta scevera di 
corpo, che nella sua cognizione, ove voglia, crea tutte le cose in 
tempo e le contiene dentro di s~ e, contenendole, le sostiene. Dal 
qual principio di filosofia stabilisce, in metafisica, le sostanze 
astratte aver pi~ di realit! che le corpolente; ne deriva una morale 
tutta ben disposta per la civilt!.3 
At the end of a nine year period of self-study he returned to his 
native city in 1695. "Il Vico si ricew in Napoli come forestiero nella 
libid., pp. 22-23. 
2Ibid., P• 23. 
3Ibid., pp. 20-21. 
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sua patria." Descartes• philosophy was at the height of 1 ts vogue among 
the aen of letters in Naples. It was natural that he found himself ig-
nored. His studies in history, oratory and poetry adapted themselves 
badly to the mathematics and mechanism of Descartes. In fact these 
studies had been disapproved by Descartes.1 
At this time Plato and Tacitus were the two men that Vico had ad-
mired above all others, 
Perch~ con una mente meta!isica incaaparabile Tacito contempla 
l'uomo qual 3, Platona qual dee essere; e come Platone con quella 
scienza universale si diffonde in tutte le parti dell1onestl che 
compiono 1 1uomo sapiente d'idea, cosi Tacito discende a tutti i 
consigli dell1utilitl, perch~ tra gl 1infiniti irregolari eventi 
della ma~zia e della fortuna si conduoa a bene l'uomo sapiente di 
pratica. 
The admiration of these two authors with their antithetical points of 
view, says Vico, gave him a sketch of his Scienza nuova; an ideal 
eternal history of all times, based on certain eternal properties, 
showing the surge, zenith and decay of all nations where the wise man 
will be formed of "sapienza riposta11 and "sapienza volgare." But a 
third man, Francis Bacon, whom he began to study in 1707, had to be 
added to this duo.3 
For Vico, Bacon was a philosopher who embodied both the qualities 
of Plato the intellectual, and Tacitus the man of common Wisdom. He saw 
in Bacon a universal man in theory and in practice. He was at once a 
fine philosopher and a minister of state in England. Vico admired also 
1~., p. 31. 
2 Ibid., pp. 31-32. 
3 Ibid., P• 32. 
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in Bacon the rare capacity for seeing in the world of letters what 
studies remained to be developed and what studies already developed 
needed correction. Vico praised Bacon's objectivity. He attacked all 
sciences Without prejudice and personal bias "a riserva di poche cose 
che offendono la cattolica religione."1 
Reading Bacon's treatise, De sapientia veterum, Vico decided to 
look for its origins beyond the fables of the poets, that is, in ety-
mology. He had been prompted to do this also with Plato who had tried 
to seek out the principles for his Cratylus in the origins of the ety-
mologies of the Greek language. This search was now necessary, Vico 
felt, because he was somewhat dissatisfied With the etymologies of the 
grammarians. 2 These dissatisfactions With the present accomplishments 
of philology, according to Vico, led him to discover new theories of the 
origins or language and poetry different from the theories that the 
Greeks and Romans and others since them had accepted. 3 
In 1716 Vico was asked to write the life of Marshall Antonio 
Carafa who had gained same notoriety because of the cruelty With which 
he had conducted the civil war against 'l'hOkiSJ.y and his followers in 
1Ibid., p. 32. This last statement is provocative in view of some 
controversy over Vico 1s religious beliefs. Croce says that there is no 
doubt as to Vico 1s personal lqyal catholicism--but sees no place for it 
in his natural formulation of myth and religion. See his Saggi 
filosofici (Bari, 1948), p. 49. 
2Ibid., p. 41. See also Nicolini's note B, p. 41. By etymologies 
of the grammarians, Vico means that he is dissatisfied with purely gram-
matical etymologies and Wishes to consider languages as historical docu-
ments. 
3Ibid., pp. 46-47. 
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Hungary. In preparation for this commission he had occasion to read 
Hugo Grotius' De iure belli et pacis. His introduction to this work 
convinced him that Grotius was the fourth writer to add to the three he 
had already adopted. Grotius was to provide for Vico the method for re-
ducing the ideas suggested by Plato, Tacitus and Bacon to a system for 
the universal law of mankind and nations. Grotius was needed to cample-
ment the other three: 
Perch~ Platone adorna pi! tosto che ferma la sua sapienza riposta 
~ntellectual, rational powers] con la volgare di Omero; Tacito 
sparge la sua metafisica, morale e politica per gli fatti, came 
da1 tempi essolui vengono innanzi sparsi e confusi sensa sistema; 
Bacone vede tutto il saper umano e divino, che vi era, doversi sup-
plire in cia che non ha e deve emendare in cia che ha, ma, intorno 
alle leggi, egli co'suoi canoni non s'innalza troppo all'universo 
delle cittl ed alla scorsa di tutti i tempi n~ alla distesa di tutte 
le nazioni. Ma Ugon Grozio pone in sisteme di un diritto universale 
tutta la filosofia e la filologia in entrambe le parti di questa 
ultima, sl della storia delle cose favolosa o certa, sl della storia 
delle tre lingue, ebrea greca e latina, che sono le tre lingue d~tte 
antiche che ei son pervenute per mano della eristiana religione. 
HaT.i.ng now through a process of selection chosen these four writers as 
the ones who will contribute most to his system, Vico set himself to the 
task of applying them to the Catholic religion. In Vico 1s thinking, the 
essential lack in the world of letters was: 
un sistema, in cui accordasse la miglior filosofia, qual•a la 
platonica subordinata alla cristiana religione, con una filologia 
che portasse necessita di scienza in entrambe le sue p~ti, che sono 
le due storie una delle lingue, 1' al tra delle cose: ••• 
It is apparent from reading the A.utobiografia that Vico 1 s system 
1Ibid., p. 48. See also note 3, p. 48. Nicolini adds Puffendorf 
and Selaen-to the writers on natural law who influenced Vico, ascribing 
major influence to the latter. 
2Ibid., pp. 49-50. See also note 5, p. 49, where Nicolini defines 
philology in the Vichian sense of the word as "seienza del certo e 
abbranciante quindi la poesia, la storia, il diritto, ecc. ecc." 
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Will start with a denial of Descartes. This opposition to Descartes 
centers around several disagreements. Vi co criticizes the ''Method. 11 
He is critical of Descartes• criterion of truth. He is critical of the 
Cartesians' anti-historical, anti-linguistic, anti-poetic and anti-ora-
torical attitudes. His reaction to this can perhaps best be summarized 
from his "Lettera a Francesco Saverio Esteban, 11 12 January 1729: "Cod. 
egli ~ addivenuto che si condanna l,.o studio della lingua greca e latina, 
onde sono dappertutto inviliti i prezzi degli scrittori in entrambe le 
lingua propie. 11 Only by studying these languages can one understand the 
wise and powerful thinking of the Romans and the delicate and exact 
thinking of the Greeks. They are both necessary for "uomini d' alto 
arrare 11 who must treat great things With greatness and loftiness of soul 
in order to reveal truth. Languages are, in a manner or speaking, the 
vehicle by which "si stransfonde in chi le appara lo spirito delle 
nazioni. 111 
The language of our church is condemned, continues Vico, as well 
as the language of the historians, the only ones who can hope to be 
accurate reporters of our beginnings without fear and without prejudice. 
Condemned also are the readings of orators who can teach us the sounds 
with which wisdom speaks. The Cartesians condemn also the readings of 
poets With the false pretext that they recount fables. Little do they 
dream that the best fables approach more closely ideal truths and 
therefore the eternal truths of God. 2 In still another letter, 11Al Padre 
lapere, Carteggio, pp. 136-37. 
2Ibid. 
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Edouardo de Vitry," 20 January 1726, he stated: "I filosofi hanno 
intiepiditi l'ingegno col metodo di Cartesio."1 
Vico's system is an attempt to consider man in all aspects of his 
entirety and complex faculties. Not only does he consider man from a 
rationalistic viewpoint, but man as "senso" and "fantasia" (imagination) 
as well. In fact, maximum importance seems to be ascribed by Vico to 
the imagination. Through its exercise he sees reflected in the civil 
history of nations the freedom and spontaneity of the human spirit. 
This is perhaps the central theme of De nostri ternporis studiorum 
ratione, written in 1708. 2 He calls tor a revaluation of all those 
disciplines--poetry and art particularJ.y-.. that depend on this faculty. 
He opposes the "filosofia che protessa Blllllortire tutte le facultl 
dell'animo che prevengono dal corpo, e soprattutto quella d1 imaginare, 
che oggi si detesta come madre di tutti gli errori umani."3 
He counsels a study, not only of the natural sciences, but also of 
the 11scienze morali, 11 and especia.l.ly that part which treats the facul-
ties ot the human spirit and its passion for civil life and eloquence. 
We should learn the characteristics and customs of every age. We should 
cultivate a knowledge of the things around us. This is the most diffi-
cult of all sciences, he cautions. This vast and profound doctrine 
which has reference to the State remains unknown. Here Vico gives a 
1Ibid., p. 131. 
2apere, pp. 169·242. I have used here a translation into Italian 
by Faus~colini. 
3carteggio, "A Gherardo Degli Angioli," p. 121. 
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hint of the doctrine to be completely integrated into his system in the 
Scienza nuova, that is, the antithesis between the world of God (nature), 
of which only God can have perfect knowledge, and the civil world, cre• 
a ted by men who therefore are capable of its knowledge with greater per-
fection. An investigation of the nature of things around us is to be 
stressed because whatever information we get from them seems certain. 
An investigation of human nature is less fruitful since human nature is 
not subject to man's will.1 Later, on this subject, Vico is to marvel 
that all contemporary philosophers dedicate themselves to the study of 
human nature. Since God made it, He alone can understand its essence. 2 
Vico's pedagogy in the De nostri temporis studiorum ratione demonstrates 
his predilection for a humanistic education in the widest sense of the 
word, a turning to the ethical and esthetic formation of man, rather 
than to a rigidly scientific one. 
"In latino 1verum' e 'factlDl1 hanno rapporti di reciprocitl, o, 
per usare un vocabulo vulgato nelle scuole 1si convertono• •••• "3 In this 
way Vico begins his first chapter of Dell 1 antichissilna sapienza i talica 
written in 1710.4 This work is a strong attack of Descartes• "cogito" 
and of his criterion of truth. It is legitimate to conclude, continues 
Vico, that the ancient learned Italians agreed in the idea that 11il 
vero" is the same thing as "il fat to"; that God is the first truth since 
1apere, De nostri temporis studiorua ratione, P• 192. 
2apere, Scienza nuova, p. 479. 
3See Nicolini's note 1, p. 248, "cio3, sono sinoni.Jni." 
4see Nicolini's translation from the Latin, Opere, pp. 248-308. 
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He is the first creator or doer. In the very moment that God is cogni-
zant of a divine truth, He coordinates its elements and generates it. 
In the same way, man, in the act of recognition of a human truth, com-
poses its eleaents and gives it its form. Only in the understanding of 
the nature of things is there knowledge (scienza) and truth.1 "Criteria 
e norma del vero a l'averlo fatto." 2 He does not accept Descartes' 
"cogito ergo sum." This does not tell us what thought is or how it is 
created. It tells us only that thought exists and that I exist. It 
gives 11coscienza" not 11 scienza" of existence. Even the skeptic, adds 
Vico, recognizes existence, is conscious of it. The skeptic denies 
however that this consciousness of his existence can achieve absolute 
truths. It gives him o~ "certezza11 of his existence. For Vico, 
Descartes• criterion of evidence is insufficient. The consciousness of 
thought does not prove the knowledge of being. To know is to understand 
the causes which give origins to things. Dissatisfied with "coscienza" 
he affirms the necessity that "sciensa" or knowledge be arrived at. 3 
Vico opposes 11cogi to ergo sum" with a 11verum. ipsUJil factum. 11 The truth 
is in what we do. Not, man thinks, therefore he is, but man creates 
history, man creates reality therefore he is. 
In this way Vico sums up his discontent with the state of edu-
cation of his time. He protests excessive emphasis on the mathematical 
10pere, De antiquissima italorum. sapientia, trans. Italian 
Nicolini, pp. 2kB-49. 
2Ibid., p. 254. 
3Ibid., pp. 258-259. 
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and the rational and seeks a vindication of the imaginative and the ere~ 
ative. Concentration on analysis numbs not only man's creative power 
but also his appreciation for poetry, history, languages, oratory-all 
products of man's creative, imaginative genius whose value the Car-
tesians were too willing to deny. 
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CHAPTER II 
VICO AN ANTI-CLASSICAL AND PRE-ROMANTIC PHILOSOPHER 
It is the intention of this writer to examine the major works of 
Vico in order to establish him as an anti-classical and pre-romantic 
philosopher. Vico was not content to be merely destructive, he also 
offered a constructive system. As was noted in the early pages of the 
introduction to this paper, Paul Hazard has stated that Vico offered the 
basic principles of literary romanticism. Using Hazard's statement as a 
point of departure, it is the aim of this study to augment and amplify 
these principles, where possible, by an analysis of Vico's thought, in 
an effort to extract from his works what have come to be generally ac-
cepted characteristics and theories of literary romanticism. Any at-
tempts to furnish a conclusive definition or definitions of literary 
romanticism will be eschewed. The study will in general limit itself to 
a presentation of these characteristics and theories when they can be 
documented with Vico's text. Vico 1s most valuable work for this purpose 
will be the Scienza nuova. 
These characteristics and theories will include the romanticistst 
negation of classical standards, the increasing recognition of the im-
portant function of the imagination in literary creativity and the ele-
vation of the poet's mission and role in society. The romanticists' 
attitude toward history and the Middle Ages will be stressed. The re-
vival of religious sentiment, especially catholic sentiment, together 
with a revival of interest in monarchy, shared by maqy romanticists, 
will be presented. The theories of providence, progress and perfecti-
bility will get some attention. The romanticists' concern for social 
man Will be emphasized. Philology and its important function in the 
understanding of the history of man's ideas Will be discussed. These 
are in general the characteristics and theories usually found in liter-
ary histories or histories of literary romanticism. 
Philosophy of History 
In the discussion of the method he will use in his major work, the 
Scienza nuova, which will be an ideal universal history, Vico begins 
with the principle that knowledge of ancient times is very sketchy and 
imperfect. "Ma in tal densa notte di tenebre onde ~ coverta la prima da 
noi lontanissima antichita, aparisce questo lume eterno, ••• che questo 
mondo civile egli certamente a stato fatto degli uomini, onde se ne 
possono, perche se ne debbono, ritruovare i principi dentro le modifi-
cazione della nostra medesima mente umana. 111 Vico thus relegates to man 
the responsibility for the creation of his own social evolutionary 
process and the reevocation of the civil world, the world of nations. 
Man, knowing what he has created, can recreate its history through the 
processes of his own mind. This process is what Auerbach refers to as 
Vico's 11 aesthetic historism."2 Since God is the creator of the world of 
nature, very little knowledge of its processes and essences are 
1apere, Scienza nuova, p. 479. 
2Erich Auerbach, "Vico and Aesthetic Historism," Journal of 
Aesthetics and Art Criticism, VIII (December 1949), pp. 117-18. 
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realizable by man. In the Scienza nuova, Vico is to be satisfied with 
what can be understood by man, the "certott of man's existence. 
Vico 1s philosophy of history can be summed up by a system of 
triads based on the three ages of mankind; the primitive age of gods, 
divine and poetic; the heroic; and the human or rational age of man. 
Primitive man was highly endowed with imaginative powers and acute 
senses. In fact, the extent of this faculty is in direct proportion to 
his extreme lack of rational powers. His nature was poetic, or to give 
the word its synonomous meaning, creative. This age is creative in the 
sense that it created its own gods to explain natural phenomena that it 
could not understand. In spite of their ferocious and cruel nature 
these primitives feared the wrath of the very gods that they had cre-
ated and thus their passions and bestiality were tempered.l 
In the second or heroic age, the heroes believed themselves to be 
of divine origin. Still reminiscent of and not yet completely detached 
from the first period, they were cognizant of their own created gods. 
Since the gods were believed to be authors and creators of all things, 
man, in his heroic thinking took his legitimate place in the divine 
family. These heroes exercised their superiority over others who ar-
rived, godless, still bestial, to take refuge with them. Thus the bases 
for civil society were established.2 
The third age of man finds him to be rational, intelligent, calm 
1Scienza nuova, P• 770. 
2Ibid. 
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and subject to laws of conscience, reason and duty.1 
Three kinds of customs follow in analogous order. During the 
first period, the customs are replete With religion and piety. 2 The 
customs of the heroic age are "collerici e puntigliosi 11 of the type 
expressed by Achilles • .3 In the third age they are inspired by a sense of 
duty, taught from the point of view of ciTil duty. 4 
Three kinds of natural law also follow this pattern. First the 
divine-since the gods are omnipotent, all law is the result of the will 
of the gods. Second comes the heroic, in which law is derived from 
force. Although here, religion is beginning to temper force, in general 
"Tal diritto della forza ~ 11 diritto di Achille, che pone tutta la 
ragione nella punta dell' asta. 11 Third, the law of man is 11 dettato dalla 
ragione umana tutta spiegata."5 
Three kinds of government agree with the three periods. In the 
divine or theocratic, man belieTed that all things were ordered by the 
gods. This was also the period of the oracles. The heroic aristocra• 
cies succeeded, With governments in the hands of those who were judged 
superior, usuallJ the strongest. In the third period, all men are de-
termined equal by the now intelligent humans and equality is established 
1Ibid., pp. 770-71. 
2 Ibid., P• 771. 
3Ibid. 
~id. 
5~. 
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by law.1 
Three kinds of languages and writing are proposed in a like manner. 
The divine age first expresses mute religious or divine services. This 
type of language Vico considers appropriate since it was more necessary 
to revere religion than to reason about it. The writing of this period 
is hieroglyphics. In the heroic period there was a language of heroic 
emblems and heroic characters, 11universali fantastici," which reduced 
the various characteristics of the heroic to a s.ymbol. For example, 
Achilles s.ymbolizes all things referring to the combat between the 
strong, Ulysses represents the counsel of the wise. In the third period 
language becomes popular as do the characters that express it. In going 
from the heroic to the popular, such changes as the following take place: 
"Della frase eroica 1mi bolle il sangue nel cuore, 1 ne fecero questa 
voce: 'm 1 adiro. 1 11 Language loses its poetic quality and becomes pro-
2 
saic. 
In the same manner, Vico then treats three types of jurisprudence, 
three types of authority, three types of reason, three types of 
judgments, each applicable to its particular "sect" of time--divine, 
heroic, and human or rationa1.3 
One of the theories of Vico's historical s.ystem that has received 
much attention is his system of "corsi" and "ricorsi." The fifth book 
of the Scienza nuova outlines the theory that human history having 
1 Ibid., p. 772. 
2Ibid., pp. 773-74. 
3 Ibid., PP• 775-95. 
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evolved through the three stages outlined above, reverts to a new bar-
baric period and the cycle repeats itself. The European Middle Ages be-
came "la barbarie ritornata" or 11seconda barbarie." The divine age 
reappears, this time with the Catholic kings as defenders of the 
Christian religion. The heroic age succeeds the divine age with its 
feudal system and Achilles is replaced by the duellists.l 
The psychological dynamics of this concept are explained b,y two 
11degnitA11 : 
Gli uomini prima sentono il necessario, dipoi badano al1 1utile, 
appresso avvertiscono il comedo, pi~ innanzi si dilettano del 
piacere, quindi si dissolvono nel lusso, e finalmente impazzano 
in istrappar le sostanze. 
La natura de' popoli prima a cruda, dipoi Severa, quindi benigna, 
appresso delicata, finalmente dissoluta.2 
For Vice the struggle of classes is an important fact in the moti-
vation of these cycles. This struggle, an aspect of providence, begins 
in the very early patriarchal states with the rebelliousness of some of 
the sons toward the fathers' orders. Later the plebeians begin to de-
sire equal rights with the aristocrats. This eventually brings about 
the popular republics. Money then becomes a determinant of honors. 
Philosophers become the heroes. Religion loses ita power and virtue be-
comes a product not of religion but of reflection and rationalization. 
Eloquence develops with impassioned speeches for justice and effective 
laws. However, corruption also becomes a part of the popular states and 
with it comes the corruption of the philosophers who fall into 
1Ibid., PP• 835-39. 
2 Ibid., P• 459. 
so 
skepticism and "si diedero gil stolti dotti a calonniare la verita." In 
fact, Vico calls this a "barbarie della riflessione." People become 
more and more materialistic. The rich desire power as well as money. 
Civil wars lead to total disorder and anarchy. Providence then offers 
two solutions, monarchy or domination by a foreign nation.1 
From his sketch of history, Vice has derived general laws that 
govern the processes of the history of man and nations. Having already 
established man's primary function in the establishment of the civil 
world, Vice seeks proof of a continuity of action and an analogy of 
ideas among widely scattered peoples. Without this, his system would 
not be an ideal eternal history of all mankind. He noticed that all 
nations, barbarous as well as refined and rational, observe three 
customs. All nations have same sort of religion, all contract marriage 
2 
and all have burial services for their dead. 
Vice and Religious Sentiment 
Religious sentiment receives a great deal of attention in Vice's 
system. "Dobbiamo cominciare da una qualche cognizione di Dio, della 
quale non sieno privi gil uomini, quantunque selvaggi, fieri ed immani. 11 
The proof for a judgment of God, Vice continues, is brought about by 
man's despair and lack of hope for aid from nature. He then seeks aid 
from a superior source. This force superior to nature is God. The 
concept of this superior force stems from God Himself. Vice offers 
further proof of man's need for God by suggesting that aged "libertini," 
1 Ibid., pp. 862-67. 
2 Ibid., p. 480. 
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losing their force and strength, usually become religious.1 Man's ere-
ativity here can perhaps best be explained by the folloWing "degnitl": 
Gli uomini ignoranti delle naturali cagioni che producon 1e cose, 
ove non le possono spiegare nemmeno per cose simili, essi danno alle 
cose la loro propia natura, come il volgo, per esemplo, dice la 
calamita esser innamorata del ferro.2 
The fact of man's creative function in this matter in no way diminishes 
his ardor, 11ch 1essi stessi, che sel finsero, sel credettero e con 
ispavantose religioni, ••• il temettero, il riverirono e 11osservarono."3 
The concept of God is therefore inherent in man according to Vico's 
system. 
Regarding this necessit.y for man's religious feelings, Vico is 
critical of Pierre Bayle's affirmation that in certain societies men 
live in 11 giustizia11 without a knowledge of God. Vico suggests that 
these are all the stories of travelers who make startling statements to 
increase the sale of their books.k In Vico's system, religion is a 
central motive which unifies and explains the origins and the evolution 
of the historical progress of humanity • Al. though primitive man ~ have 
been a stupid horrible "bestione," he nevertheless had a capacity and a 
need for a religious attitude. Religion is constitutive and fundamental 
in the nature of man. Vi co 1 s religion is a natural religion. Knowledge 
l:rbid., p. 485. 
2 ~., p. 448. 
3 Ibid., P• 505. 
4Ibid. 1 p. 481. See also n. 1, P• 481, where Nicolini cites 
Bayle 1 s-peft86es diverses 4crites a un docteur de Sorbonne a l'occasion 
de la camate qui parut au mois de d'cembre, e Continuation des Pens,es, 
ecc., ediz. di Rotterdam, 1721, III, 57 sgg.; IV, 119-23 e 163. 
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of God is "coscienza," not "scienza," and no rational proof of His ex-
istence is offered. It is not to be identified with the natural re-
ligion of the eighteenth century philosophers whose religion is the 
product of human reason as it is With Voltaire, nor a product of the 
human emotions as it is with Rousseau, although it is perhaps more 
closelY allied with Rousseau's. In Vico's s.ystem, religion derives from 
God and from a sense of the infinite that man has within hiMself, a 
sense which can not be satisfied With his finite being. 
Humanity began With the reawakening of religious sentiment after 
the flood. Religion, the first of the three principles of the "senso 
comune," is the source of moral virtues. Primitive man becoming ashamed 
of his promiscuous habits, retreated to a cave with his woman and le-
gitimized his offspring. No longer did he abandon his children but 
taught them his religion, his language and his customs.1 From this basis 
of familY and social life are derived communities, cities and nations, 
and the evolution of mankind through the three ages, each with its 
cultural, social, economic and political differences. All this takes 
place under the watchful eye of providence whose sole aim is to conserve 
human society. 2 
Providence 
Vico's definition of providence has interesting differences from 
previouslY held opinions. Having determined unity of action and 
libid., p. 482. 
2Ibid., p. 486. 
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analogous customs among Widely divergent peoples and countries as ex-
plained above, Vico applies this principle to a notion of providence. 
Idee unifor.mi nate appo intieri popoli tra essoloro non conosciuti 
debbono avere un motivo comune di vero. 
Il senso comune ~ un giudizio senz 1alcuna riflessione, camunamente 
sentito da tutto un ordinei da tutto un populo, da tutta una nazione 
o da tutto il gener umano. 
From these aphorisms or 11degnitl11 as he calls them, Vico establishes the 
principle that the "senso comune" is the criterion taught to nations by 
divine providence in order to define 11il certo" concerning the natural 
law of people. All people arrive at an understanding of these laws in a 
substantially unified way W1 th whatever minor differences there may oc-
cur.2 
Although Vico often uses the word "divine'' when discussing provi-
dence, it is not to be confused with the transcendent and miraculous 
doctrine in Bossuet's Discours, says Croce. Proof of this is that in 
his entire system Vico reduces the transcendent to the immanent. The 
various interpreters of Vico agree in this, he adds.J Providence does 
not act as the principle of a divine will, it acts in accordance with 
law. The criterion used by it is "ci~ che si sente giusto da tutti o la 
maggior parte degli uamini debba essere la regola de la vita socievole. 114 
"Onde quella che regola tutto il giusto degli uaaini ~ 1a giustizia 
l:rbid., p. 439. 
2~. 
3senedetto Croce, La filosofia di Giambattista Vico (Bari, 1947), 
P• 120. 
4Scienza nuova, P• 492. 
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divina, la quale ci ~ ministrata dalla divina providenza per conservare 
1 1umana societl. 111 Henri Tronchon sees a basic difference between 
Bossuet and Vico in his discussion of similarities and differences be-
tween Herder and Vico. In discussing Herder's views on providence, he 
says, "Quant A Vico, il repr~sente le point de vue oppos~. Avec lui la 
religion se rapporte A l'humani~ qui ~tait pour Bossuet, au service de 
la religion. 112 Croce has decided that Vico's providence is Hegel's 11as-
tuteness of reason." Since Vico uses providence to temper man's soli-
tary bestial conduct and make of him a social being in a well-organized 
society, what does it matter that man had no rational consciousness of 
his doing? The fact is nevertheless a rational one.3 For Vico, then, 
providence would seem to be substantially man directed. 
Monarchy and Christianity, Ideal State and Ideal Religion 
Monarchy".--"I governi debbono essere conformi a la natura degli 
uomini governati."4 Starting from this principle, Vico traces the evo-
lution of governments through the three stages of man's nature: the 
theocratic, soon followed by the heroic or aristocratic republics; the 
popular republics; and finally the monarchies, "le quail, quanto sono 
pi-a grandi, sono pi-a belle e magnifiche."5 
1 ~., p. 486. 
2 
"Etudes, 11 Biblioth~gue de la revue de 1i tt~rature compar~e, III 
(1935), 65. 
3saggi filosofici: saggio sullo Hegel e altri scritti (Bari, 
1948), PP• 5o-51. 
4scienza nuova, p. 460. 
5 ~., p. 823. 
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Monarchy is the salvation when a popular republic degenerates into 
materialism with its division into interest groups and civil wars. 
Citizens become strangers in their own nations. The monarch by force of 
arms assumes the public guardianship and is the savior of the people who 
would otherwise destroy themselves. Tacitus, Caesar and Tiberius concur 
in this principle, continues Vico. In a republic there is indifference 
to and an ignorance or civil affairs. In a monarchy there is protection 
from the strong, contentment and satisfaction With the necessities of 
life which monarchy fUrnishes. A monarchy assures the natural liberties 
of its subjects. Merit is rewarded With privileges and honors. 
Monarchy is the form of goveriJilent most sui ted to rational human nature.1 
Vico does however envisage ultimately a world federation of aristo-
cratic states, "perch~ non si pua intendere in civil natura uno Stato il 
quale a sl fatte aristocrazie fusse superiore. 11 This was the first form 
of human government, continues Vico, and it is the form in which govern-
ments Will eventually terminate. Vico is here drawing an analogy With 
federations of aristocratic patriarchal states in the heroic age. 2 He 
was especially attracted to this form of government, as is evidenced 
throughout the Scienza nuova, and characterizes it as magnanimous, 
strong, pious and chaste--qualities of excellent forms of governments.) 
Fausto Nicolini stresses this aspect of Vico's theories on governments, 
1 Ibid., pp. 814-15. 
2 Ibid., P• 856. 
3Ibid., P• 863. 
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seeing here ideas anticipating the plan for a family of nations.1 
Christianity.-Min 1708, Vico was reaffirming the superiority of 
the Christian religion. In the De nostri temporis studiorum ratione he 
had said: 
Codesta scienza intorno alla natura di Dio, codesta purezza di ceri-
monie, codesta dottrina morale eccellono per veritl, dignitl e verta 
cos! alte, che, a differenza di altri culti, la religione cristiana, 
lungi dall'imporsi con la forze delle ar.mi e la distruzione dei 
popoli, s 1insinua con 11esercizio delle virti e la fer.mezza de suoi 
aderenti nel sostenere il martirio, nei due popoli pi~ colti del 
tempo--greci e romani--e nel pi! potente impero del mondo.2 
Later in the Scienza nuova, in discussing modern Europe, he sees that 
wherever Christianity with its pure and perfect idea of God is practiced, 
there are great monarchies with their ncostumi umanissime. n3 
Ma dapertutto 1 1Europa cristiana sfolgora di tanta umanitl, che vi 
si abbonda di tutti i beni che possano felicitare 1 1umana vita, non 
meno per gli agi del corpo che per gli piacere cos! della mente come 
dell 1animo. E tutto cia in forza della cristiana religione, ch'-
insegna veritl cotanto sublimi che vi si sono ricevute a servirla le 
pi! dotte filosofie de' gentili •••• Ella~ la cristiana la migliore 
di tutte le religioni del mondo, percha unisce una sapienza comandata 
con la ragionata, in forza della pi! spelta dottrina de'filosofi e 
della pi! colta erudizion de 1filologi.4 
Progress and Perfectibility 
Nowhere in his works does Vico mention directly a doctrine of 
progress or perfectibilit,y--certainly one of the important theories of 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. There has been much discussion 
1Ibid., p. 858, n. 4. 
20pere, De nostri, p. 2o6. 
3scienza nuova, P• 857 
4Ibid., p. 858-59. 
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among his interpreters as to whether or not Vico 1 s system of "corsi e 
ricorsi" is compatible with the idea of a rectilinear progress. J. B. 
Bury, in his important study on progress, has this to say: "It is obvi-
ous how readily Vico's doctrine could be adapted to the conception of 
progress as a spiral movement."1 Later Bury adds, "While Vico maintained 
the conception of periodic cycles, his successors have universally 
adopted the idea of a trajectory of progress, and are endeavoring to 
discover its definite law. 11 2 
DeSanctis says that Vice's circles may move but the center, the 
spirit which has the force to constitute new circles, is fixed. History 
is repetition and progress at one and the same time.3 In still another 
reference to the doctrine of progress, DeSanctis sees a little of Vico 
in what he calls the "naturalistic theory of progress," "le forze della 
societ1 agitandosi, avanzando e retrocedendo, riescono al progresso. 114 
Later in his work he associates Vico with Herder, Hegel and Condorcet. 
All three believe that history, like nature, has its own laws and tends 
toward progress.5 
Franco Amerio has decided that Vicots line of social development 
and social renewal can be considered an ascending line. In spite of 
interruptions, upheavals and falls, a real progress exists in Vico's 
lJ. B. Bury, The Idea of Progress (London, 1924), P• 269. 
2Ibid., p. 308. 
3Francesco DeSanctis, La letteratura i tali ana nel secolo lii 
4Ibid., II, 319. 
5Ibid., II, 359. 
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theory. In any case, he continues, Vico was not the prophet of progress, 
but its historian.l 
Croce says that Vico does not deny progress and that in fact he 
does on occasion show progress as an actual fact; but nowhere does he 
put into relief a concept of progress. Croce sees in Vico a lack of 
certain prerequisites to a well-designed concept of progress: 
Progresso importa ufficio privilegiato di ciascun fatto, di ciascun 
individuo, ciascuno mettendo la propria nota, insostituibile, nel 
poema della s~oria, e ciascuno rispondente con maggior voce al suo 
predecessore. 
In Vico, on the other hand, the individual character of men and events 
are simply "casi particolari" of an aspect of the spirit or of a phase 
of civilization.3 Neither does Edmund Wilson admit to an idea of 
progress in Vico since the successive phases of human and social de-
velopment pass through a series of repetitive cycles.4 
An important point, one that should be stressed in this dis-
cussion, is the fact that Vico 1s "ricorsi," returns to new periods of 
barbarism, are not to be interpreted as catastrophies that civilization 
undergoes periodically. Barbarism is not necessarily a pejorative word 
with Vico. He has a fondness for the heroic "giants" and their creative 
imaginativeness. In his system a return to barbarism means a return to 
the spiritual, the poetic, a necessar,y rejuvenation of mankind if not 
lFranco Amerio, Introduzione allo studio di G. B. Vico (Torino, 
1947), P• 464. 
2croce, La filosofia di Vico, p. 137. 
3Ibid. 
4Edmund Wilson, To the Finland Station (New York, 1955), p. 5. 
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the salvation of mankind. Man needed to be saved from the decadent 
period of excessive rationalism and materialism and its evils. A 
"ricorso" becomes necessary when civilizations have sunk to a 11barbarie 
della rifiessione" which turns men into wild beasts infinite~ more 
cruel than were to be found in the first or second barbaric periods, the 
periods of the 11barbarie del senso.,. The latter are periods which are 
proud~ generous; the former are proudly rich and traitorous.1 This is 
perhaps an acceptable form of progress and may well be more realistic 
than a rigid trajector.y of continual progress whose path Will be con-
tinua~ lighted by the pure light of reason. 
Vi co's Preoccupation with the Middle Ages 
In his study of the doctrine of the "ricorsi" Vico presents as an 
example only one case, the Middle Ages. 2 During Vico 1s lifetime the 
Middle Ages enjoyed the same reputation in Italy as in most of cultured 
Europe of the time. It was, in fact, the reputation that had been given 
to it by the Humanists since the Renaissance, who, like Rabelais, 
thought of it in terms of "les temps t&n6breux." Italy had perhaps a 
more poignant memory of the Middle Ages as a time of barbarism in the 
accepted concept of the word. To them it meant the end of Rome. The 
ruins were a continual reminder of the grandeur of the &lpire and the 
barbaric acts of the Visigoths, the Vandals and all the northern tribes. 
In spite of this atmosphere "Il Vico inizia 1 1 intelligenza dello Spirito 
medievale, cio~ della costituzione mentale, sociale e culturale di 
10pere, Scienza nuova, p. 867. 
2 ~., pp. 835-59. 
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Vico sees providence permitting a return to a barbaric period. In 
addition to the reasons above mentioned, it was necessary that the truth 
of the new Christian religion be defended by armed nations. The natural 
course of human events m.ust be maintained. 2 Striking analogies between 
the first and the second barbaric periods--primitive Greece and Rome--
are discussed by Vico. Humanity goes through the same evolution economi-. 
cally, social~, politically and culturally in the second barbaric peri-
od as it did in the first. Walled cities spring up with the beginnings 
of agrarian communities. Asylums are established and cared for by the 
ecclesiastics. As to language, in the Middle Ages there was much il· 
literacy. This corresponds somewhat with the mute language of the first 
barbaric period since it was often necessary for people from different 
regions to comm:unicate by gestures. The ear:cy French, Spanish and 
Italian languages were yet unwritten. Among these countries there did 
exist a writing in "latino barbaro" known only to a few clerics. The 
hieroglyphics of the first barbaric age were later replaced by the he-
roic emblems in the Middle Ages. 3 
Climate 
The theory of the influence or climate upon institutions, morals, 
customs and the arts is not left untouched in Vico but neither does it 
achieve the significant importance attached to it by Montesquieu, Mme de 
1croce, La filosofia di Vico, p. 224. 
2 Sciensa nuova, P• 835-36. 
3 Ibid., p. 837-38. 
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Stail, Taine and others. In discussing the difference between languages 
he finds some difficulty in explaining why there are as many different 
languages as there are peoples. "La qual per isciogliere, a qui da 
stabilirsi questa gran veritl: che, come certamente i popoli per la 
diversitl de' climi han sortito varie diverse nature, onde sono usciti 
tanti costumi diversi; cosl dalle loro diverse nature e costumi sono 
nate altrettante diverse lingue. 111 
Vico considers his own day as "una compiuta umanid." or rational 
period With great monarchies whose religion is Christian. In certain 
countries like Ethiopia and Morocco, Russia and Tartary, semi-barbaric 
or heroic feudal regimes persist. Vico attributes this to the linger-
ing of savage or fantastic religions or to excesses of climate where 
people become soft, weak or lazy. In short, climate is a factor which 
can be taken into account when nations do not run a "perfect course. 112 
Erich Auerbach in his article on 11Vico and Aesthetic Historism11 
sees important new ideas coming from Vico 1s theories on history. Among 
them is his theor.r on cognition: 
Vico 1s theory of cognition is that the entire development of human 
history is made by man, is potentially contained in the human mind, 
and m~ therefore by a process of research and re-evocation, be 
understood by man. The re-evocation is not only analytic; it has to 
be synthetic, as an understanding of every historical stage as an 
integral whole, of its "Geist" as the German Romanticists would have 
said. By this theory, Vico created the principle of historical 
understanding, entirely unknown to his contemporaries; the Romanti-
cists knew and understood this principle, but they never found such 
a powerful epistemological base for it. Finally, his particular 
conception of historical perspective can best be explained by his 
1 Ibid., pp. 543-44. 
2 Ibid., PP• 856-57. 
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interpretation of human nature. Against all contemporary theorists 
who believed in an absolute and unchanging human nature as opposed 
to the variety and changes of history, Vico created and passionately 
maintained the concept of the historical nature of man. He con-
ceived human nature as a function of history •••• Divine Provi-
dence makes human nature change from period to period, and in each 
period the institutions are in full accord with the human nature of 
the period; the distinction between human nature and human history 
disappears.l 
According to Auerbach, classicism had been antihistorical until 
the eighteenth century. "Enlargement of horizons" during the Renais-
sance had not produced a desire for historical evaluations of man. 
Quite the contrary, it led to a rejection of them all and to attempts to 
reduce man to absolute standards according to the laws of human nature. 
For the classicists in general, history had been "arbitrary, erroneous, 
pernicious and even fraudulent." He admits that there were many differ" 
ent opinions about the nature of this nature of man. Some identified it 
with the primitive uncivilized origins of man. There were others who 
associated this nature with illuminated reason. He concedes 
Montesquieu 1s introduction of a "certain amount of historical per-
spective by his explanation of the variety of human forms of government 
by climate and other material considerations." Also, with the ideas of 
Diderot and Rousseau, the concept of man's nature becomes much more qy-
namic; but it was still a concept opposed to history.2 
Poetics 
For Vico the study of letters brings true knowledge. This is not 
lAuerbach, "Aesthetic Historism," p. ll8. 
2Ibid., PP• 111-12. 
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to say that there is no place for the social and natural sciences. In 
an oration to the youth at the University of Naples at the beginning of 
the academic year, 1732, he lists the order of studies that should be 
followed by the students.1 The first three disciplines to be studied are 
languages, history and poetry. The sciences follow. In impassioned 
prose Vico exhorts the students: 
Ci~ che si attende di voi voglio dire, ~ che dispieghiate attraverso 
gli studi letterari ci~ che nella vostra mente a di eroico, per 
volgere la sapiensa alla !elicit! del genere umano.2 
Poets m~ imagine heroes that boast of having descended from Jove. It 
is nevertheless true however that even discounting some fictitious 
qualities of which it is capable, the human mind is of divine origin and 
needs only to be explained by knowledge. 3 This knowledge can be 
furnished by the poet: 
Osserverete come, avvalendosi di parole, i poeti riescono a des-
crivere, riducendoli alla loro idea ottima, e, per questo fatto 
medesimo verissima, i caratteri di persone operanti in Qualunque 
genere di vita, morale, familiare o civile che essa sia.4 
Vico here seems to have a new concept of the hero. This is not the 
militaristic hero whose presence denotes inevitable war, a hero to be 
reared. Vico's hero is a hero of thought who turns knowledge to man's 
happiness. He is a poet who can create models of excellence in all 
fields of human endeavor. 
Almost the whole boqy of the second book of the Scienza nuova 
lo:>ere, Orazione I, "Della mente eroica, 11 pp. 909-26. 
2 Ibid., P• 911. 
3Ibid. 
4Ibid., P• 917. 
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discusses "La sapienza poetica" which for Vico seems to include all of 
"barbaric" civilization. Vico does not present a well-organized tract 
on poetics with rules and doctrines. Rather, in trying to unravel the 
complexities of the primitive human mind after his discovery of the dy-
namic function of the imagination, he arrived at certain conclusions 
concerning the nature and the origins of language and letters. These 
ideas had been touched on in some cases, discussed at length in others, 
in his earlier works. They reach their full maturity in the second book 
of the Scienza nuova. Any attempt to establish a "poetics 11 from Vi cor s 
work has its fruitful source in this part of his work.l 
The imagination.--In the De antiguissima italorum sapientia he had 
already described or defined la fantasia. Here he hit upon a philo-
logical relationship between fantasia and memorare. In Latin fantasy 
and memory were synomymous. Memory designated not only reminiscence but 
also the facult,y for the configuration of images. Vico also sees some 
connection between the two words in modern Italian. This relationship 
is true perhaps, continues Vico, because it is possible that we can only 
draw images from that which we remember, and we remember only that which 
we perceive through our senses. 2 He had later suggested that the best 
poets were rich in imagination. Their deities are 11 la Memoria" and her 
daughters, the "muses." Children who have a well-developed imagination 
and memory will succeed in poetry.3 
lsee also Andrea Sorrentino, La retorica e la poetica di G. B. 
Vico (Torino, 1927). 
2Qpere, De antiguissima italorum sapientia, PP• 294~95. 
3Qpere, De nostri, P• 202. 
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In ogni faculd. uomini, i quali non vi hanno la natura, vi riescono 
con ostinato studio dell1arte; main poesia ~ niegato di riuscire 
con 1 1 arte chiunque non vi ha la natura.l 
Thus Vico poses the elements which he considers to be the true bases of 
poetry: imagination, senses, memory and a "childlike quality." An 
"obstinate" study of the art of poetry by those who have no native 
ability proves fruitless. 
In his study of the history of the primitive nations, Vico came 
to certain conclusions about the nature of the poet and poetry. All 
nations have fabled origins and the first knowledgeable men were the 
theological poets, "poeti teologi. 112 Their poetic knowledge must have 
begun with a rudimentary and popular metaphysics, not reasoned and 
abstract, but felt and imagined since they were "di niuno raziocinio e 
tutti robusti sensi e vigorosissime fantasie." 3 Their faculty for poetic 
expression was natural to them since they were endowed with high~ de-
veloped senses and imagination.4 
Throughout the Scienza nueva, Vico stresses the opposition between 
the popular knowledge of the poets, "sapienza poetica," and there-
fleeted or rational knowledge of the philosophers, 11 sapienza riposta," 
11 talch~ si possono quelli dire essere stati il sense e questi 
l'intelletto del gener lDJ'lano.n The poets precede the philosophers • .5 It 
1Scienza nueva, p. 4.54. 
2~., P• 497. 
3Ibid., p • .502. 
4Ibid. 
5~., p. 494. 
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is impossible to be a sublime poet and a sublime philosopher at one and 
the same time "perch' la metafisica astrae la mente da 1 sensi, la 
faoolta poetica dev' immergere tutta la mente ne' sensi.u1 At times 
when reflected thought becomes the subject of poetry, the result is 
nothing but reasoning in verse and rhyme. It is not sublime poetry. 
Vico refers to his own period as an epoch which, because of its rational 
bent, chills "tutto il generoso della miglior poesia" which can express 
itself only through the senses. 2 A truly great poet like Hamer was born 
in a barbaric age, an imaginative age, not an age of reflection and 
reason. In the same wa:y Dante wu born in the Middle Ages, the second 
barbaric age. Certainly aqyone in a period of rationalism can be a true 
poet, but this can occur only when the poet in some measure reassumes a 
childlike quality, fetters his reasoning powers and dwells in his imagi-
nation and emotions. He must use popular language, and he must e:xperi-
ence great difficulty in expressing himself. Vico warns that this 
process is not a calculated one, but completely spontaneous and neces-
sary.J From time to time a true poet may seem to be making use of philo-
sophical reasoning. 
Ma a' ragionamenti filosofici di tali maniere ••• , soltanto con la 
sua mente si affaccia come per vederle in piazza o in teatro, non 
per riceverle dentro a dileguarvi la fantasia, disperdervi 1a 
memoria e rintuzzari lo ingegno.4 
Croce thinks that Vico is here referring to the new comedy that appeared 
1Ibid., p. 745. 
2~, Carteggio, "A Gherardo Degli Angioli," P• 121. 
3Ibid., pp. 121-25. 
4Ibid., p. 121. 
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after Socrates. This comedy was replete with philosophical reasoning 
but the poets were able to retain their sublime quality to the extent 
that they were able to transform the logical into the imaginative.1 
Creation of myths.--The poetry of primitive man was born of a 
necessity of nature, not of a desire to please. This necessity was 
brought about by man's incapacity to abstract the form and nature of the 
subject. Consequently he created "poetic characters" which became a 
form of thinking for entire peoples of the barbaric period. 2 Put yet 
another w~, the poetry of these primitive men was born from the igno-
ranee of causes which bred in them a powerful admiration of all things. 
It was divine because these men, as infants of the groWing race, im-
agined these things that they felt and admired as being gods, endowing 
them with the substance of their own ideas.3 As children do, they attri-
buted their own nature to things they did not know and could not explain 
by something within the ken of their own experience.4 These gods were 
created with such "marvelous sublimity" that they moved, even excessive-
ly, the very ones who, in imagining them, created them. They were 
called poets which in Greek has the same meaning as creator.$ 
Pri.Jni ti ve man, then, ro81ling the earth during the drying out 
process after the great flood, was horrified by thunder and lightning, 
1croce, Estetica, pp. 245-46. 
2£E.!!:!., Scienza nuova, P• 742. 
3~., p. $03. 
4 Ibid., P• 448. 
5 Ibid., P• $03. 
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the result perhaps of the sun's r~s acting upon the steamy vapors 
rising from the earth. These men, giants Vico calls them, 11uomini tutti 
robuste forze di corpo, che, urlando, brontolando, spiegavano le loro 
violentissi.Jne passioni; si finsero il cielo esser un gran corpo animato, 
che per tal aspetto chiamarono Giove. 11 This is in keeping with Vico 1 s 
concept that the human mind is given to attributing its own nature to 
the unknown. It also gives a pantheistic quality to Vico 1s religious 
thinking.1 In such a way perhaps, the first theological poets imagined 
the first divine fable, perhaps the greatest that was ever :iJnagined: 
Jove, father of the gods and man. 2 · 
The myths, fables, 11 caratteri poetici," 11universali fantastici, 11 
or "ritratti ideali"-... Vico uses all these terms to represent poetic ere-
ations--were thus created by necessity, as a result of primitive man's 
inability to abstract, his penchant for making things uniform and his 
habit of attributing his own nature to the unknown. In doing this he 
reduces to one "carattere11 or one "ritratto" all the particular aspects 
of that kind. In this way Jove represents all things relating to the 
11 auspici, 11 Juno represents all things referring to "nozze.n3 The "uni• 
versale fantastico11 is therefore a JD¥th in the sense that it offers a 
"ritratto" of a god or a hero with concrete qualities. It achieves the 
11universale 11 in that it derives from that innate quality of the mind to 
1 Ibid., pp. 502-504. 
2~., pp. 505. 
3 Ibid., pp. 773-74. 
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11dilettarsi dell 1 uniforme, 111and serves to explain all the particular 
qualities of that type in a concrete rather than in an abstract way. 
The creation of this myth is not to be interpreted as a pastime for the 
instinct and the senses or as something useless or deprived of lasting 
seriousness. Vico is attempting to prove that in popular knowledge, in 
"la sapienza poetica," in this rudimentary metaphysics is found the core 
of the symbol constructed from images. 2 
The function of poetry and the poet:--Through this creative 
process Vico finds the three great functions of poetry: 
Ghe sono gli tre lavori che deve fare la poesia grande, cioa di 
ritruovare favole sublimi confacenti all 1intendimento popolaresco, 
e che perturbi all 1eccesso, per conseguir il fine, ch1ella si ha 
proposto, d 1 insegnar il volgo a virtuosamente operare, com1essi 
1 1 insegnarono a se medesimi.3 
Sorrentino notes that this latter function is mentioned but not con-
sidered, "superfluo e caduco com 1a.n4 This is perhaps a remnant of 
Vico's debt to Aristotle whose influence he never completely rejected. 
Since these theological poets created divine figures, they them-
selves were considered to have divine attributes. Vico reverts again to 
philology to explain the etymology of 11 1 di vini' in senso d 1 1 indovinatori, 1 
da 1divinari,' che propriamente a 1indovinare 1 0 'predire': la quale 
scienza fu detta 'musa,' diffinitaci •••• da Omero essere la scienza del 
bene e del male, ci~ la divinazione." The poet is also a prophet who 
1Ibid., p. 452. 
2 Sorrentino, La retorica e la poetica, p. 148. 
3Scienza nuova, P• 503. 
4Sorrentino, P• 143. 
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first sang of the wonders of spells and enchantments and then of the 
wonders of God. There is in all people a sense of the omnipotence of 
God and from this a desire to honor His divinity. In this way the poets 
1 founded the religion of the Gentiles. 
In primitive poetry Vico sees the beginnings of civilization and 
modern knowledge. As the first metaphysics was a rudimentary poetic 
metaphysics imagined by the theological poets in the form of ~ths or 
poetic characters, the "scienze subalterne, 11 all branches of knowledge 
and sciences, like branches from the main trunk, were also poetic in 
their primitive stages. Primitive poetry is the mother of civilization, 
founder of logic, languages, morals, economics and politics, and it 
furnished the basis for understanding of the natural and physical 
sciences. 2 
Croce sees in Vico 1 s poetic knowledge a resolution of the problem 
posed by Plato, with attempted but unsuccessful resolutions by Aristotle 
and the Renaissance. Is poetry rational or irrational? Is it spiritual 
or crude and brutal? If it is spiritual, what is its spiritual qualit,y 
and how is it to be distinguished from history and science? Plato had 
relegated it to the baser aspects of man. Vice elevates it and makes of 
it a period in the history of humanity, a m0111ent in the ideal history of 
the spirit, a form of the conscience. Poetry precedes the intellect but 
comes after the senses. "Plato had not understood the proper place of 
1Scienza nuova, p. 507. 
2Ibid., P• 497. 
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poetry and had excluded it from his republic. 111 Vico demonstrates that 
it not only has a proper place but that it also has a primary place in 
the history of man and in the history of man's thinking. Poetic think-
ing must precede philosophical reasoning. Vico delved into the psycho-
logical phases of man's thinking to make his point clear: 
Gli uomini prima sentono senz 1avvertire, dapoi avvertiscono con 
animo perturbate e commosso, finalmente riflettono con mente pura. 
Questa degnita ~ 11 principio delle sentenze poetiche, che sono 
formate con sensi di passioni e d 1affetti, a differenza delle 
sentenze filosofiche, che si for.mano dalla riflessione con raziocini: 
onde queste pi~ s 1appressano al vero quanto pi~ s 1 inalzano agli 
universali, e quelle sono pi~ certe quanto pi~ s 1appropiano a 1 
particolari.2 
Poetic thought according to Vico is a necessary first step in the histo-
ry of thought and in the history of "republics." 
The truth of poetry:--As noted above Vico had attempted a response 
to the Cartesians' accusation that fables recount falsehoods. For Vico 
the truths reported by the fables are ideal truths and therefore eternal 
truths. With regard to this aspect of his ideas on poetry, Vico makes 
one of his most important statements concerning reality and art. 
Il capitano, che finge, per cagion d1 esemplo Torquato Tasso nel suo 
Goffredo, ~ qual dee esser il capitano di tutti i tempi, di tutte le 
nazioni; e tali sono tutti i personaggi poetici per tutte le differ-
enze che ne possono mai dare sesso, eta, temperamento, costume, 
nazione, republica, grado, condizione, fortuna; che altro non sono 
che propieta eterne degli animi umani ragionate da 1 politici, 
iconomici e morali filosofi, e da' poeti portate in ritratti.3 
Since the world is not completely composed of lines, numbers and alge-
braic species showing demonstrable truths, the 11verisimile," which is 
lcroce, Estetica, p. 243. 
2scienza nuova, p. 455. 
3epere, Carteggio, 11A Francesco Saverio Estevan," p. 137. 
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for the most part true, is not to be condemned. It gives us the cri-
terion for a judgment of truth. What seems true to all or a majority of 
men should be a standard of truth. "Il senso comune ~ l'autoritA del 
gener umano." Without it captains can not carry out their function; 
politicians can not make decisions; judges can no longer make judgments.1 
Poetic truth is an ideal truth which represents truth as it ought to be. 
A historical truth which does not conform, "dee tenersi a luogo di 
2 falso." 
Poetry and language:--For Vico, language and poetry, born in the 
same breath, are substantially identical.3 Having proposed the evolution 
of language through the three stages as outlined above, Vico refutes the 
theorists who proclaimed a primacy of prose over poetry. Poetic lo-
cution was of a necessity born before prose.4 Man who was first mute and 
searching for w~s to express himself With his poor~ developed vocal 
structure, emitted sounds in the form of song, as do stutterers who find 
more ease in pronunciation when singing. Primitive man, all robust 
senses and emotions, must have thought in "forti spinte di violentissime 
passioni."5 Man gives vent to his grand emotions, joy or sorrow, in 
spontaneous lyrical outbursts.6 
1Ibid., pp. 137~38. 
2Scienza nuova, p. 452. 
3 Ibid., p. 552. 
~id., p. 457. 
5 Ibid., pp. 457, 485. 
6 Ibid., p. 457. 
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Poetic tropes and figures of speech were also born of a poverty of 
language and necessity for self-expression. They are not the products 
of caprice and poetic refinement. Early forms of metaphor, similes and 
circumlocutions were all phrases attempting to explain things by their 
natural properties since the capacity for abstraction and the vocabu-
laries were deficient.1 
The beginnings of the various types of verse are presented by Vico 
according to a natural psychological, physiological, linguistic and 
mental development of man. The first verse, and therefore the first 
language, as above mentioned, was in the form of lyric outpourings or 
song. There was much diphthongization in these early verse forms since 
vowels are easier to pronounce than consonants. Proof of this is to be 
found in the Greek and French languages. Both these languages have re-
tained much of this diphthongization since they went from their early 
barbaric states to their rational human period earlier than is usual in 
most nations. The earliest form of regular verse is the heroic hexame~ 
ter, then the spondaic, a measured verse proper to the exposition of 
heroic material. Later comes the dactylic as both minds and language 
become more facile. As there is further development and facility, the 
iambic, which Horace calls "piede presto," comes into usage. The iambic 
is the most closely akin to prose. Prose comes finally when language 
and mental facility have achieved a high state of development. 2 
lrbid., pp. 521-22, 551. 
2~., pp. 552-54. 
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Ear1y poetry identical With ear1y history:--Vico regards poetry 
and history as identical in the early nations. In his discussion on 
Homer he refutes Castelvetro 1s principle that history precedes poetry 
since history is an expression of truth whereas poetry is an imitation.1 
Vico, in keeping with his theory that poetry is earlier than prose, as-
serts that all histories of barbaric peoples have fabled origins. 2 The 
history and laws of peoples were dictated in verse and conserved in 
verse. 3 Homer is the first historian who has reached the Gentile people.4 
Early Ranan history was written by poets, as early Medieval history was 
written by Latin poets.5 Croce sees here a new idea of mythology. "No 
longer is it a calculated arbitrary invention but a spontaneous vision 
of truth as it was perceived by the primitive peoples." All fables have 
some fundamental basis in truth.6 
Vico and the Homeric question:--In the third book of the Scienza 
~' Vico enters the question of the identity of Homer and develops 
the theory that Hamer was not a man but a poet-symbol of the Greek 
people and that the Odyssey and the Iliad were not the works of one man 
but a compilation of much earlier written poems. The theological poets 
and the early heroic poets had preceded this composite Homer who received 
1 741. Ibid., p. 
2Ibid., P• 452. 
3Ibid., P• 557. 
4 ~., P• 762. 
5 Ibid., P• 749. 
6 Croce, Estetica, P• 247. 
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their fragments already altered and corrupted. The material in these 
works comes from all of Greece representing all its dialects. Greeks 
from all parts of the nation cla.im.ed him as their citizen "perch~ essi 
popoli greci furono quest 10mero. 111 
Vico opposed to the imitation of models:--Vico was critical of the 
neo-classical imitation of the ancients. Creative imagination rather 
than a servile imitation produces excellent artistic works. "E se 
dicessi che gli ottimi modelli lasciati dagli artisti, nocciono, anzich~ 
giovare, ••• " Since it would be barbaric and sacrilegious he does not 
recommend that the.y be destroyed. Rather, he suggests that they be re• 
tained as models for lesser minds whereas those rich in inventiveness 
should put them aside and imitate "l'ottima natura" which is ever chang-
ing despite similarities in language, religion and methods of study. 
This is what the author of the excellent models did in his own time. He 
2 did not himself make use of previous models. 
The Value of Philology in the History of Ideas 
He [Vic~ saw for the first time how philosophy and philology, the 
science of universals and the research into ever,y sort of particular 
fact, need not remain two separate forms of knowledge merely juxta-
posed or opposed, but might be united to constitute "a system of 
universal law.n3 
In Vico's own words: 
E necessario che vi sia nella natura delle cose una lingua mentale 
coJIIIlune a tutte le nazioni, la quale uniformamente intenda la 
sostanza delle cose agibili nell 1umana vita socievole, e le spiega 
1Scienza nuova, pp. 762, 756. 
2Qpere, De nostri, pp. 230"232. 
3Bergin and Fisch, Autobiography, p. 4o. 
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con tante diverse modificazioni per quanti diversi aspetti possa 
aver esse cose; siccome lo sperimentiamo vero ne' proverbi, che sono 
massime di sapienza volgare, l'istesse in sostanza intese da tutte 
le nazioni antiohe e moderne, quanto 'lleno sono, per tanti diversi 
aspetti signifioate.l . 
I parlari volgare debbono esser i testimoni piu gravi degli antichi 
costumi de' popoli, che si celebrarono nel tempo ch'essi si formaron 
le lingue.2 
With these two "degnit!" Vioo establishes the necessity of philological 
study for the understanding and establishment of his "ideal universal 
history of mankind." It is in fact the method he uses in arriving at a 
great many of his conclusions. The word "philologist" as used by Vico 
embraces poets, orators, historians and grammarians. 3 We must begin, 
with a severe analysis of human thought, to reason about those things 
concerning 'Which primitive man was thinking. We must discover where and 
when these thoughts were born. The philologist must have 11 11ultimo 
luogo" in determining this. All philosophical 11 generi" are reduced to 
philology. The philologist must examine our mythology which will con-
tain human civil history. He must examine heroic phrases and examine 
the etymology of native languages. He must also examine fragments of 
history, heretofore held useless and "squalid." Philology will explain 
the "mental" vocabulary of human social activity felt substantially the 
same way, with modifications of language, by different nations. 4 Thus 
with Vico there is a fusion of the principles of languages with the 
1Scienza nuova, P• 444. 
2 Ibid., p. 441. 
3Qpere, Auto., p. 49, n. 5. 
4Scienza nuova, PP• 484-91. 
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principles of ideas. Ideas have an inner relationship with languages; 
language is identical with poetr,y. 
Vico's Rejection of Classical Literary Standards 
In the exposition of his theories Vico, cognizant of his inno-
vations with regard to the nature of poetr,y, boasts of his break with 
the literary theories of the ancients and with the Aristotelian theories 
of the Renaissance: 
E per tutte le finora qui ragionate cose si rovescia tutto cia che 
dell'origine della poesia si ~ detto prima da Platone, poi da 
Aristotile, infin a' nostri Patrizi, Scaligeri, Castelvetri; ritruo-
vatosi che per difetto d 1umano raziocinio nacque la poesia tanto 
sublime che per filosofie le quali vennero appresso, per arti e 
poetiche e critiche, anzi per queste istesse non provenne altra 
pari nonche maggiore: ••• l 
Vico 1s fundamental disagreement with these critics is that poetr.y oper-
ates basically without rules and is born of man's lack of abilit,y to 
understand and identify. 
Sorrentino sees some early similarities between Vico and Aristotle 
but gradually there is an increasing difference and opposition of ideas. 
Aristotle and Vico had comparable notions about the didactic function of 
poetry. For Vico, as seen above, it was the last mentioned and not 
fully developed. Aristotle's function of poetry as imitation and de-
light in the imitation are contrary to Vico 1s necessity for expression 
on the part of the poet. The object of poetry for Vico is to portray 
"l'impossibile credibile, 11 whereas for Aristotle it was the possible, or 
the probable and the necessary.2 
libid., P• 508. 
2sorrentino, La retorica e la poetica, PP• 162-63. 
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A more significant point of divergence between Vico and Aristotle 
is the theory on tropes and the poetic figures of speech. Whereas for 
Aristotle they had been inventions of authors of poetic arts and critics 
and were designed as poetic ornamentation, for Vico they were spontane-
ous and necessar,y modes of thinking.1 
For Aristotle, poetry was imitation of diverse things in diverse 
modes determined by the Will of the poet. For Vico on the other hand, 
poetry is a spiritual manifestation sprung from an individual psycho-
logical basis. It is a natural spontaneous expression of an individual 
or a people at a certain time and onl,y at that certain time. 2 Sorrentino 
sums up these differences b,y pointing out that Vico overthrows 
Aristotle's basic idea that language and poetry are born of convention 
b,y substituting a natural basis for them. 3 
The next critic to get some attention in Vico's works is J. c. 
Scaliger (1484-1558). According to Sorrentino, Vico probably uses 
Scaliger 1 s ideas concerning the "theological poets. n4 There are also 
similarities with Scaliger in the derivation or the tragedy from the 
dithyramb and satire, and that therefore the satire was of Greek origin 
and not Latin. These similarities noted, Sorrentino sees diametrically 
opposed ideas between the two. Scaliger is a rigid Aristotelian with 
1 Ibid., pp. 167-68. 
2Ibid., p. 168. 
3~., p. 170. 
4Ibid., pp. 184-85. 
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respect to figurative language.1 
The second Renaissance authority with whom Vi co is in disagreement 
is Castelvetro (1505-1571). Sorrentino, who sees 11 Castelvetro as more 
Aristotelian than Aristotle, 11 establishes a major distinction between 
his and Vico's ideas on poetry. For Castelvetro poetry and history were 
similar but did not use the same language. History made use of ordinar,y 
language and poetry was written in measured verse. For Vico, as has 
been noted, history and poetry are substantially identical. They stand 
at opposite poles in the matter of reflected intellectual thought as a 
basis for poetry. According to Castelvetro, the fable is of artificial 
origin, in fact a studied lie, otherwise it would be history. According 
to Vico fables are imaginative representations of human primitive facts.2 
Touching on language and the significance of names of objects, 
Castelvetro had reasoned that man, being a rational animal, had given 
names to things after careful reasoning and never haphazardly or by 
chance. Vico of course finds this to be false in accordance with his 
theory of spontaneity, necessit,y and ignorance of causes. 3 
It is quite evident from a reading of Vico 1s works that he knew 
the ancient and contemporary critics and used them as a point of de-
parture. In fact, suggests Sorrentino, it is axiomatic that an in-
centive towards progress in science or art can only come after the past 
"is fully known, analyzed and dominated." Progress does not exist 
lrbid., pp. 186 ... 87. 
2 Ibid., PP• 188-91. 
3 Ibid., pp. 193-94. 
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without a basis or a connection with the past.l His principal indebted-
ness to predecessors can be summarized as follows: 
Ch1egli dovesse abbastanza a Platone, un po' meno a Bacone e di pi~ 
ad Orazio, pure avendoli investigati, colpiti or pi~ o meno nei 
punti deboli, e definitivamente oltrepassati, risulta chiaro, ••• 2 
The originality of his concept rests principally in his "sapienza 
poetica11 as an imaginative expression of the primitive world. 
In altri termini, la poesia fu manifestazione naturale e non arti-
ficio (come vollero i teorici del Rinascimento); fu espressione e 
non materia di pedagogia (come volle Orazio); fu linguaggio e non 
imitazione (come volle Aristotele).3 
Croce, cognizant of Vico•s insight and contribution to an under-
standing of history and man's social life, suggests that Vico has mis-
takenly been considered primarily as a philosopher of history. His real 
discoveries are in the field of aesthetics. His history is a "science 
of the ideal, n a nphilosophy of the spirit. 11 The major part of his 
study consisted of his discovery of the "creative imagination."4 
There are theories in Vico where Croce sees ideas that are only 
approximately true. The theory of the rigid triads to explain all of 
humanity has its truth, but it is only approximate. To deny to primi-
tive peoples any intellectual capacit.r for logic, and to conceive primi-
tive man's ideas on morals, ethics, politics and the sciences as purely 
poetic, as completely devoid of any rationale, is inconceivable.5 It is 
1Ibid., P• 263. 
2Ibid. 
3Ibid., PP• 263-64. 
hcroce, Estetica, P• 255. 
5Ibid., P• 256. 
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perhaps equally inconceivable that anyone would quarrel With Croce's ob-
jections on these points. Perhaps over-generalizations are inevitable 
in any system that tries to present a complete "science" of man. Per-
haps they are especially inevitable in a philosopher whose particular 
forte is synthetic rather than analytic. It is obvious throughout his 
work that Vico conceived his ideas in a preoccupied way. This preoccu• 
pation consisted mainly of a reaction to the Cartesian rational system. 
It is perhaps this preoccupation that led to an over-simplification of 
man in each of the three periods of his history. 
En r~alit~ Vico ne s 1 oppose qu1 ! ceux qui pr~tendent exalter la 
raison humaine au point de faire d 1elle la mesure de toutes chosea.l 
Like Pascal, Vico wanted to avoid the two excesses: either to exclude 
man's rational powers, or to admit only man's rational powers in an 
analysis of human characteristics. 2 Paul Hazard accepts the whole of 
Vico in extremely laudatory terms: 
Il [Vico] a le droit d'8tre fier. Quelle que soit la caducit~ de 
certaines parties de son oeuvre ••• il demeure le Constructeur et 
l'Inventeur. Jamais, il n1en est rest~ ! la n~gation; la critique 
des hypoth~ses anUrieures aux siennes n1 a 'U pour lui qu1un &tat 
transitoire vite d~pass~; il a v~cu dans la fi~vre des grands 
batisseurs d 1id&es. Il a fait surgir pour notre usage une foule de 
richesses actives; la moindre de ses pens,es a une valeur dynamique 
qui fait, au bout de deux si~cles, notre ~merveillement. 3 
Croce also makes of Vico a transitional philosopher. According to 
him, Vico allies himself With the Renaissance in its reaction against 
scholastic formalism and verbalism. The Renaissance had begun by 
1J. Chaix-Ruy, La formation de la pens~e philosophique de G. B. 
Vico (Th~se) GAP., H. Alpes (Aix, 1942), p. 122. 
2Ibid. 
3Paul Hazard, "La pens~e de Vico," p. 53. 
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restoring "the experience" and 11 the senses. 11 This had to lead also to 
the restoration of the imagination in the life of the individual and 
society, and inevitably to pre-romanticism.1 
The 11rediscovery 11 of Vico in the twentieth century by Croce, 
Robinson, Hazard and Auerbach had opened up the question of the previous 
neglect of Vico as a significant contributor to the development of ro-
manticism. This chapter has sought to clearly establish the existence 
in Vico's works of a body of specific ideas concerning Vico's attitudes 
toward classical literary standards and tastes, the importance of histo-
ry, traditionalism in religion and monarchy, and in general the es-
tablishment of a new poetic art stressing the role of the imagination in 
the creative process. Although the word romanticism is not used by Vico, 
nevertheless its most significant aspects are present in his work, 
gathered into a unified system of ideas that should be acceptable as an 
aesthetic of romanticism and should establish Vico as a pre-romanticist. 
Vico's contributions are numerous and specific and go significantly be-
yond the establishment of mere basic general principles of the doctrine 
of romanticism. 
1croce, Estetica, p. 254. 
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CHAPTER III 
CRITICAL OPINIONS REGARDING VICO'S PLACE 
IN RCMANTIC LITERARY THEORY 
In an effort to seek a wider acceptance of Vico as an initiator of 
romantic literar,y theory, opinions of critics of romanticism will be in-
vestigated in this chapter. A few like Croce and Auerbach have already 
been mentioned in previous chapters. In the present instance these 
critics are specifically concerned with the history of romanticism and 
any mention of Vico by them will relate direct~ to this question. In 
effect, it is the purpose of this chapter to determine to what extent 
critics have noted the appearance of Vico 1s ideas in general discussions 
of romanticism and its characteristics as Vico had anticipated them and 
as they are sketched in the preceding chapter. The present chapter will 
also attempt to determine what importance has been attributed to Vico as 
a pre-romanticist by virtue of the inclusion in his system of philosophy 
of essentially all the important aspects of romanticism, and by virtue 
of his having preceded in time the most important theorists of romanti-
cism in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 
All too many histories of French literature and romanticism do not 
list Vico 1s name. Some few who do list him give him no other prominence 
than that of the author of the original Science nouvelle, translated by 
Jules Michelet. Croce complained in 1951 that French criticism offers 
"poco o nulla" in the studies of the theory of poetry and the theory of 
the logic of history; that they confine themselves to 11 i Sainte-beuve, 
i Taine, i Bruneti~re, i Lanson, e altri come costoro, ignorando e il 
Vico, e il Herder, e gli Schlegel, Hegel, Humboldt, De Sanctis, e via 
discendendo nei tempi. 111 It is interesting to note that more recent de-
velopments have seen a change in this trend. An anthology of poetic 
theory by Charpier and Seghers written and published in France in 1956 
has many significant excerpts from Vico 1s works. In fact, fifteen pages 
are devoted to Vico, only ten to Aristotle, eight to Horace, not quite 
two to Plato. 2 
The Role of History in Romanticism 
Croce gives Vico a primary position in changing the concept of the 
role of history in human affairs by pointing out that Vico, starting 
from a position diametrically opposed to Aristotle's logic and to 
Descartes' mathematical and physical logic, laid a basis for a logic of 
the imagination, poetic logic, and a logic of history, the logic of "il 
certo."3 This logic of history which Erich Auerbach calls "aesthetic 
historism" and which is later to develop into "general historism" sees 
its European development in the second half of the eighteenth century, 
mainly as a reaction against the predominance of French classicism. Pre-
romantic and romantic currents are responsible for its origin and spread 
all over Europe. This new sense of history operates as a strong 
1Benedetto Croce, Conversazioni critiche, Serie 5 (Bari, 1951), 
p. 33. 
2Jaques Charpier· and Pierre Seghers, "J. B. Vico, 11 L' art po~tique 
(Paris, 1956), pp. 156-71. 
~enedetto Croce, Saggi filosofici: Saggio sullo Hegel e altri 
scritti, p. 30. 
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motivating force in the German "Sturm und Drang" group of the 1770's and 
in German writers such as Goethe, Herder and their friends and later 
German romanticists such as the Schlegel brothers.1 
In his study on romanticism, Mario Puppo agrees that these men con-
ceived of histor,y in a manner very much unlike the classical historians. 
The classical interest in history had been an anxious desire to de-
termine those characteristics which are universal, that reflected the 
universal and immutable laws of reason. Anything that did not appear to 
be a direct and legitimate product of man's reasoning powers was shunned 
or condemned. Although the eighteenth century made much progress in the 
study of history with such erudite scholars as Gibbon and Voltaire, in 
general stories of the past were still considered a tapestry of preju-
dices and superstitions and a reportage of violence and war. It is ex-
actly this point about which Vico was complaining when he urged the 
close study of what he calls "i grandi frantumi dell' anti chi ta." which 
included documents that, although considered false and incomplete, are 
invaluable sources of information otherwise unavailable. 2 Occasionally 
there were peak periods of rationalism and enlightenment. Every period 
was judged as to whether it possessed an enlightened, rationalized ideal 
and was either exalted or condemned according to a judgment of an ap-
proach to this ideal. The ages of Pericles, of Augustus, of Louis XIV 
are glorified by Voltaire. They are selected as pinnacles of outstand-
ing human achievement, but other periods are shunned, are relegated to 
1Auerbach, "Vico and Aesthetic Historism," p. 111. 
2Scienza nuova, p. 491. 
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abysses of barbarism and ignorance. This is especiallY true of the 
Middle Ages.l 
Puppo 1s description of the romanticists' reverence for history has 
its basis in Vico 1 s theory of the intuitive, subjective resuscitation of 
history that can take place in the human mind since man himself is the 
creator of history.2 As Puppo evaluates their attitudes toward history, 
Goethe, Herder and their followers, the pre-romanticists and the ro-
manticists, regarded recorded history not as a collection of errors and 
frauds or rationalized actions or mere descriptions of externals, but on 
the contrary made of history itself a living organism with a new intu-
ition of reality and a new sense of the value of the concrete and the 
individual. In this new concept of history subjectivity, liberty and 
spiritual creativity dominate, not the universal, the abstract and the 
mechanical as had been the case with the classicists.3 In the opinion of 
Bianca Magnino, the divergence of opinion between the classicists and 
the romanticists may be regarded in a positive rather than a negative 
way--a way which would be more in keeping with Vico 1s sense of the 
synthesis of human ideas and behavior. Whereas the classicists can be 
adjudged guilty of an indifference to or a denial of historical under-
standing, the romanticists had both an understanding of history and in 
some respects an admiration for the classicists. Like the classicists, 
they too defend the "rights of culture 11--not the rationalistic and 
l.Mario Puppo, Il romanticismo (Roma, 1951), pp. 41-42. 
2Scienza nuova, p. 479. 
3Puppo, p. 41. 
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abstract culture of the Age of Enlightenment, but the "humanistic" 
culture of Vico and Goethe. Basically, romanticism implied an affir-
mation of the irrational forces of life--but in a great measure it also 
signified 11il pie no trionfo della razionali t~ cosciente. nl 
Auerbach again makes use of Vico 1 s principle of an "ideal eternal 
history" which is followed by all nations in time as they rise, develop, 
endure, decay and fall. 2 History itself is an organism, living, breath-
ing, which develops according to its own laws says Puppo. Every moment 
in history is connected to the preceding one and bears the seeds of the 
succeeding moment. Instead of counterposing an abstract supra-histori-
cal ideal to the concrete demonstrations of the past, romanticism ex-
tends itself to understand them and to justifY them according to their 
own essence. 3 
Auerbach notes that a divinization of history is characteristic of 
many romanticists and in part explains their ardor and enthusiasm in re-
searching the great divergence of historical and aesthetic forms which 
they linked inextricably--each one to be understood according to its own 
individual growth and evolutionary pattern. This divinization, con-
tinues Auerbach, also prompted a refusal to accept all aesthetic systems 
based upon absolute and rational standards.4 Vico had seen the same ne-
cessity to break away from classical standards because of his concept of 
1Bianca Magnino, Storia del ramanticismo, Biblioteca Storica, VI 
(Mazara, 1950), P• S. 
2Scienza nuova, p. 459. 
3Puppo, pp. 42-43. 
4Auerbach, "Aesthetic Historism," p. 111. 
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the flux and flow of bistory.1 In this way, adds Auerbach, pre-romanti" 
cism and romanticism for all practical purposes originated modern 
historism and the modern historical sciences, not only the history of 
literature, language and art, but also of politics, law and the other 
social sciences. These were all conceived as an "organic evolution" of 
many individual forms. 2 For Vico, these "scienze subalterne" are all ex-
tensions and developments of primitive "sapienza poetica. 113 
Modern historism can be said also to be closelY allied with the 
pre-romantic and "nordic" admiration for primitive and barbaric periods 
of man's history. The influence of Rousseau's concept of original human 
nature is not to be denied in this respect. However, the basic differ-
ence between the romanticists and Rousseau, as suggested by Auerbach, 
rests in Rousseau's essentially revolutionary concept--nature directed 
against history, because history was responsible for the inequality of 
men and the corruption of society, and the romanticists' basic conserva-
tism--a concept of a "natural and organic evolution" which is history 
itself.4 Vico was significantly aware of the importance of the class 
struggle in the direction of civil society but for him, as for the ro-
manticists, the concept is evolutionary rather than revolutionary. It 
is a fact of the "ideal history" of mankind.5 This evolution is 
1Scienza nuova, p. 508. 
2Auerbach, "Aesthetic Historism, 11 p. lll. 
3scienza nuova, p. 497. 
4Auerbach, "Aesthetic Historism," pp. lll-ll2. 
5Scienza nuova, p. 864. 
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conservative, based on the tradition of the folk genius. It directs it-
self as much against rationalized absolutism as it does against rational-
ized revolutionary progress. 
Neither is romantic historism the codified history of Hegel. 
Rather it is penetrated by the more genuine substratum of Vico, by his 
metaphysics and his spiritual concept of the world, adds Magnino.1 In an 
epoch of rational utopias, in the atmosphere of the enlightenment, Vico 
was the first to establish a concrete image of the spiritual structure 
of primitive man. Whereas the theorists of his own time conceived pri-
mordial history as a state of innocent paradise or as an ill-defined 
battle of instincts, with no valid intuitive powers, Vico found in his 
conception of the "universale fantastico" the principle of a spiritual 
form which though deficient in logic was the richer in poetic genius and 
imagination. 2 In Vico's own words, primitive men were "di niuno razio-
cinio e tutti robusti sensi e vigorosissime fantasie," the basis for 
their poetic knowledge. 3 
Primitivism and Folk-genius 
Vico's conclusion that Homer is a poet-symbol leads Auerbach to 
say that it is easy to show that Vico, long before Herder and the ro-
manticists, discovered their most fertile concept, the concept of folk-
genius. He is the first in a line of critics who tried to prove that 
1Magnino, p. 123. 
2Erich Auerbach, "Giovambattista Vice e l 1idea della Filologia," 
Conviviwn, Anno XXIV, Nuova Serie (Gennaio Febbraio 1956), p. 397. 
3scienza nuova, P• 503. 
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primitive poe~ is not the work of individuals but the work of ~mole 
societies of primitive peoples who were poets by their natures.1 "Essi 
2 popoli greci furono quest 10mero," Vico had said. Vico anteceded 
Friedrich August Wolf (1759-1824), German philologist, in the develop-
ment of the theory that Homer was not an individual poet, but a myth, a 
poetic symbol of the popular singers who praised the Greek gods and 
heroes in their wanderings throughout Greece. Vico was the first to 
suggest that the Ogyssey and the Iliad were not originally unified works 
but fragments from different parts of Greek history, handed down in an 
altered, corrupted form. 3 Nevertheless, to those who are able to in-
terpret them, they are a remarkable fount of early primitive Greek 
culture and history. Thus Vico announces the romantic theory of popular 
epic poetry as a product of the folk-genius.4 
Auerbach also states that Vico did not attempt to show any special 
interest in the folk-genius of different individual peoples.5 Vico was 
primarily interested in establishing the laws of providence that govern 
man's history and the evolution of society through its different stages 
1Auerbach, "Aesthetic Historism, 11 p. 116. (Herder's dates are 
1744-1803. He was born the year of Vico's death.) 
2Scienza nuova, P• 756. 
3see above, 11Vico and the Homeric Question," chap. II, p. 75. 
4Auerbach, "Aesthetic Historism," p. 116. 
5It is true that Vico confined his study to the societies of 
Greece, Rome and the European Middle Ages. Only vague mentions are made 
of other civilizations. Vico was a philosopher, not a historian or a 
creative artist. 
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and eventual cycles.1 The romanticists were inspired to look into vari-
ous countries and places, to savor the spirit and flavor of diverse 
periods and diverse peoples. The understanding of the particular evo-
lution of life and art of these individual societies was the very core 
of their inspiration and criticism. 2 Bianca Magnino also finds that, 
like Vico the philosopher, the romanticists, as creators and artists, 
wanted to scrutinize the past and the future, to go back and examine 
past centuries and to attempt an understanding of centuries to come, 
making use of an intuition which would throw light on poetry, law, 
language and the essence of the human race. 3 
Vico and the Middle Ages 
Vico's concept of history attracted much enthusiastic attention 
from the romanticists and opened up new sources of inspiration for them. 
The periods neglected or condemned by the classicists were the very peri-
ods which drew the scrutiny of the romanticists. Primitive periods 
which expressed strong passions and powerful imaginations were con-
sidered to merit equal if not more consideration than periods dominated 
by rational inquiry. Puppo states as a matter of course that Vico was 
first to consider these periods as essential periods of investigation in 
order to garner a coherent picture of the evolution of mankind. The ro-
manticiste combined this historical interest with a nostalgia for the 
past, withdrew the Middle Ages from the "abyss" into which it had been 
1Auerbach, "Aesthetic Historism, 11 pp. 116-117. 
2 Ibid., p. ll7. 
~agnino, p. 37. 
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cast by the classicists and invested it with its new intuition and evalu-
ation of the concrete and the individual.1 This new intuition in the 
eyes of many romanticists also brought about a new second look at Greece 
and Rome just as it had for Vico whose primary concern is for these peri-
ods. They were not regarded as symbols of classical culture, as eras of 
a certain culture, but as individual nations all contributing to the 
plurality of 11 organismi spirituali" and each with its own laws reducible 
to a common measure. This revitalized cult of ancient Greece and Rome 
is very significant in Germany but also has important consequences in 
2 France. 
Puppo sees particular implications of Vice's idea among the ro-
manticists. This new intuition which regarded the history of mankind as 
the history of an individual also regarded the history of a nation in 
the same manner. Each nation has its own rhythm and its own spiritual 
mission. The Middle Ages, aside from its appeal as a primitive, passion-
ate, imaginative era, was regarded also as the "crogiolott of the indi .. 
vidual nations of Europe, each one with its own peculiar characteristics, 
each one asserting its individuality, each one conscious of its oppor~ 
tunity to express itself after the unifying process of the Roman Empire 
had terminated. In this manner, modern historism is synonymous with a 
new concept of nations, which is to be a significant contribution to the 
111Come tutti sanno, in questa rivalutazione delle etA 'primitive• 
i romantici erano gia stati preceduti nel Settecento dal Vico. Il 
Medioevo diventa 1 1 oggetto dello studio e dell' ammirazione universali." 
(Puppo, pp. 42-43.) 
2Ibid., pp. 43, 46-47. 
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important social and political theories of romanticism.1 
Nationalism 
Vico had associated primitivism, the cult of the Middle Ages and 
conservatism with the concept of nationalism, the 11boria delle nazioni," 
2 
exaggerated beliefs in one's own ~ths. Auerbach comes to the same con-
elusions regarding the romanticists. The "organic conservatism" of the 
ear~ romanticists was brought about b,y their intense regard for the 
basic particular qualities and forms expressed by primitive peoples--
their traditions, their aspirations--in all countries. Same of the ro-
manticists, in Germany especially and to a lesser degree in other 
countries, were led to an exaggerated nationalistic sense. In Germany 
the "Vaterland" was regarded as the "synthesis and supreme realization 
of folk genius."3 Generally also, adds Auerbach, these nationalistic 
currents had been brought about b,y history and circumstances--the politi-
cal disunity of Germany and ItalY, the French Revolution and Napoleon.4 
Opinions on political thought during the Enlightenment vacillated 
between individualism and cosmopolitanism. Any intermediate attitudes 
were precluded because of rejection of tradition and the "cult of the 
reason." Since reason is equal in all men and tradition and individual 
differences are not furnished by human nature, or at least are not im-
portant factors in the nature of man, they are to be discarded to allow 
1Ibid., p. 46. 
2Scienza nueva, pp. 404, 479. 
3Auerbach, "Aesthetic Historism," P• 112. 
4Ibid. 
-
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man's human nature to emerge. The classicist therefore, has no feeling 
for country, race or tradition. He is a citizen of the world.1 
To the romanticist, having discovered the value of the particular 
and the individual in addition to the importance of the instinctive in 
the passage of historical evolution, every individual is born not a 
citizen of the world but a citizen of a nation which has cast him in a 
particular mold, shaped by the nation's language, institutions, tra-
ditions, religion, aspirations and art. 2 Nationalism is a spiritual re-
ali ty which has consequences for its "external projection," which is the 
state, the body. There is a potential upheaval when this external body 
does not conform to the inner reality of the individuals in question, or 
worse when it seeks to distort or restrain the individual. When this is 
the case, the political body must be discarded and replaced by a new one 
which will not interfere with the free expansion and expression of the 
individual. This concept motivates all the liberal revolutions of the 
nineteenth century. Nationalism and liberalism are so closely equated 
with romanticism that the terms are often synonymous, expecially in 
Italy and to some degree in all the European countries. 3 "I governi 
debbon essere conformi alla natura degli uomini governati," Vico had 
said. h 
1Puppo, pp. 46-47. 
2Ibid., P• 47. 
)Ibid., P• 48. 
4Scienza nuova, P• 460. 
9.5 
Heroism 
Paul Hazard states that the eighteenth century generally rejected 
the hero, was suspicious and distrustful of his bellicose nature, while 
Vi co accepted him, not in his old image with all his arrogant privileges, 
but as a representative and symbolic figure.l Quite like~ Hazard is 
here referring to Vico's "caratteri poetici 11 or 11ritratti ideali," 
models of excellence in all human activity.2 Vico•s system opposes the 
will to blind destiqy, truth is made a result of action, 11Il vero ~ 
proprio il fatto.•t3 Man can have faith in himself and can refurbish the 
earth with m,yths--not the myths of the Enlightenment, certainly, but 
myths of heroism and sacrifice. Bianca Magnino expands Vico 1s principle. 
This faith in oneself is not an ill-directed, ill-conceived egoistic 
faith with no humanitarian basis--this faith in oneself is conditioned 
by a faith in the divine, which limits and prescribes the energy of the 
individual. In a century that believes it sees everything but in reali-
ty knows only how to "reason about everything, 11 Vico found it possible 
to assert a revitalization of the will to thought and the will to life 
in a manner far removed from the unbelieving rationalism of the Age of 
Enlightenment and skeptical Cartesianism. All progress according to 
Vico is nothing but 111 1 ascesa dell' uomo inDio." The eternal youth of 
the world and its continual renewal depend on this principle. In this 
1Paul Hazard, "La pens~e de Vico," Revue des cours et conf~rences, 
XXXIII (1931), 50. 
2see above, "Creation of m,yths," chap. II, p. 68. 
3scienza nuova, p. 248. 
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platonic principle are embodied Vico's motivating forces for action and 
poetry. 1 The key to Bianca Magnino's thought here is taken directly from 
Vico's Della mente eroica, an address given to the students at the Uni-
versity of Naples. 
L'eroe ~ colui che aspira a cose sublimi; e sublimi, ••• sono queste 
due, pi-a delle altre tutte, buone e grandi: disopra alla natura, 
Dio; nella natura, quest 1insieme di maraviglie in cui viviamo, nel 
quale non vi ha nulla di pi-a grande del genere umano, nulla di pi-a 
buono della sua felicita •••• Mirate anzitutto a Dio Ottimo Massimo: 
dipoi, e proprio a gloria di Dio, che c'impone di amare tutto il 
genere umano, alla felicita di questo.2 
Bianca Magnino's summation of Vico's idea is admirably intuitive. In 
his imagination Vico, had "spanned a bridge" between the spiritual and 
material worlds for his heroes, investing them With a humanity which was 
completely acceptable to the romanticists. 3 
Bianca Magnino compares the eighteenth century's seeming disdain 
of the poet and questioning of his usefulness with the romanticists' be-
lief that not only does poetry have its legitimate task but it can have 
a social and political value as well. It can be, as Dante envisaged it, 
a "suscitatrice di coscienze."4 Vico had said that poets can succeed in 
creating poetic characters who embody the optimum idea of whatever kind 
of human behavior or activity they represent, be it moral, social or 
civil. Men in these same areas of activity who do not conform to these 
~agnino, pp. 37-38. 
20pere, "Della mente eroica, 11 p. 911; cf. also above, chap. II, 
P• 64. 
3r.iagnino, p. 38. 
4 Ibid., p. 37. 
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models are "caratteri falsi. 111 Bianca Magnino sees this as a current of 
the Vichian philosophy which the romanticists adopted to such a great 
extent. Vi co's followers all anticipate the romantic "shock. 11 They are 
seeking a dynamic life of thought and action, not a placid life of analy-
sis or criticism, nor a life dominated by material considerations and 
experiences, but a life to be motivated by "faith, emotion, struggle and 
conquest. 11 In keeping with Vico' s theory, they fancy a conscience which 
is not only the author of races and nations but also has the power to 
emancipate them. They conceive of a will to free society from its ava-
rice and wretchedness. 2 In fact, also concludes Puppo, the ideal man of 
the romanticists soon identifies himself with the poet--the poet who is 
divine, inspired by magnanimous passions, in contact with the absolute, 
and capable of uplifting man toward the divine. "The hmnan personality 
has its supreme incarnation in the poet."3 Puppo's poet is Vico's poet 
of the robust senses, violent passions, the divine poet who understood 
the language of the gods.4 
Vico and Romantic Aesthetics 
Croce discusses the use made of the imagination by the classicists. 
The classicists did use the imagination in their literature but instead 
of a creative poetic imagination intended to inspire admiration, they 
seemed to dote on the disordered imagination of man, victim of his 
111Della mente eroica, 11 P• 917. 
2Magnino, pp. 37-40. 
3Puppo, p. 6o. 
4scienza nuova, P• 507. 
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passions, the imagination of the mania, the crazed. Even in recognizing 
the gripping power of the imagination they sought to bridle it and place 
it under the domination of the reason. The single exception to this 
theory in Europe was Vico.1 Puppo is in agreement with Croce and adds 
that although Vico had no immediate effect on the literary works of the 
early romantics in Italy, France or elsewhere, he conceived the most im-
portant single aesthetic and critical concept of romanticism. Puppo 
then offers a brief summary of Vico 1 s 11Metafisica poetica." 2 Poetry is a 
work of the imagination, nourished by strong passions and sublime 
impulses. It is not the work of imitation, reflection or learning but 
the work of creative spontaneity. Poetic genius embodies the primitive 
and the impetuous, something of the savage and the barbarous in the 
manner of Homer and Dante. The nineteenth century myth of the spontane-
ous and the original is born with Vico. It is useless to discuss 
systems and rules further. Homer composed his poetry following no other 
rule than that of his own genius. Language itself is the direct result 
of a spontaneous creative imagination. In fact, language and poetry are 
simultaneous. Poetry is the first language common to all nations. Po-
etic language with its imagery and metaphor is not a product of re-
flection or learning; it is rather the result of a stimulated imagi-
nation. Children endow inanimate things with senses and passions. The 
same thing is done by primitive man and also the poet, the eternal 
1Benedetto Croce, Saggi filosofici: Problemi di estetica (Bari, 
1954), P• 212. 
2Scienza nuova, pp. S02-S08. 
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child.1 
In Croce's opinion, Vico contributed another innovation as great 
as his concept of the imagination. To be sure, Vico was primarily in-
tent upon stressing the importance and the originality of the imagi-
nation against its negators, the Cartesians, and to give it its place of 
pre-eminence in the developing of the mind. The sociological phases of 
mankind and man's true history as he progresses through these phases was 
also of great importance to him. The vital aesthetic question of the 
eighteenth century, however, was the question of absolute as opposed to 
relative standards of taste. To answer this question poses other 
questions concerning art, and principally it poses the basic question: 
does art belong to the organic pleasures of the individual or to the 
"forme mentali della verit~"? This is the inevitable question, an 
abstract criterion of beauty as opposed to an historical criterion of 
beauty. Vico believed that the history of poetry varied with social 
conditions and the mental attitudes of the people. 2 This is the spirit 
motivating Vice's triads, the "corsi" and "ricorsi." Every nation has 
its own particular literary tastes and the tastes of one country are not 
to be imposed upon another, comments Puppo. The legitimacy of diverse 
tastes is opposed to Greco-Roman dogma of literary tastes and values. 
In this way the new sense of the value of the individual and the par-
ticular finds its way into aesthetic ideas and becomes one of the 
1Puppo, p. 67; cf. Vico, Scienza nueva, p. 449. 
2Benedetto Croce, Saggi filosofici V: Nuovi saggi di estetica 
(Bari, 1954), pp. 107-108. 
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principle canons of romantic theory.1 
In the period between the end of the eighteenth century and the 
early nineteenth century, literary criticism was converted from eru-
dition and dogma to the historical. In addition to general literary 
histories, major importance was also given to artistic-nationalistic 
histories of literature. Vico had anticipated its theories2but the 
doctrinal school was not established until this later period.3 George 
Saintsbury, in discussing this aspect of the "dissolving of neoclassi-
cism" makes a brief comparative ~tudy of the dates within which this 
dissolution takes place in Europe: 
In Germany this took place scarcely more than fifty years at 
farthest--from 1725 to 1775 or thereaboute; in England about an-
other quarter of a century, or 1800 in round numbers; in France a 
good century--from 1730 to 1830. In Italy the solitary figure of 
Vico anticipates even the earliest of these dates and originatee 
vast alterations in what calls iteelf criticism; but they do not 
take effect for the time. The general state both here and in Spain 
is stationary.4 
Saintsbury attributes to Vico an originality in the matter of the ex-
tension of literary criticism by including in it investigations into psy-
chology, not merely individual but national, into manners, religion and 
"what not." Although recognizing, howbeit reluctantly, that the 
1 Puppo, pp. 69-70. 
2see above, "Poetics," chap. II, pp. 63 et passim. 
3croce, Saggi filosofici V: Nuovi saggi di estetica, P• 161. 
Vico, in fact, aside from advieing the necessity for examination and 
study of all documents, advanced no literary doctrine: "Onde m 
filosfie, ne arti poetiche e critiche, le quali vennero appresso, 
poterono far un poeta che per corti spazi potesse tener dietro ad Omero. 11 
(Scienza nuova, P• 760.) 
4George Saintsbury, A History of Criticism and Literary Taste in 
Europe, Vol. III (New York, 1904), p. lBS, n. 1. 
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historical method is "the salvation of criticism" and appointing Vico as 
"the prophet of the historical method itself," Saintsbury says, "I de-
plore the exercise of Vico'S genius in this direction, and I do not pro-
pose to admit its results into these pages any more than I can help. 111 
Saintsbury's begrudging admission makes very clear his dislike for the 
historical method. "This extension continued by the Germans of the 
later eighteenth century and immensely popularized and developed by the 
nineteenth century," says Saints bury, "of course now seems to some the 
orthodox and only legitimate process of the kind. 112 For Saintsbury, how-
ever, Vice's main importance, though undoubtedly great, is of a "dubious 
not to say a sinister character." It has however established Vice in a 
position similar to Plato--a position of enormous influence, "epoch-
making and original. 11 3 Saintsbury feels it necessary to add a word of 
warning also. Vice is an extremely consistent thinker but he may be so 
intent on stressing a thought of the moment that he may "deceive the un-
wary and must furnish the unscrupulous with handles."4 
General Romanticism 
Among the many definitions of romanticism can be listed the moral 
concept of romanticism, an intimate state of discord, strife, 
1Ibid., pp. 156-57. 
2Ibid., p. 156. Later Croce is to say, "E codesto [the historical 
method~si grande acquisto, e rimane per noi cos1 saldo e fruttifero 
patrimonio." (Croce, Saggi filosofici V: Problemi di estetica (Bari, 
1954), P• 163.) 
3saintsbury, pp. 155-56. 
4Ibid., p. 156. 
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sentimentalism and the melancholy born of the conflict between human 
aspirations and reality. This is the t,ype expressed by Schiller, the 
Schlegels and the "mal du si~cle, 11 found in works of art, biographies 
and in men who are not concerned with literary and artistic activities. 
Many studies of this type of romanticism have been made but there is 
always much indecision between what is a moral fact and what is an ar-
tistic fact. Romanticism as an artistic, that is artistic-psychological, 
concept sees its expression in Friedrich Schlegel when he notes that ro-
manticism pays more attention to content than to form, and in certain 
"entusiasmi" and literary suggestions by Mme de S'Ulel.1 
There is a third romanticism which, says Croce, usually gets scant 
attention from the critics. This is philosophical romanticism, which 
consists in the value that certain philosophical systems ascribe to the 
intuition and the imagination, in contrast to those systems which seem 
to avoid consideration of these human factors in their preoccupation 
with rational and abstract qualities. Of course, Croce hastens to add, 
this can only be an approximate definition inasmuch as philosophies that 
entirely ignore one or the other of these qualities do not exist. Po-
litical romanticism is much discussed but it does not merit a category 
separate from the three above since it is a mark of the new important 
historical perspective of evolution and change. The politicians who 
guided the evolutionary unification of Italy can be called political ro-
manticists. These men were romantics in that they were "guided by the 
idea of unfolding natural evolution of historical change as opposed to 
1Benedetto Croce, Problemi di estetica (Bari, 1910), PP• 289-90. 
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the abstract reasoning of the Jacobin reformers who violentlY opposed 
existing conditions. 11 In this respect, considering this formula of po-
litical romanticism, it is nothing more or less than an aspect of philo-
sophical romanticism, which against all intellectual abstractions, vindi-
cates the "reconstructive imagination as well as the artistic imagi-
nation." It vindicates both poetry and history. Vico is the precursor 
of philosophical romanticism stemming from his strong defense of the im-
agination against Descartes and the rational philosophers of the 
eighteenth century.1 
This triple distinction justifies the historical limits with which 
romanticism is said to coincide--from the end of the eighteenth century 
to the middle of the nineteenth century--with "Germanism," which extends 
through the same period.2 It must be admitted that in GermaQy, in par-
ticular, within this period outlined, there are many manifestations of 
philosophical romanticism, the "a-priori synthesis" of Kant, Fichte, 
Schelling's "intellectual intuition" and Hegel. In political romanti-
cism, there are the Restoration in France, "Neo-Guelphism" in ItalY, the 
concept of gradual progress and political realism. As examples of 
characters exemplifYing moral romanticism Croce cites Werther, Oberrnann, 
Rene and Alfred de Musset' s "l'Enfant du si~cle." Artistic romanticism 
is represented by famous important writers such as the Goethe of Faust, 
Byron, Shelley, Novalis and de Musset. This catalog of works and 
writers must of course be qualified with the observation that traces of 
1Ibid., PP• 290-92. 
2 Ibid., P• 292. 
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artistic and moral romantic themes can be found in works and writers of 
any previous period.1 Philosophical romanticism, however, is found "tra 
i polverosi giureconsulti napoletani, un secolo prima che in Germania, 
in Vico. 112 
It has been seen that the critics of romanticism reviewed above 
have made significant associations between Vico and European romanticism. 
These associations refer mainly to the historical perspective, both for 
the creative writer and the critic, a mutual interest in the primitive, 
a revaluation of the imagination and a redefinition of the nature and im-
portance of poetry and the poet. Vico 1 s contributions to the general 
climate of opinion which saw the birth of romanticism are definitely es-
tablished in the minds of these critics. His chronological primacy in 
presenting these ideas has been accepted by them. Vico is definitely a 
pre-romanticist. 
For the most part however, these associations remain rather 
general, with no attempt to associate Vico directly with any ac-
knowledged spokesman for romanticism as a literary school or as a unique 
period in literary history. In the succeeding pages it will be the aim 
of this study to make a detailed comparison between Vico 1 s ideas and 
ideas expressed by some of the more important French romanticists, 
1To limit examples of what could be called romantic works prior to 
this period in France, what Croce has in mind perhaps are ideas of the 
Moderns versus the Ancients; Condillac 1 s Trai te des Sensations; "les 
sensibles" such as Fenelon, Marivaux, Prevost, La Chaussee and the 
11Comedie Larmoyante 11 ; 11 les Melancoliques 11 and their discovery of Young, 
Ossian, Richardson; Rousseau's discovery of individualism and the senti-
ment for nature; the "desesp~res 11 such as Saint-Preux in La Nouvelle 
Heloise and many others. 
2 Ibid., P• 293. 
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writers who are general~ credited with having been instrumental in the 
popularization of French literary romanticism. 
1~ 
CHAPTER IV 
FRENCH ROMANTIC LITERARY THEORY AND THE 
REAPPEARANCE OF VIC0 1 S IDEAS 
The preceding chapter attests to Vico's acceptance by a few 
critics and historians of romanticism as an apparent prophet who in his 
prevision anticipated many of the doctrines and ideas that would be em-
braced by the romanticists of the nineteenth century. His ideas con-
cerning philosophy, history, language and literature and their inter-
relationships could have offered to the romantic theorists a system, per-
haps embodying ideas they already held, perhaps suggesting some new 
concepts. More significantly perhaps, Vico 1s system could furnish a 
synthesis for their ideas, an authorit,y so to speak for their theories. 
However, in so far as is known, virtually no documentation except for 
what has been noted in the introduction, has been proposed for the possi-
bilit,y of any direct influence of Vico on the French romanticists. The 
possibilit,y of this relationship has been suggested, conjectured and 
felt by several who see an immediate kinship between Vico and romantic 
literary theory in general. A first reading of Vico is generally suf-
ficient to generate just such an insight. The views of the critics 
mentioned in the previous chapter are typically representative for the 
most part of the possessors of this insight. 
It was therefore considered a fruitful project to examine some of 
the most important prefaces and manifestos written during the critical 
years of the "battle" of the French romanticists versus the classicists, 
especial~ the years 1827-1830. In some instances the examination has 
gone beyond 1830 to bring out the amplification of an idea previous~ 
stated by one of the theorists, or, at times, to bring out an idea which 
is antagonistic to one held by Vico. In particular this examination is 
an attempt to review the theories expounded by the French romanticists 
and at the same time to document them wherever possible with ideas found 
in Michelet' s translation, published in March, 1827, of Vi co's Scienza 
1 ~· Up to this point it was essentially lack of a coherent unified 
doctrine that impeded the "victory" for the romanticists. 
Peut-on m~me parler de doctrine? Il y a ••• des th~mes romantiques, 
des mots d'ordre romantique; il n'y a toujours pas une doctrine ro-
mantique A proprement parler. Pour que cette doctrine puisse se 
formuler, il ne faut plus qu'une condition: que l'unite se fasse 
dans les hommes et dans les esprits. Ce sera le ~sultat des annees 
1827-1830.2 
With Hugo's Preface de Cromwell in 1827 as its most important document, 
the romantic doctrine came into being.3 We have Rene Bray's testimony as 
to the time of the writing of Hugo's preface. The play Cromwell was be-
gun in August, 1826. The first four acts were read to a group that in-
eluded Vigny and Sainte-Beuve on 12 February 1827. In March of the same 
year the fifth act was written. The play was published in December 1827, 
1The translation of the main body of the work was completed on 
October 15, 1826; the "Discours," Michelet's introduction, was completed 
on December 26, 1826. Both parts were published in the one volume, 
March 8, 1827; cf. Croce, Bibliografia Vichiana, II, 527. 
2Guy Michaud et Ph. Van Tieghem, Le romantisme, Les documents 
France (Paris, 1952), p. 59. 
3 ~., p. 60. 
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with its preface.1 However the preface had not yet been written in Sep-
tember, 1827. This is known because of a letter written to Victor Pavie 
on September 24. The letter states, "Il ne me reste plus qu 11 ~crire la 
Pr~face et quelques notes. 112 Michelet 1s translation of Vico was 
published before the appearance of the most important document in French 
romantic theory. 
The Importance of the Historical Perspective 
Michelet in the introduction to his translation of Vico's Scienza 
~~ makes an attempt to explain Vico 1s place in the development of 
philosophical ideas and proposes an answer to the neglect of his work 
until the appearance of Michelet's translation. Vico had been ignored 
by his own contemporaries because at the time of his life and work intel-
lectual Europe was dominated by the thinking of Descartes. The 
nineteenth century however, because of its historical bent, was ready to 
accept Vico's theories. 
N•accusons pas l'indiff~rence des contemporains de Vico; essayons 
plut8t de l'expliquer, et de montrer que la 11 science nouvelle" n1 a 
~t~ si ~glig~e pendant le dernier si~cle que parce qu 1elle 
s 1 adressait au n8tre.3 · 
Then he uses one of Vico's principles to explain man's procedure in ar-
riving at the acceptance of a philosophical idea: 
Telle est la marche naturelle de l 1esprit humain: connaitre d1 abord 
et ensuite juger, s 1 ~tendre dans le monde ext~rieur et rentrer plus 
1Ren~ Bray, Chronologie du romantisme (Paris, 1932), PP• 180-81. 
2Maurice Souriau, Histoire du romantisme en France (Paris, 1927), 
p. 210. Cited from Victor Hugo, Correspondance, I, 67. 
3Giambattista Vico, Scienza nuova, trans. Jules Michelet with 
title Principes de la philosophie de l'histoire, (Paris, 1827), p. i. 
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tard en soi-m&me, s'en rapporter au sens corrmun et le soumettre A 
l'examen du sens individual. Cultiv~ dans la premi~re ~riode par 
la religion, par la p~sie et les arts, il accumule les faits dont 
la philosophie doit un jour faire usage. Il a d'jl le sentiment de 
bien des verit,s, il n1en a pas encore la science. Il faut qu'un 
Socrate, un Descartes, viennent lui demander de quel droit il les 
poss~de, et que les attaques opiniatres d'un impitoyable scepticisme 
1 1oblige de se les approprier en les defendant. L1esprit humain, 
ainsi inqui~t~, dans la possession des crqyances qui touchent de 
plus pr~s son &tre, d~daigne quelque temps toute connaissance que le 
sens intime ne peut lui attester; mais d~s qu'il sera rassure, il 
sortira du monde int,rieur avec des forces nouvelles pour reprendre 
1 1,tude des faits historiques: en continuant de chercher le vrai, 
il ne n~gligera plus le vraisernblable, et la philosophie, comparant 
et rectifiant 1 1un par l'autre le sens individual et le sens commun, 
embrassera dans l'etude de 1 1homme celle de l'humanit' enti~re. 
Cette derni~re epoque commence pour nous. Ce qui nous distingue 
eminemment, c 1est, cornme nous disons aujourd1hui, notre tendance 
historique •••• lee but dont nous approchons tous les jours, le genie 
proph~tique de Vico nous 11 a marqu~ longtemps d 1avance.2 
~jA nous voulons que les faits soient vrais dans leurs moindres 
details; le m&me amour de la vfrite doit nous conduire A en chercher 
les rapports, 1 observer les lois qui les r'gissent, A examiner 
enfin si 1 1histoire ne peut @tre ramen'e A une forme scientifique.3 
Thus Michelet the historian attests to the state of receptivit,y 
prevalent in France and in Paris, in the year 1827, to the need for a 
philosophy of history, a science of history. Ma.I\1 of the truths of such 
a science were already suspected or felt but the desire for a complete 
system had yet to be satisfied and the notion that the stuqy of the indi-
vidual could conceivablY make interesting revelations for the life of en-
tire humanit,y in general proved to be a generallY provocative idea. 
In 1827, also the year of Michelet's translation of the Scienza 
~' Hugo declared in his article, "Fragment d1histoire," "Ce ne 
~id., p. ii. 
2 Ibid., p. iii. 
3Ibid., p. ii. 
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serait pas, ! notre avis, un tableau sans grandeur et sans nouveaut~ que 
celui oa 1 1 on essayerait de d~rouler sous nos yeux l'histoire enti~re de 
la civilisation. 111 Again in 1834 in another article, "But de cette Publi-
cation," he proposed that man is the model for a study of social change 
and revolution. "Pourquoi ne confronter plus souvent qu'on ne le fait 
les r~volutions de l'individu avec les r~volutions de la soci~t~? Qui 
2 
sait si la petite chose ~claire quelquefois la grande." In his preface 
to La legende des si~cles, 1859, the idle question was transferred into 
action as he announced the scope of his work: "Le genre humain, con-
sid~r~ comrne un grand individu collectif accomplissant d'~poque en 
~poque une s~rie d'actes sur la terre •••• "3 
The enthusiasm for man's study of the individual to determine the 
life cycle of hUJr.anity also found expression from Charles Nodier (1780-
1844). "L'homme parcourt, dans son rapide passage sur la terre, toutes 
les p~riodes de la dur~e du monde collectif. Il na!t, il croit, il vit, 
il vieillit. ••• L1histoire de l'individu est celle des peuples."4 "Sa 
vie~e mend~ s 1est ~coul~e comme s'~coule celle de l'homme pris indi-
viduellement, qui en est le prototype. n5 Alfred de Vigny had somewhat 
the same intuition the morning of July 2, 1830 as he reported it in the 
1Victor Hugo, "Fragment d 1histoire," Philosophie et histoire 
m@l~es, Vol. I, Oeuvres compl~tes (Paris, 1882), p. 293. -
2Victor Hugo, "But de cette publication," Phi1osophie et histoire 
m@l~es, Vol. I, Oeuvres compl~tes (Paris, 1882), p. 6. 
3victor Hugo, La 1~gende des si~c1es (Paris, 1932), I, 15o 
4charles Nodier, Oeuvres, r@veries, miscellan~es, vari~t~s de phi-
losophie d1histoire et de litt~rature (Paris, 1832), V, 251. 
5Ibid., p. 248. 
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Journal d 1un po~te, "J'ai conc;u l'id,e, ce matin, que l'on doit 'crire 
1 1 histoire d 1 un pays comme d 1 un homme. 111 
More important perhaps than this minor relationship is Hugo's as-
signment to his "drame" of the dual function of revealing to man both 
his internal world and the external world of history and fact, thus 
broadening the concept of art in general and the drama in particular, in 
the same way that Vico, as Michelet described it in his introduction, 2 
considers it inevitable that the human mind Will turn from inward contem-
plation to gain his historical perspective. This perspective will be re-
vealed to Hugo by a study of facts and human actions. The drama, as 
Hugo proposes it, Will be 
un drame enfin oa le po~te remplisse pleinement le but multiple de 
1 1 art, qui est d' ouvrir au spectateur un double horizon, d 1 illuminer 
A la fois 1 1 in~rieure et l'ext,rieur des hommes; l'ext,rieure par 
les discours et les actions, 1 1int,rieure, par les "apar~" et les 
monologues; de croiser en un mot, dans le m@me tableau, le drame de 
la vie et le drame de la conscience. 3 
Vico' s 11Gnoseologia11 and Hugo's "Drame" as Instruments for the 
Resuscitation of Social History 
It is possible to draw analogies between Vico's theory of cog-
ni tion and Hugo's definition of the drama and its function. Vi co had 
stressed the existence of a mass of contradictions and errors present in 
historical documents and the necessity for philology to aid in the 
1Alfred de Vigrzy, Le journal d 1un ~o3te, in Oeuvres compl3tes 
d 1Alfred de Vigny (Paris, MCMIIV), pp. 6 -66. 
2See above, p. 110. 
3victor Hugo, La ~r~face de Cromwell, ed. Maurice Souriau, crit. 
ed. (Paris, 1897), p. 2 5. 
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resuscitation of historical information. Up to his own age, Vico com-
plained: 
D 1 apr~s toutes les observations que nous avons faites, on voit que 
tout ce qui nous est parvenu de l'antiqui~ paienne jusqu1 au temps 
ou nous nous arr~tames n1est qu 1incertitude et obscurite ••• ils 
semblent jus~'ici n'avoir eu ni fondement cammun, ni continuite, 
ni coherence.l 
Mais lorsque nous essayons de remonter vers des temps si loins de 
nous, que d~ difficul t~s nous arr~tent! La plupart des monumens ont 
p~ri, et ceux m~mes qui nous restent ont ete al~res, denatures par 
des ~ges suivans.2 
It is at this point that Vico's theory of cognition is offered as 
the beginning of the solution to this problem: 
Mais dans cette nui t sombre dont est couverte ! nos yeux 1 1 antiqui ~ 
la plus reculee, appara!t une lumi~re qui ne peut nous egarer; je 
parle de cette verite incontestable: le monde social est certaine-
ment l'ouvrage des hommes; d'ou il resulte que l'on en peut, que 
l'on en doit trouver les principes dans les modifications m~mes de 
l'intelligence humaine.3 
This theory of resuscitation or "aesthetic historism" seems to have 
some affinity with the insight that will be furnished by Victor Hugo's 
drama. 
Le the~tre est un point d'optique. Tout ce qui existe dans le monde, 
dans la vie, dans l'homme, tout doj.t et peut s 1y reflechir, mais 
sous la baguette magique de 1 1art.4 
In a study of Michelet•s historical system, Gustave Lanson has 
pointed out that Victor Hugo was trying to write drama as the historians 
of this period were trying to write history; to write drama from the 
lvico, Michelet translation, hereafter referred to as Vico 
(Michelet), pp. 22-23. 
2 Ibid., p. xvii. 
3Ibid., p. 76. 
4Hugo, Preface de Cromwell, p. 263. 
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multiple point of view of a poet, philosopher, artist, man of politics, 
man of religion, a 11raisonneur11 and a priest. 
Cette histoire-la est bien contemporaine du drame qui, selon Hugo 
son createur, devait etre tout regarde a la fois sous toutes ses 
faces.l 
Both Vico and Hugo use the same procedure in the achievement of 
their objectives, history in the case of one and drama and art in 
general in the case of the second. Vico sought philological proofs of 
the action of Providence. An examination of all that has been written 
on divine and human knowledge reveals nothing but 11 souvenirs confuses," 
only "reves d'une imagination der~glee, 11 very often because of the vani-
ty of scholars, always anxious that their favorite "sciences" be con-
sidered as having perfect form at the very beginnings of their nations.2 
Philosophers have been guilty of this vanity. The peculiarity, in the 
mind of Vico, is that these philosophers have concerned themselves so 
assiduously with the world of nature which was made by God and therefore 
can only be understood by God, whereas they have left in neglect the 
social world, man's own handiwork. The Scienza nuova, according to Vico, 
will present a demonstration of fact, an historic demonstration of 
Providence, a Providence which has governed the civil world in a manner 
unknown to men and often despite them.3 Vico describes the function of 
Providence. 
lGustave Lanson, "La formation de la methode historique de 
Michelet," Revue d'histoire moderne et contemporaire, VII (October 1905), 
16. 
2vico (Michelet), PP• 75-76. 
3Ibid., pp. 84-85. 
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La Providence divine ayant pour instrument la "toute puissance" 
ex~cute ses decreta par des moyens aussi faciles que le sont les 
usages et coutumes suivis librement par les hommes ••• (sic) que, 
conseill~e par la sagesse infinie, tout ce qu'elle dispose soit 
d'ordre et harmonie ••• (sic) qu1 ayant pour fin son immense bont~, 
elle n1ordonne rien qui ne tend A un bien toujours sup~rieur ! celui 
que les hommes se sont propos~.l 
Hugo's method for art shows the same basic procedure. 
L1art feuillette les si~cles, feuillette la nature, interroge les 
chroniques, s'~tudie ! reproduire la r'alit~ des faits, surtout 
celle des moeurs et des caract~res, bien moins l~gu~e au doute et A 
1a contradiction que les faits, restaure ce que les annalistes ont 
tronqu,, harmonise ce qu'ils ont d~pouill~, devine leurs ommissions 
et lee r~pare, comble leurs lacunes par des imaginations qui aient 
la couleur du temps, groupe oe qu'ils ont laiss~ 'pars, r~tab~t le 
jeu des fils de la Providence sous les marionnettes humaines. 
The point of departure, then, for both Hugo and Vico, is a concentration 
on the social world guided by Providence.3 Charles Nodier also reflects 
Vice's idea that man is the creator of the social world. "L'honnne a 
fait sa soci~~ selon sa puissance, parae qu 1il lui a ~t~ do~ de la 
faire."4 Both Vioo and Hugo have emphasized the omnipotence of a Provi-
dence. If Hugo finds it conceivable that the artist "r~tablit le jeu 
des fils de la Providence, 11 Vico sees that in the impenetrable obscurity 
which covers the origins of nations, sublime proofs of the means used by 
Providence are readily discernible in the order that she has established, 
and the end that she proposes, this end being nothing more nor less than 
1Ibid., p. 85. 
- -
2Hugo, Pr~faoe de Cromwell, PP• 263-64. 
Yvioo often uses the word "civil" synonymously with "social. 11 See 
also above, p.lll for further emphasis by Hugo on the social world as 
opposed to "la nature de civilisation." 
4Nodier, p. 338. 
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the preservation of the human race.l 
The Necessity for Philological Research 
Although both Vico and Hugo subscribe to the theory of "aesthetic 
historism, 11 both also include philological research in their method. 
Vico, as a philologist described his function as follows: 
Nous les philologues s~parons le vrai du faux en tout ce que nous 
ont conserv' les traditions vulgaires pendant une longue suite de 
siElcles •••• 2 
The philologist must make every effort to examine 
les grands d~bris qui nous restent de 1 1 antiqui~ jusqu'ici inutiles 
! la science, parce qu 1ils 'taient n'glig,s, mutil,s, diapers's ••• 3 
As Hugo has stated in his method for art, like Vico's philologist, art 
will 11reproduire la r'ali t' des faits" and 11 interroge les chroniques," 
Vico 1s "grands d'bris." Both Vico and Hugo are following a procedure 
described by Bacon. Vico has this observation to make: 
Ces preuves philologiques nous font voir dans la r'alit' les choses 
que nous avons aper~ues dans le monde td'al. C'est la m'thode 
prescrite par Bacon, cogitare, videre. 
The Integrity of the Poet 
Having gone through the resuscitation process, Hugo places the 
raw material in the hands of the artist whose integrity is without 
question. 
L 1art ••• r@vet le tout d'une forme po,tique et naturelle i la fois, 
1vico (Michelet), p. 86. 
2Ibid., P• 91. 
3Ibid., pp. 91-92. 
4Ibid., P• 92. 
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et lui donne cette vie de v'ri ~ et de saillie qui enfante 1' il-
lusion, ce prestige de r'ali~ qui passionne le spectateur, et le 
po~te le premier, car le po~te est de bonne foi.l 
Vico also had been concerned with the poet's good faith in the act of 
creating: 
Au commencement, les hommes encore simples et grossiers divinis~rent 
de bonne foi ce qui excitait leur admiration, tant6t la vertu, 
tantOt une puissance secourable ( la chose est ordinaire), tant8t la 
bienfaisance de ceux qui les avaient civilises.2 
As proof of the poet's good faith and also a statement of primitive 
man's poetic character, Vico describes primitive poetic genius. 
Lea premiers hommes, puissans de leur ignorance, creaient A leur 
mani~re par la force d 1une imagination, si je peux le dire toute ma~rielle. Po~te veut dire cr~ateur, ils 'taient done po,tes, et 
telle fut la sublimite de leurs conceptions gu1ils s 1en epouvandrent 
eux-memes, et tomb~rent devant leur ouvrage.3 
One of Hugo 1 s "axiomatic" statements can be used to sum up the 
work of the historian and the poet, both considered works of art. 
Vi co 1 s gnos,ologia is Hugo's resuscitation theory. 11 Ainsi le but de 
l'art est presque divin: ressusciter, s'il fait de l'histoire; creer 
s 'il fait de la poesie. "4 
Maurice Souriau, in a footnote to his edition of Preface de 
Cromwell, asks if perhaps Michelet recalled the above statement by Hugo 
when he (Michelet) defined history as "une resurrection de la vie 
inMgrale" in the preface to 1' Histoire de France of 1869.5 It is a more 
lHugo, Preface de Cromwell, p. 264. 
2vico (Michelet), p. 41. 
3Ib·d . 
___2:_ • J p • XXJ. • 
4Hugo, Preface de Cromwell, PP• 264-65. 
5Ibid., p. 265, footnote. 
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likely possibility that Michelet's translation of Vico was fresh in 
Hugo's mind at the time of the preparation of his own preface. 
Thierry' s Denial of Vico' s System 
Vico 1 s system did not encounter universal acclaim. It is not 
likely that so soon after the Age of Enlightenment all would agree to 
such a statement as the following: 
De cette mani~re, La science nouvelle trace le cercle ~ternel d 1une 
histoire ideale, sur lequel tourne dans le temps les histoires de 
toutes les nations, avec leur naissance, leur progr~s, leur 
d~cadence et leur fin. Nous dirons plus: celui qui 'tudie La 
science nouvelle se raconte 1 lui-m&me cette histoire ideale;-en ce 
sens que le monde social ~tant l'ouvrage de 11hamme, et la mani~re 
dont il s'est forme devant, par consequent, se retrouver dans les 
modifications de l'ame humaine, celui qui ~dite cette science s'en 
cree 1 lui-m@me le sujet. Quelle histoire plus certaine que celle 
o~ la m@me personne est ! la fois l'acteur et l'historien?l 
A denial of Vico's historical synthesis and intuition is to be found in 
a statement made by A. Thierry. In his Considerations sur 1 1histoire de 
France, 1840, he decries Vico's influence. 
Dans une science qui a pour objet les faits reels et lea temoignages 
positifs, on a vu s'introduire et dominer des methodes empruntees A 
la ~taphysique, celle de Vico. ••• L1histoire a passe du domaine de 
1 1analyse et de 1 1observation exacte dans celui des hardiesses 
synthetiques.2 
Thierry's statement is both a criticism and a testimony to the 
widespread awareness of Vico's ideas. In his Vico bibliography, Croce 
finds it peculiar that Thierry did not apparently even know of Vico's 
theories in the midst of "tanto fervore vichiano." There is no 
1Vico (Michelet), PP• 88-89. 
2
cited b,y Francisque Vial and Louis Denise, Idees et doctrines 
litteraires du XIIe si.cle, Troisi~me Ed. (Paris, 1931), P• 282. 
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admission of knowledge of Vico by Thierry noted in the bibliography.l 
Yet it is obvious that Thierry was aware of Vico's ideas but did not 
find his ideal synthesis of history objective enough to be acceptable. 
Vico's Three Ages of Man and Language--Hugo's Three Ages of Man and 
Poetry 
Vico's triads get some attention from Hugo in his Pr~face de 
Cromwell. Hugo begins his discussion of the three ages of mankind by 
approximating the order and ideas, if not alw~s the same language, used 
by Vico. Vico 1s system is matter of factly stated: 
Dans le d'veloppement de la soci~~ humaine, dans la marche de la 
civilisation, on peut distinguer trois §ges, trois p~riodes: lge 
divin ou th~ocratique, lge h~rorque, ~ge humain ou civilis~. A 
cette division r~pond celle des temps obscure, fabuleux, historiques • 
••• C1est surtout dans l'histoire des langues que 1 1exactitude de 
cette classification est manifeste. Celle que nous parlons a d~ 
@tre pr~c~d~e par une langue m~taphoriqu~ et po~tique et celle-ci 
par une langue hi~roglyphique et sacr~e. 
Hugo's division is as follows: 
Partons d 1un fait. La m@me nature de civilisation, ou, pour emPloyer 
une expression plus pr~cise, quoique plus ~tendue, la m@me soci~~ 
n'a pas toujours occup~ la terre. Le genre humain dans son ensemble 
a grandi, s'est d~velopp~, a mftri comme un de nous. Il a '~ enfant, 
il a ~t~ homme; nous assistons maintenant ! son imposante vieillesse. 
Avant l''poque que la soci~t~ moderne a nomm~ antique, il existe une 
~re, que les anciens appelaient fabuleuse, et qu 1il serait plus 
exact d'appeler primitive. VoilA done trois grands ordres de choses 
successifs dans la civilisation, depuis son origine jusqu'a nos 
jours. Or, comme la po~sie se superpose toujours l la soci~t~, nous 
allons essayer de dem@ler, d 1 apr~s la forme de celle-ci quel a d~ 
@tre le caract~re de l'autre, a ces trois grands ages du monde,--les 
temps primitifs, les temps antiques, les temps modernes.3 
lBibliografia Vichiana, II, 550. 
2Vico (Michelet), p. xvii. 
3Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, pp. 175-?6. 
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Again in both systems, the social order of things, rather than human 
nature, is in question. Both writers divide civilization into three 
periods with a similar nomenclature. Vico uses the terms "historic 
times, 11 "modern times, 11 "human age" and "civilized age 11 interchangeably. 
Again making use of the life of the individual to act as witness for the 
life of society, Hugo's language is the same as that used by Vico who 
states that the best witness for 11ce premier pas de l'esprit humain11 in 
an advanced state of society, "le plus certain, le plus naif de tous les 
~moignages; c'est l'enfance de 1 1 individu. 111 
In talking of modern times, Hugo uses the expression 11 imposante 
vieillesse" whereas Vico uses the term "completed humanity," which to 
him is represented b,y the double fact of great monarchies and the 
widespread practice of the Christian religion. 2 Vico does however also 
make use of the word "vieillesse" to represent modern times. 'Whereas 
the 11enfans, 11 the primitive poets, had founded the arts, "les philoso-
phes, longtemps apr~s, repr~sentent la vieillesse et f'ond~rent le monde 
des sciences" and thus humanity is completed. 3 For both, the proof' of 
the classifications of' society and civilization are to be found in a 
linguistic study. Vic~, the philologist and philosopher of history is 
content to use the word "language, 11 although his prime concern Will be 
with poetic forms and "poetic periods." For Hugo, the poet, it is poet-
ry that Will be examined. 
1Vico (Michelet), pp. xiX-xx. 
2 ~., p. 372. 
)Ibid., P• 16h. 
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Primitive Man 1 s Poetic Genius 
For both Vico and Hugo, primitive man was a poet with "divine" 
creative power who expressed his creativity in three ways, but all re-
lated to the simultaneous birth of poetry and religion. 
La premi~re sagesse du paganisme, dut commencer par une m&taphysique, 
non pas point de raisonnement et d 1abstraction, comme des esprits 
culti~s de nous jours, mais de sentiment et d1 imagination, telle 
que pouvaient la concevoir ces premiers hommes, qui n'~taient que 
sens et imaginations sans raisonnement. La m~taphysique dont je 
parle, c 1 ~tait leur po&sie, facult~ qui naissait avec eux. L'igno-
rance est m~re de l'admiration; ignorant tout, ils admiraient 
vivement. Cette po~sie ~tait d'abord divine: ils rapportaient A 
des dieux la cause de ce qu'ils admiraient.l 
The function of these primitive poets was to: 
pr@ter la vie aux 8tres ina.nim6s, pr8ter un corps aux choses imrna-
t~rielles, composer des @tres qui n 1 existent compl~tement dans 
aucune r'alit~, voila la triple cr~ation du monde fantastique de 
1 1idolatrie.2 
Idolatry and divinization, religion and poetry, "two sisters" Vico 
labels them, were born at the same time.3 
Les hommes des premiers si~cles qui 'taient essentiellement re-
ligieux, ne pouvaient louer que des dieux. Au mo.yen age ~es pr8tres 
qui seuls ~taient lettr~s, ne composarent que des hyJrmes. 
Victor Hugo, using the language of poetic imagery, rather than the 
language of the philosopher, expresses the same idea: 
Aux temps primitifs, quand l'homme s 1 4veille dans un monde qui 
Vient de naitre, la po~sie s'~veille avec lui. En pr,sence des 
merveilles qui 1'4blouissent et qui 11enivrent, sa premi~re parole 
n'est qu 1un hymne. Il touche encore si pr~s de Dieu que toutes ses 
1 ~., p. 109. 
2Ibid., PP• xx-xi • 
.3 116. Ibid., P• 
-4 ~., P• 284. 
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m~ditations sont des extases, tous ses r~ves des visions. Il 
s''panche, il chante comme il respire.l 
Hugo's primitive poet also carries out a triple function: 
Sa ~e n'a que trois cordes, Dieu, l'ime, la cr~ation; mais ce 
triple ~st~re enveloppe tout, mais cette triple id4e comprend tout • 
••• VoilA le premier homme, voilA le premier po~te. Il est jeune, 
il est ~ique. La pri~re est toute sa religion, 1 1 ode est toute sa 
po~sie. 
A Revival of Interest in the Middle Ages and Primitivism 
Vico and Hugo are both extreme~ interested in primitive or bar-
baric periods. Vico here considers both primitive times and the "second 
barbaric period," the Middle Ages. 
Nous nous occuperons des deux premi~res p~riodes. Les causes de 
cette civilisation dont nous sommes si fiers, doivent 8tre 
recherch,es dans les iges que nous nommons barbares, et qu'il serait 
mieux d1 appeler religieux et po&tiques; toute la sagesse du genre 
humain y ~tait d'jA, dans son ~bauche et dans son germe.3 
Hugo, here talking about the Middle Ages, also sees in that period the 
germination of all later knowledge. 
Il faut se garder de jeter un oeil d~daigneux sur cette ~poque o~ 
'tait en germe tout ee qui depuis a port' fruit, sur ce temps dont 
les moindres ~crivains, si 1 1on nous passe une expression triviale, 
mais franehe, ont fait fumier pour la4moisson qui devait suivre. Le moyen ige est ent~ sur le Bas-Empire. 
It is apparent from the last sentence in the above quotation that Hugo 
is not, in this instance at least, using Vico's theory of the 11ricorsi." 
This statement would imply that the Middle Ages are to some extent, an 
1Hugo, Pr'face de Croli1Well, p. 176. 
2 Ibid., p. 177. 
3vico (Michelet), P• xvii. 
4Hugo, Pr'face de Cro:mwell, pp. 189 .. 190. 
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advance over the civilization of the Late Raman Empire. 
Vico then, as is his usual procedure, clarifies his axioms, this 
time with an idea that is the basic principle of Book II of his work. 
On peut dire en effet que dans les fables, 11instinct de 1 1 humanit~ 
avait marqu~ d1 avance lea principes de la science moderne, que les 
m~ditations des savans ont depuis Aclair~s par des raisonnemens, et 
r~sum~s dans les maximes. ••• lea po~tes thAologiens furent le sens, 
les philosophes furent l'intelligence de la sagesse humaine.l 
Primitive Societies in Transition 
Hugo's next step is to outline rapidly the progress of civili-
zation through the early primitive period up to the beginnings of the 
epic period: 
Peu ! peu cette adolescence du monde s 1 en va. Toutes lea sph~res 
s 1agrandissent; la famille deviant tribu, la tribu devient nation. 
Chacun de ces groupes d 1hommes se parque auteur d 1un centre commun, 
et voilA les royaumes. L1instinct social succ~de ! l'instinct 
nomade. Le camp fait place ! la cit~, la tente au palais, l'arche 
au temple. Les chefs de ces naissants ~tats sont bien encore 
pasteurs; leur baton pastoral a d~j! forme de sceptre. Tout 
s 1arr8te et se fixe. La religion prend une forme; les rites r~glent 
la pri~re; le dogme vient encadrer le culte. Ainsi le pr8tre et le 
roi se partagent la paternit~ du peuple; ainsi a la cammunau~ 
patriarcale succ~de la soci~t~ th~ocratique.2 
This schematic discussion presented as a maxim by Hugo had received a 
major development in Michelet's translation of Vico. 3 Vico began his 
study of primitive man by describing the barbaric giants who roamed the 
mountains - frightened - seeking refuge in caves. In spite of their 
pride they came to humiliate themselves before the divinities that they 
1vico (Michelet), p. 247. 
2Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, pp. 176-78. 
3For a complete amplification of this period of transition see 
Vico (Michelet), pp. 77, 174-79, 366-78.-
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created. They eventually submitted to a superior force, Jupiter, and 
upon making the discovery that "God governs the human race," the basis 
for human society was fixed.l Human unions, marriage and the establish-
ment of the family came next. The promiscuous habits of former times 
were no longer tenable under the watchful eye of the deities. With the 
establishment of the family comes also the inception of family govern-
ment, a monarchical form since the family is submitted to the law of the 
father. These governments were necessarily very severe since Providence 
is anxious that people learn how to prepare for civil government. 
"Aussi vaillans que chaste et pieux:, ils ne fuyaient plus co:mm.e aupar-
avant, mais fixaient leurs habitations, ••• et au lieu d'errer pour 
trouver leur pftture, ils soutenaient leurs families en cultivant la 
terre; toutes choses qui assur~rent le salut du genre humain." After a 
long time others came to live 'Wi. th these families to take refuge in 
these 11asylums 11 and to benefit fr001 the advantages of living in society. 
They became the "clien~les" of the "p~res de famille" and the "monarch:ie 
domestique s' ~tendi t par ces clien~les ." These new impious "clientAles" 
obeyed the laws of the "pious" fathers - who adored divinity, "bien 
qu • ils la devinassent par leur ignorance. 112 "Ainsi la Providence ordonna 
l 1 ~tat de famille, employant non la tyrannie des lois, mais la douce 
autorit~ des coutumes."3 
Vico had also discussed the establishment of the "foyer." The god 
1 Ibid., P• 366. 
2Ibid., pp. 377-78. 
3 Ibid., pp. 170-71. 
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of the "foyer" was called "lar" from which comes "focus laris." It was 
here that the father of the family made his sacrifices to the gods. 
These sacrifices usually involved fire by means of which the father 
"cherchai t ~ conndtre par les auspices la volont~ des dieux:. 11 Re-
ligious rites and ceremonies were added to the simple prayer and dogma 
became a part of religion. This succession of types of government, 
first the patriarcal, then the theocratic, anticipated Hugo's order 
above.1 Whereas Hugo states that the priest and the king "se partagent 
la paterni t' du peuple," Vi co combined all these offices: "Les premier 
p~res furent ~ la fois les sages, les pr8tres et les rois de leur 
famille. 112 
Homer in Vico 1 s Heroic Age and Hugo's Epic Age 
The transition from the theocratic society to the heroic or epic 
society also follows similar lines in both writers. According to Vico: 
Tous les historians cammencent l 1 lge h~ro!que avec les courses 
navales de Minos et 11 exp~dition des Argonautes; ils en voient la 
continuation dans la guerre de Troie, la fin dans les courses 
errantes des h~ros, qu1ils terminent au retour d 1Ulysse.3 
Hugo also marks the beginning of the second age, "lge ~pique," with the 
period of voyages and international conflicts. The Iliad and the 
agyssey are also important as documents representing the epic age. 
Cependant les nations commencent ~ @tre trop serr~es sur le globe. 
Elles se ~nent et se froissent; de li les chocs d1 empires, la 
guerre. @ugo here has a footnote-1 1 Iliade;:] Elles d'bordent les 
unes sur les autres; de ll les migrations des peuples, les voyages. 
l!bid., PP• 178, 378. 
2Ibid., pp. 174 ... 75. 
3 Ibid., P• 205. 
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rHugo has here a footnote--l'Odyss&e~ La po~sie refl~te ces grands 
lv&nements; des id~es elle passe aux choses. Elle chante les 
si~cles, les peuples, les empires. Elle devient ~pique, elle 
enfante Hom~re.l · 
In addition to the causes above, international conflict and travel, 
Vico added another reason for social evolution. In his system the class 
struggle is an important factor in the changes brought about in society. 
This reason is not considered by Hugo in the Pr~face. In Vico the 
np~res de famille 11 in the theocratic societies forgot the reasons for 
protecting and giving refuge to their "clients" and began to oppress 
them with the inevitable result that these oppressed people revolted. 
The ttordre naturel11 comes to an end and Providence in its infinite 
wisdom permits the installation of an "ordre civil" w:i. th the formation 
of 11 cit~s. 11 The "p~res de famille" join with others of their class to 
appease and to resist the 11clients." "Au gouvernement th~ocratique, o-a 
les dieux gouvernaient les familles par les auspices, succ~da le 
gouvernement h&roique."2 
It is peculiar that Hugo in the above quotation states axiomati-
cally that poetry proceeds from 11ideas 11 to "things. 11 Vico, on the other 
hand, established a closer relationship between the two. Indeed, if a 
chronology is to be given, things would come before ideas. This idea is 
based upon the etymological principle that "vocabuli" are extracted from 
"corpi" and from the properties of "corpi," and come to signify things 
of the mind and the soul. Man progresses from the savage forest to the 
Academies of Science. 11L1ordre des id~es doit suivre 1 1ordre des 
1Hugo, Pr&face de Cromwell, pp. 178-79. 
2Vico (Michelet), PP• 378-79. 
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choses. 111 
Vico consistent~ credited Hamer with being the incomparable poet 
of the heroic age, the most outstanding portr~er of its characteristics. 
"Hom~re se trouve le premier de tous les p~tes du genre h~roique, dans 
l'ordre du m~rite camme dans l'ordre du temps. 112 Vico also found no 
quarrel with the three titles general~ bestowed on Hamer as founder of 
Greek civilisation, the father of all other poets, the source of the 
various Greek philosophies. These titles would have been denied to 
Homer were he not a poet-symbol, but a man. 3 
Nous assurons ! Hom~re le privilage d 1avoir eu seul la puissance 
d 1inventer les "mensonges p~tiques" (Aristote), les "carae~res 
h'roiques" (Horace); le privilAge d 1une incomparable ~loquence dans 
ses comparaisons sauvages, dans ses aftreux tableaux de morts et de 
batailles, dans ses peintures sublimes des passions, enfin le m4rite 
du st,yle le plus brillant et le plus pittoresque. Toutes ses 
qualit&s appartenaient 1 1 1 age h'roique de la Grac,. C1est le g&nie 
de cet age qui fit d 1Homclre un poite incomparable.4 
These epic qualities, Vico stressed, belonged to the age, not to one 
poet. 
Vico 1s characterization of the heroic age is one of his basic 
theses, the lack of "reflective" and rational power of the ear~ heroes, 
their violent passions, candor and simplicit,y. 
Les h'ros, r&cemment sortis des gAans, &taient au plus haut degr' 
grossiers et farouehes, d 1un entendement trcls born,, d'une vaste 
imagination, agit's des passions les plus violentes; ils 'taient 
Mcessairement barbares, orgueilleux, difficiles, obsti~s dans 
1 ~., P• 51. 
2 Ibid., p. 117. N.B. Although Vico considers Homer a poetic 
B,rmbol rather than a man, he continues to refer to him as a single poet. 
3Ibid., p. 281. 
4Ibid. 
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leurs r~solutions, et en m8me temps tr~s mobiles, selon les nouveaux 
objets qui se pr&sentaient. ••• Par suite du m8me d4faut de re-
flexion, les h~ros etaient ouverts, incapable de dissimuler leurs 
impressions, g4n4reux et magnanimes, tels qu 1Hamare repr~sente 
Achille, le plus grand de tous les heros grecs.l 
Hugo's characterization of the epic age, Vico's heroic age, stresses its 
simplicity. 
Homare, en effet, domina la soci&~ antique. Dans cette societe, 
tout est simple, tout est epique. La po4sie est religion, la re-
ligion est loi. A 1a virginite du premier age a succede ·la chastete 
du second. Une sorte de gravite solennelle s'est empreinte partout, 
dans les moeurs domestiques comme dans les moeurs publiques. ••• La 
famille a une patrie; tout l'y attache; il y a le culte du fo,yer, le 
culte du tombeau.2 
Souriau notes that the latter idea, "le eulte du foyer, le eulte du tom-
beau," is a new concept that gets its full development in La cite 
antique, published in 1864, by Fustel de Coulanges.J The idea however 
had already received full amplification in Vico: 
Observons toutes les nations barbares ou policees, quelque ~loignees 
qu1elles soient de temps et de lieu; elles sont fidales l trois 
coutumes humaines: toutes ont une religion quelconque, toutes 
contra9tent des mariages solennels, toutes ensevelissent leurs 
morts.4 
On the institutions of the fgyer and the burial of the dead, Vico gave 
a full explanation of his theory in the Scienza nuova? 
Hugo continues to emphasize the dominance of epic poetry over 
1 ~., p. 229. 
2 Hugo, Pr4face de Cromwell, p. 179. 
3~., p. 179, footnote 2. 
hvico (Michelet), p. 77. 
5see Scienza nuova, pp. 374, 480, and especiall.y 588-92. In 
Miohelet 1s translation see PP• 177"79. Cf. also Bibliografia Vicbiana, 
Vol. II, pp. 708-710, for a discussion of Fustel de Coulanges (1B30-1B89) 
and his apparent indebtedness to Vico. 
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other forms in the second age of civilization. 
Nous le r~p~tons, 1 1expression d 1une pareille civilisation ne peut 
etre que l'~po~e. L1,pop4e prendra plusieurs formes, mais ne 
perdra jamais son caractt\re. Pind.are est plus sacerdotal que patri-
arcal, plus 'pique que :cyrique.l 
In his introduction to the preface, Souriau objects to Hugo's 
classification of Pindar, indicating that this classification is not ac-
ceptable to him. Souriau states that Pindar is definitely a lyric poet. 
Neither does Souriau understand the use of the words "sacerdotal" and 
11patriarcal. tt 2 It is possible to explain this unusual classification of 
Pindar by making use of Vico 1 s chronology of lyric poets and types of 
lyric poetry. Remarking on the confusion that existed among critics who 
were tr,ying to illustrate the history of dramatic and lyric poets, Vico 
noted that there were two types of lYric poetry: 
Les anciens :cyriques furent sans doute les auteurs des hymnes en 
l'honneur des dieux, analogues 1 ceux que l'on attribue 1 H0111~re, 
et ~crits en vera h'roiques. Lorsque 1 1ige h'roique succAda A 1 1 ige 
divin, on n1admira, on ne cel,bra que les exploits des heros qui ne 
sont plus. Le prince de ces lJriques 'tait Pindare •• •• Pindare 
vint au temps o! la vertu grecque 'clatai t dans les pompes des jeux 
o~piques au milieu d 1un peuple admirateur; lA chantt\rent les 
poetes ~ques.3 · 
If Hugo held similar opinions regarding the evolution and intermingling 
of lyric and epic style and material, his consideration of Pind.ar as 
being, in part at least, an epic poet is explainable. The terms "sacer-
dotal" and 11patriareal, 11 as used by Hugo, may also be explained by 
Vico 1 s succession of types of government, first the patriarchal, then 
1Hugo, Pr'face de Cromwell, p. 180. 
2 Ibid., p. 2. 
3vieo (Miehelet), pp. 283-84. 
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the theocratic. This is the succession adopted ~ Hugo in his brief de-
scription of the transition period of primitive societies.1 
Vico had attempted to show that the fragmentation theory operated 
in the same w~ for both history and the epic. In fact the.y are often 
one and the same, an epic poem is a history. He first proved that poets 
were the early historians: 
La m4moire rappelle lea objets, l'imagination en imite et en altare 
la forme r~elle, le g~nie ou facul~ d 1inventer leur donne un tour 
nouveau, et en fo~e des assemblages, des compositions nouvelles. 
Aussi les po~tes th~ologiens ont-ils appel~ la m~moire la m~re des 
muses. Les po~tes furent done sans doute les premiers historiens 
des nations. Ceux qui ont cherch~ l'origine de la p~sie, depuis 
Aristote et Platon, auraient pu remarquer sans peine que toutes les 
histoires des nations pa!ennes ont des commencemens fabuleux. 2 
To add to the eulogy given to Homer, emphasizes Vico, "ajoutons celui 
d'avoir ~t~ le plus ancien historien du paganisme qui nous soit parvenu. 
Ses po~mes sont comme deux grands tr6sors o~ se trouvent conserv6es les 
moeurs des premiers iges de la Gr~ce."3 Homer is both the father of 
history and the rather of poetry. Hugo makes the same observation re-
garding early poetry and history. 
Si les annalistes, contemporains n6cessaires de ce second ige du 
monde, se mettent l receuillir les traditions et commencent l 
campter avec les si~cles, ils ont beau faire, la chronologie ne peut
1
_ 
chasser la po6sie; l'histoire reste 'pop,e. H~rodote est un Hom~re.~ 
Vieo's Homeric Theory--Constant's Homeric Theory 
The closest approximation to Vico 1 s theories on Homer uncovered in 
lsee above, P• 123. 
2Vico (Michelet), p. 272. 
3 Ibid., p. 282. 
4HUgo, Pr6face de Cromwell, p. 180. 
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this examination, was found in Benjamin Constant, De la religion con-
sid~r~e dans ses sources, sea formes et ses d~veloppements, 1824-1831.1 
Although tome three, which is the object of this investigation, was not 
published until November 1827, it is not very likely that any ideas in 
it that resemble Vico's ideas were drawn from Michelet•s translation of 
March 18 27. If there is acy direct influence, it is a more likely possi-
bility that this influence is the result of some familiarity with Vico•s 
ideas gained from a knowledge of the Italian text or from Constant's as-
sociation with Claude Fauriel.2 Elizabeth Schermerhorn in her study on 
Constant comments on the close relationship between Fauriel and Constant 
at Coppet. This friendship began in 1800, probably when the two dis-
covered their mutual interests; Fauriel 1 s interest in primitive forms of 
literature and in general the origins of things, Constant's interest in 
the history of religions. The knowledge that these two had of foreign 
literature was extremely rare for the period. "Constant made much use 
of Fauriel's library."3 
Constant accepts the fragmentation theory of the epic poems and 
declares Homer to have been a poet-symbol. He bases his discussion on a 
statement that has the flavor and meaning of Vico, "Les si~cles barbares 
tendent A r~unir sur un seul personnage tout ce qui est ~minent dans un 
1Benjamin Constant, De la religion consid~r~e dans ses sources, 
ses formes et ses d~veloppements (Paris, 1831), III, 461. 
2 See above, "Introduction," p. 19. 
3Elizabeth w. Schermerhorn, Benjamin Constant (Boston and New York, 
1942), PP• 201-202. 
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genre.n1 This idea was essential and basic in Vico's poetic theory: 
I primi uomini, come fanciulli del genere umano, non essendo capaci 
di formar i generi intelligibili delle cose, ebbero naturale 
necessita di fingersi i caratteri poetici che sono generi o uni-
versali fantastici, da ridurvi come a certi modelli, e pure ritratti 2 ideali, tutte le spezie particolari a ciascun suo genere simigliantL 
As did Vi co, Constant transfoms Homer from a man to a "genre." 
Constant says, "Hom~re est un nom g~n~rique comme Hercule ou Buddha.") 
Vico had expressed the same idea in similar language. Homer himself can 
be considered the same type of creation that produced the mythological 
figures themselves: 
Si direbbe che Omero fusse stato un poeta d 1idea, il quale non fu 
particolar uomo in natura •••• che quest'Omero sia egli stato un 1idea 
ovvero un carattere eroicp d 1uomini greci, in quanto essi narravano, 
cantando, le loro storie.4 
Vico had divided heroic poets into three ages, Homer representing 
the last age, when the various poems were put together: 
Egli [Omero] a da porsi nella terza eta de 1 poeti eroici: dopo la 
prima che ritruova tali favole in uso di vere narrazioni, ••• la 
seconda di quelli che l'alterarono e le corryppero; la terza final-
mente, d'Omero, che cos! corrotte le rice~.5 
Constant also ascribes the poetic works of Homer to several poets. "Les 
poames hom,riques sont 1 1ouvrage de plusieurs bardes, dont chacun fut 
l'organe et le repr,sentant de son siacle. 116 
1constant, p. 461. 
2Scienza nuova, P• 453. 
3constant, III, 461. 
4Scienza nuova, p. 156. 
5 ~., pp. 739-40. 
6 Constant, p. 461. 
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Both Vico and Constant state that fragments of the Homeric poems 
were sung by "rhapsodes" until they were ordered to be strung together 
by Pisistratus. Vico states it in the following way: 
Che Omero non lascia scritto niuno de' suoi poemi, ••• Ch1 i rapsodi 
partitamente, chi uno, chi altro, andavano oantando i libri d 10mero 
nelle fiere e feste per le Citt1 di Grecia •••• Che i Pisistratidi, 
tiranni d1Atene, eglino divisero e disposero, o fecero dfvidere e 
disponere, i poemi d 10mero nell 1 Iliade e nell' Odissea. 
Constant's discussion does not deviate from Vico in any way: 
Un fait est certain: jusqu1au temps de Pisistrate, les rhapsodies 
ham~riques furent chant~es par les rhapsodes, sur les places 
publiques, et cet usurpateur fut le premier qui les fit ~assembler 
et mettre dans l 1ordre qui lui parut le plus convenable. 
Charles Nodier echoes this concept in his Miscellan~es: "L1Iliade elle-
m@me n1est qu 1une suite de chants 'pars, soigneusement rapproch's par un 
rhapsode. "3 
Both Vico and Constant establish as authority for their con-
elusions the vast difference in manners and customs between the Iliad 
and the 9dyssey. Vico's argument is stated thus: 
Cos! Omero compose giovine 11Iliade, quando era giovinetta la Grecia 
e, 1n conseguenza, ardente di sublimi passioni, come d'orgoglio, d1 
collera, di vendetta, le quali passioni non soffrono dissimulazione 
ed amano generositl; onde ammira Achille, eroe della forza: ma 
vecchio compose poi 1 10dissea, quando la Grecia aveva alquanto 
raffreddato gli an1m1 con la riflessione, la qual ~ madre dell 1ac-
cortezza; onde ammira Ulisse, eroe della sapienza. Talch6 a• tempi 
d1 0mero giovine a 1 popoli della Grecia piacquero la crudezza, la 
villania, la ferocia, la fierezza, 1 1 atrocit1: a 1 tempi d10mero 
vecchio gil gli dilettavano i lussi d 1Alcinoo, le delizie di Calipso, 
i piaceri d1 Circe, i canti delle sirene, i passatempi de' proci e 
di, nonch~ tentare, assediar e combattere le caste Penelopi; i quali 
1Scienza nuova, p. 750. 
2constant, pp. 444-48. 
3Nodier, Miscell~es, p. 6. 
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costumi, tutti ad un tempo, sopra ci sembrarono incompossibili.l 
Constant's discussion offers much less detail but employs the same 
reasoning. 
La date de ces parties, de ces 'pisodes et des deux po~mes ne peut 
@tre d'termin'e que par ces preuves morales; nous en trouvons 
d 1irr,cusables dans les diversi~s essentielles qui distinguent 
1 1Iliade de l•ogrss,e; et puisque ces diversit's seraient inexpli-
cables, si l'on attribuait ces deux ouvrages au m@me auteur ou au 
m@me si~cle, il faut les reconna!tre PQur les productions de deux 
si~cles et de deux auteurs diff,rents.2 
The Transition from the Epic to the Tragic Genre 
An important step in the developnent of both Vico' s and Hugo's 
literary theories is the transfer of epic material to the tragedy, with 
the continued domination of the epic material. Vico had discussed the 
violent passions of the heroes of antiquity when describing Homer's po-
etic genius in the creation of his characters, in the creation of his 
"affreux tableaux de morts et de batailles, 11 all qualities belonging to 
the age.3 Vico had also noted the transition of the epic material to the 
Greek tragedy: 
La trag,die ••• met sur la scane les haines, les fureurs, les 
ressentimens, les vengeances h'rotques, toutes passions des natures 
sublimes. Les sentimens, le langage, les actions qui leur sont ap-
propri,s, ont, par leur violence et leur atrocit' m8me, quelque 
chose de merveilleux, toutes ces choses sont au plus haut degr' con-
formes entre elles, et uniformes dans leur sujets. Or ces tableaux 
passionn's ne furent jamais faits avec plus d 1 avantage q~ par les 
Grecs des temps h6rotques, A la fin desquels vint Hom~re.4 
1Scienza nuova, p. 757. 
2 Constant, p. 462. 
3 See above, p. 127. 
4vico (Michelet), pp. 265-66. 
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Vico noted also that Horace had counselled later tragic poets to follow 
the example of the early Greek poets: 
Horace dans son Art po,tique, trouve qu'il est trop dificile 
d'imaginer de nouveaux caracteres apr~s Hom~re, et conse!lle 
aux poetes tragiques de les emprunter plutot ! l 1Iliade. 
To further strengthen this idea, Vico reported that Aristotle had said 
that "Hom~re eat un po~te unique pour aes fictions." 2 Michelet sums up 
Vico 1s estimate of Homer in the introduction to his translation: 
"Hom~re nous apparait seul sur le passage des temps h'ro!ques 1 ceux de 
1 1histoire, comme le representant d'une civilisation entiElre."3 Hugo, 
with much less detail, summarizes Vico's characteristics of the heroic 
character as transferred to the tragedy: 
Mais c'est surtout dans la trag,die antique que l 1 ,po~e ressort de 
partout. Elle monte sur la sc~ne grecque sans rien perdre en 
quelque sorte de sea proportions gigantesques et d'mesurees. Ses 
personnages sont encore des heros, des demi-dieux; ses ressorts, des 
songes, des oracles, des fatalites; des tableaux, des d'nombrements, 
des funerailles, des combats. Ce AUe chantaient les rhapsodes, les 
acteurs les declament, voilA tout.4 
This explanation, perhaps oversimplified, seems to carry a hint of the 
fragmentation theory that was embodied in Vico's consideration of Homer 
as a poet symbol. Hugo does not, however, develop this theory in the 
preface. Although he uses the word "rhapsode" it seems to be his own 
particular insight into the means by which the epic material was trans-
ferred to the theater. 
1Ibid., P• 264. 
2 Ibid., P• 266. 
3Ibid., P• xxv. 
4Hugo, Preface de Cromwell, pp. 180-81. 
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Further comparing Hugo's transition from the epic to the tragic 
and Vice's discussion of the "early tragedy," it is significant that 
Vico included a primitive tragedy, "satire" or ancient tragedy played by 
"satyrs." This form, considered by Vico to be a "gross" form is ignored 
by Hugo, who in the development of his thesis does not attribute to an-
tiquity anything of a gross or grotesque character. 
Vico divided tragic poetry, like lyric poetry, into three types. 
The first type of tragedy was invented by Thespis and Amphion in two 
different parts of Greece during the season of the grape harvest. 
Dans cet ige de grossi~re~, le premier d~guisement consista ! se 
couvrir de peaux de ch~vres les jambes et les cuisses, l se rougir 
de lie de vin le visage et la poitrine, et a s 1armer le front de 
cornea. La trag~die dut commencer par un choeur de satyrs; et la 
satire conserva pour caract3re originaire la licence des injures et 
des insultes, villanie, parce que les villageois grossi~rement 
d~guis~s se tenaient sur tombereaux qui portaient la vendange, et 
avaient la libert~ de dire de 11 toute sorte d1 injure aux honn8tes 
gens, comme le font encore aujourd'hui les vendangeurs de la 
Campanie, appel~e proverbialement 11 le se jour de Bacchus. 11 •• • Dans 
cette satire dramatique, on voyait para~tre selon Horace, divers 
genres de personnages, h~ros et dieux, rois et artisans, enfin 
esclaves. La satire telle qu 1elle resta chez les Romains, ne 
traitait point de sujets divers.l 
Grice au g~nie d 1Eschyle, la trag&die antique fit place l la 
trag,die moyenne, et lee choeurs de satyrs aux choeurs d'hommes.2 
Ensuite vint Sophocle et apr3s lui Euripide qui nous laiss~rent la 
trag~die nouvelle (ultima), ••• 3 
Hugo's transition from the epic to the tragic is a relative~ 
simple one. By omitting the early tragedy, Hugo seems to concern 
lvico (Michelet), PP• 284"85. 
2rbid., p. 285. 
3Ibid. 
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himself only with the tragedy of Aeschylus and Euripides.l 
Le th~Atre des anciens, est comme leur drame, grandiose, pontifical, 
~pique. Lea acteurs grossissent leur voix, haussent leur stature; 
ils se font g~ants, comme leurs r8les. La sc~ne est immense. Elle 
peut repr~senter tout 1 la fois 1 1 int~rieur et l'ex~rieur d1un 
temple, d'un palais, d'un camp, d1une ville. ••• L'antiqui~ n'a 
rien de plus solennel, rien de plus majestueux. Son culte et son 
histoire se m@lent au th~ltre. Ses premiers com~diens sont des 
pr@tres; ses jeux sc~niques sont des c~r~monies religieuses, des 
. f@tes nationales.2 
The Impact of Christianity--A Contrast with Pagan Religion--Hugo's 
Concept of the "Melancholy" 
Michelet's translation announces the appearance of Christianit,y, 
"qui nous donne l'id~e la plus pure et la plus parfaite de la divini~." 
Together with "1 1 enseignement de ses pr,ceptes sublimes," are joined 
"les plus doctes philosophies de l'antiqui~ paienne."3 Thus the spirit-
ual needs of society are sublimely satisfied. On the other hand also, 
M@me pour les fins humaines, le christianisme est sup~rieur 1 toutes 
les religions: il unit la sagesse de 1 1 autorit~ 1 celle de la 
raison, et cette derni~re il 1 1 appui~ sur la plus saine philosophie 
et sur 1 1 ~rudition la plus profonde.4 
Vico also stresses the superior "morale" taught by Christianity which 
imposes on man the duty of extending charity to all other human beings.5 
Hugo's appearance of Christianity is more dramatically presented. It 
has a more important place in his system than it had been given by Vico. 
lHugo, Pr'face de Cromwell, pp. 181-82. 
2Ibid. 
3vico (Michelet), P• 375. 
4Ibid. 
5Ibid. 
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Il 'tait temps. Une autre ~re va commencer pour le monde et pour la 
po~sie. 
Une religion spiritualiste, supplantant le paganisme materiel et 
ext6rieur, se glisse au coeur de la soci6t6 antique, la tue, et dans 
ce cadavre d'une civilisation d'cr6pite d'pose le germe de la civili-
sation moderne. Cette religion est compl~te, parce qu1elle est 
vraie; entre son dogme et son culte, elle scelle profond6ment la 
morale. Et d1 abord, pour premi~res v6rit6s, elle enseigne ~ l'homme 
qu 1il a deux vies ~ vivre, 1 1une passag~re, 1 1 autre immortelle; 
1 1une de la terre, 1 1autre du ciel. Elle lui montre qu1il est 
double comme sa destin6e, qu'il y a en lui un animal et une intelli-
gence, une ~e et un corps; en un mot, qu1il est le point d1 inter-
section, 1 1anneau commun des deux chaines d'8tres qui embrassent la 
cr6ation, de la s6rie des @tres mat,riels et de la s6rie des @tres 
incorporels, la premi~re partant de la pierre pour arriver l 1 1homme, 
la seconde partant de l'homme pour finir l Dieux.l 
In a footnote to the above quotation, Souriau suggests the possibility 
that Hugo is here reminiscent of Pascal, "man placed between two infini-
ties." It is to be noted that Jacques Barzun does not believe in a di-
rect derivation from Pascal to the romanticists. He believes, rather, 
that the romanticists read Pascal late, as a confirmation of their own 
views and not as a source for them. Cousin's edition of Pascal was not 
published until 1842.2 
Although Michelet's translation included ideas on the advent of 
Christianity that were also expressed by Hugo, it is interesting to note 
that Hugo's language expressing these ideas is also strikingly similar 
to Vico 1s original Italian. In Vico's language, the truths of the 
nature of God, the purity of the cult, the excellence of the moral 
doctrines are 11 cos! alte •••• che la religione cristiana, lungi dall'im-
porsi con la forza delle arm1 e la destruzione dei popoli, !'insinu~, ••• " 
1Hugo, Pr6face de Cromwell, pp. 183-84. 
2Jacques Barzun, Classic, Romantic and Modern, (New York, 1961), 
pp. 16, 171. 
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Hugo 1 s terms designating the dual character of man, "1 1 intelligence, une 
&me et un corps," had appeared also in Vico 1s original work. Christi-
ani ty concerns itself "non meno per gli agi del corpo che per gli 
piacere cosi della mente come dell' animo."1 
Hugo also considers Christianity a fusion of the pagan With the 
new religion, as did Vi co above: 
Une partie de ces v~ri t~s [de la religion chr~tiennel avai t peut-
@tre ~t~ soupconn~e par certains sages de 1 1 antiquit1, ••• Les 
~coles paiennes marchaient 1 tatons dans la nuit, s'attachant aux 
mensonges eomme aux v'rit~s dans leur route de hasard. Pythagore, 
Epicure, Socrates, Platon sont des flambeaux: le Christ c'est le 
jour.2 
For Hugo the gods of antiquity are 11phant8mes."3 For Vieo they were 
"fausses divinit's" created With the permission of Providence by a 
people not yet ready for exposure to Christianity, an advanced religion. 
Since the main interest and function of Providence is the preservation 
of the human race, a religion, however imperfect, is necessary at all 
times.4 
Both Vico and Hugo discuss the material quality of the theogony of 
antiquity. Vioo stresses the material basis for primitive man's ere-
ation: 
Les premiers hommes puissans de leur ignorance, cr~aient 1 leur 
mani~re par la force d 1 une imagination, si je peux dire, toute 
materie1le, plus elle 'tait mat~rielle, plus ses cr&ations furent 
sublimes; ••• Aussi les premiers hommes furent appel~s p~tes, c 1est 
1 See above, p. 57. 
2 Hugo, Pr~f'ace de CrOJilwell, p. 184. 
3Ibid. 
hvico (Michelet), p. 118. 
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1 dire cr,ateurs, dans le sens Gtymologique du mot.l 
The reason for this material creation is explained in Vico's very first 
axiom: 
Par un effet de la nature infinie de !'intelligence de l'homme, 
lorsqu1il se trouve.arr8t6 par l'ignorance, il se prend lui-m8me 
pour r~gle de tout. 2 
This represents a major idea in Vico 1s "sagesse po,tique." Man, igno-
rant of the causes of natural phenomena, not being able to explain them 
by analogy, and having established himself as the model for all these 
phenomena, he attributes to them his own nature. Relating religion and 
poetry, the result of this creative instinct is 11 le sublime effort de la 
po8sie, d'animer, de passioner les choses insensibles."3 For Hugo, the 
pagan gods were also created in man' s image: 
Du reate, rien de plus mat,riel que la th,ogonie de l'antiquit'· 
Loin qu1elle ait song,, comme le christianisme, 1 diviser 1 1esprit 
du corps, elle donne forme et visage l tout, m&me aux essences, m8me 
aux intelligences. Tout chez elle est visible, palpable, charnel. 
Ses dieux ont besoin d'un nuage pour se d'rober aux yeux. Ils 
boivent, mangent, dorment. On les blesse et leur sang coule; on les 
estropient et les voill qui boitent 'ternellement. Cette religion a 
des dieux et des moiti6s de dieux.4 
Hugo's brief mention of the two ranks of gods, "des dieux et des 
moiti's de dieux, 11 had been further amplified by Vico. In his "sagesse 
po,tique" he also speaks of 11dii majorlllll. gentium," or gods consecrated 
by "families" before the foundation of cities; and "dii minorum gentium," 
1 Ibid., pp. 109-10. 
2Ibid., p. 24. 
3 Ibid., p. 40. 
~ugo, Pr'face de Cromwell, pp. 184 .. 85. 
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or gods consecrated by "les peuples," for example, Romulus.1 
The cosmography of the world as conceived by the "divine poets 11 
also produces analogous ideas from the two writers. Vioo gave a more 
complete explanation: 
Les po~tes th~ologiens, ayant pris pour principes de leur physique 
les @tres di vinis6s par leur imagination, se firent une cosmographie 
en harmonia avec cette physique. Ils compos~rent le monde de dieux 
du ciel, de 1 1enfer (dii superi, in:feri), et de dieux interm.&diares, 
qui furent probablement ceux que lea anciens Latins appelaient 
medioxumi. Dans le monde ce fut le ciel qu'ils [les po~tes th,o-
logiens] contempl~rent d1abord. Le ciel ne :Cut pas d'abord plus 
haut pour les po~tes, que le sommet des montagnes; ••• L'enfer n'est 
pas plus profond que le foss6 oi Ulysse voit les ombres des h~ros et 
converse avec elles.2 · 
Expanding this idea sanewhat, Hugo produces a similar idea in his cos-
mography. In the religion of antiquity: 
Son Jupiter suspend le monde l une chatne d1or; son soleil monte un 
char l quatre chevaux; son enter est un pr6cipice dont la g&ographie 
marque la bouche sur le globe; son ciel est une montagne.) 
In hie study Vico showed a gradual degradation of the stature of 
men from the 11 oyclops" of whom Homer speaks, founders of human society 
(there is a reappearance of these 11 ante-diluvian figures" after the 
flood.) and a gradual reduction in physical proportions to the "human 
size" in the age of man. 4 As Christianity approached, the size of divine 
figures progressively assumed more gigantic proportions. As is Vico's 
custom, he began his discussion on the existence of giants by an axiom: 
La raison doit en @tre que l'esprit humain, infini de sa nature, 
1vico (Michelet), pp. 71-72. 
2Ibid., pp. 231-232. 
~ugo, Pr6face de Cromwell, pp. 185-86. 
hvico (Michelet), p. xviii. 
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~tant resserr~ dans la grossi~re~ des sens, ne peut exercer ses 
facul~s qu'en ~tendant les id~es particuli~res par 1 1imagination • 
••• C1est le propre des barbares d 1agrandir et d 1 ~tendre toujours 
les id~es particuli~res. C'est pour cela peut-@tre que dans les 
po~tes grecs et latins les images des dieux et des h~ros apparaissent 
toujours plus grandes que celles des hommes, et qu1 aux si~cles bar-
bares du moyen !ge, nous voyons dans les tableaux les figures du 
P~re, de J~sus Christ et de la Vierge, d 1une grandeur colossale.l 
As historical proof of the existence of giants, Vico cited Greek history, 
which has "conserved all that we know about pagan antiquity, except that 
of Rome," which takes for its beginning the flood and the existence of 
giants. Giants existed in antiquity, giants such as the extremely fe-
rocious ones travelers are said to have found in the extremities of 
America. Abandoning the 11vaines explications 11 of the phenomenon of 
their existence that philosophers have given us, Vico will explain it by 
causes that are partly physical and partly moral, as had been done by 
Caesar and Tacitus in talking of the gigantic stature of the Germans. 
"Nous rapportons ces causes A l'~ducation sauvage, et pour ainsi dire 
bestiale, des enfans. 112 Gradually, through the effect of the "terreurs 
religieuses et la dure~ du gouvernement des p~res de famille, et des 
ablutions sacr~es, les fils perdirent peu-A-peu la taille des g~ans, et 
prirent la stature des hommes."3 After the flood, the first men, except 
11 les anc@tres patriarches du peuple de Dieu," reverted to a savage state 
and because of a barbaric education reassumed the gigantic stature of 
the ante-diluvians. This difference is explainable only because of the 
"bestial education of the Gentiles" and the "~ducation humaine" of the 
1 Ibid., p. 269. 
2 Ibid., P• 39. 
3Ibid., PP• 269, 176. 
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Hebrews. Therefore after the flood the original division of the human 
race fell into the group of "giants, 11 Gentiles; and the group of 11men11 
of a normal stature, the Hebrews.1 
Hugo, at this point in his preface, is concerned with the idea but 
does not linger on it. He is content merely to note that: 
Aussi le paganisme, qui p~tri t toutes ses creations de la m@me 
argile, rapetisse la divini M et grandi t 1 1homme. Les h~ros 
d 1 Hom~re sont presque de meme taille que ses dieux. Ajax d~fie 
Jupiter. Achille vaut Mars.2 
Souriau points out that this "parodie de la mythologie antique est due 
l 1 1 influence de Chateaubriand." So uri au ei tes, as proof of this influ-
ence, Mnie du christianisme, "le plus grand et le premier vice de la 
mythologie ~tait d'abord de rapetisser la nature, etc."3 The passage in 
Chateaubriand continues: 
Le plus grand et le premier vice de la mythologie ~toi t de rapetisser 
la nature et d 1en bannir la ~riM. Une preuve incontestable de ce 
fait, c•esr-que:la po~sie-que nous appelons descriptive a~~ 
inconnue de 1 1antiquiM; les polites m8mes qui ont chan~ la nature, 
comme H~siode, Th~ocrite et Virgile, n 1en ont point
4
fait de de-
scription dans le sens que nous attachons ! ce mot. 
It would seem that Chateaubriand is here mainly concerned with the lack 
of physical description of nature prevalent among the poets of antiquit.y. 
Vico has a similar remark to make concerning the open conflict between 
the heroic giants and the gode: "La fable des ~ans faisant la guerre 
1Ibid., PP• 39-40. 
2 Hugo, ~face de Cromwell, p. 186. 
3Ibid., p. 186, n. 3. 
4aen~ Chateaubriand, ~nie du christianisme, nouvelle edition 
(Paris, s.d.), I, 263. See also Chateaubriand 1 s note to this section, 
I, 399. 
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aux dieux • • • cl.oi t avoir 't' depuis Hom~re. nl 
With Vico the coming of Christianity was coincidental with the be-
ginnings of a new barbaric age, a new beginning of the cycle: 
Lorsqu'il rDie~ eut par des voies surnaturelles 'clair' et affermi 
la v6rit6 au christianisme, centre la puissance romaine par la vertu 
des martyrs, contre la vaine sagesse des Grecs par la doctrine des 
p~res et par les miracles des saints s•6levarent des nations arm'es, 
au nord les barbares Ariens, au midi les Sarrasina mahom,tans, qui 
attaquaient de toutes parts la divinit& de J6sus Christ. Afin 
d1,tablir cette v6rit6 d1une mani~re in6branlable selon le cours 
naturel des choses humaines, Dieu permit qu1un nouvel ordre de 
choses naqu!t parmi les nations.2 
Along With a return of the barbaric and "divine" carne a return of heroic 
mores: 
Dans ce conseil 6ternel, il CDieuJ ramena les moeurs du premier §ge 
qui •'rit~rent mieux alors le nom de "divines." Partout les rois 
catholiques, protecteurs de la religion, rev@taient le~ habits de 
diacre et consacraient ~ Dieu leurs personnes royales. 
With these kings who called themselves 11sacr'e majest6," returned "avec 
plus de v6rit6 le pura ~ pia bella des peuples h'roiques."4 
Hugo, in the preface, reports the same upheaval brought about by 
Christianity and at this point lays no stress on Vice's aspect of the 
"ricorso," but rather, introduces the concept of "melancholy" with the 
advent of Christianity:.) 
D1ailleurs, en ce moment-11 mhe, le monde subissait une si profonde 
, 
-vico (Michelet), p. 232. 
2 Ibid., pp. 357-58. 
3 Ibid., p. 358. 
4Ibid. 
5Hugo, Pr6face de Cromwell, pp. 186-87. Souriau associates this 
theory with le "vague des passions" in ~nie du christianisme, p. 187, 
n. 1. 
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r~volution, qu'il ~tait impossible qu 1il ne s'en fit pas une dans 
les esprits. Jusqu 1alors les catastrophes des empires avaient ~t~ 
rarement jusqu1au coeurs des populations; c'~taient des rois qui 
tambaient, des majest~s qui s 1 ~vanouissaient, rien de plus. La 
foudre n'~clatait que dans les hautes r6gions, et, comme nous 
1 1avons d~jl indiqu~, les ~v~ne~ents semblaient se dArouler avec 
toute la solennit~ de l''popAe.~ 
Hugo 1 s thesis here is that in antiquity the individual occupied such a 
low status that the only adversities to which he was subject were those 
of a domestic variety. The upheavals endured by the state were usually 
of very little consequence to him, and usually did not alter his person-
al life: 
Mais a 1 t instant ou vint s I 'tablir la soci't' chr,tienne, 1 I ancien 
continent etait bouleversA. Tout 'tait remu' jusqu 1A la racine. 
Les ~v,nements charg's de ruiner 1 1 ancienne Europe et d 1 en r'tablir 
une nouvelle ~his could be Vico's Providence], se heurtaient, se 
pr,cipitaient sans reliche et poussaierit les nations p@le-m&le, 
celles-ci au jour, celles-11 dans la nuit. Il se faisait tant de 
bruit sur la terre, qu1il 'tait impossible que quelque chose de ce 
tumulte n1arrivit pas jusqu1 au coeur des peuples. Ce fut plus qu1un 
echo, ce f'ftt un contre coup. L1homme se repliant sur lui-mime en 
presence de ces hautes vicissitudes, cammen~a 1 prendre en pitie 
l 1 humani~, A m~diter sur lea am~res derisions de la vie. De ce 
sentiment qui avait ete p~ur Caton paien le d'sespoir, le christi-
anisme fit la m'lancolie. . 
Although Vico does not stress melancholy as a Christian inspired charac-
teristic, he does point out some heroic characteristics of this second 
barbaric age that could produce the most dire melancholy: 
Certaines esp~ces de jugemens divins reparurent sous le nom de 
purgations canoniques; les duels furent une esp~ce de ces jugemens, 
quoique non autorisls par les canons. On revit aussi les brigand-
ages heroiques. Les anciens hAros avaient tenu 1 honneur d18tre ap-
pelAs brigands; le nom de corsale fut un titre de seigneurie, les 
reprAsailles de 1 1 antiquit~, la durete des servitudes hAroigues se 
renouvel~rent, et durent encore entre les infidlles et les chrltiens. 
La victoire passant pour le jugement du ciel, les vainqueurs 
1 Ibid., pp. 187-88. 
2Ibid., p. 188. 
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croyaient que lea vaincus n'avaient point de Dieu, et les traitent 
camme de vils animaux. ••• Partout avaient recommenc~ les violences, 
les rapines, les meurtres. ••• Les vaincus perdent non seulement la 
libert~ civil, mais la libert~ naturelle.l 
With Vico, naturally, since a most important aspect of his system is the 
"ricorso," the second barbaric period is in essence a repetition of the 
first and he made more effort to draw parallels between the two periods 
than he did to point out any distinguishing characteristics. Further, 
it is doubtful that he thought that melancholy was a new characteristic 
born with Christianity. He had made too close a stuqy of some of the 
2 pathetic scenes in Homer to come to any such conclusion. 
"En m@me temps," says Hugo, "naissai t 1 1 esprit d 1 examen et de 
curiosit~." AB the Roman Empire was changing form, "des nu3es de 
rhAteurs, de grammairiens, de sophistes, viennent s'abbatre, comme des 
moucherons, sur son immense cadavre." Here again Souriau comments in a 
footnote that this theory, the union of melancholy and the rational 
spirit was a convenient antithesis of Hugo's invention.3 However, of 
more interest regarding France, is Vico's consideration that France, 
like Greece, hastened its passage from the barbaric to the rational age. 
In stating this principle, Vico furnished his own antithesis, the be-
ginning of France's rational period, and, at the same time, the preser-
vation of its own Homeric poem: 
Elle [la France] vi t s 1 ouvrir au milieu de la barbarie du onzi9te 
si~cle, cette fameuse ~cole de Paris, ou Pierre Lombard, le ma!tre 
1Vico (Michelet), pp. 359-60. 
2see, for example, in Scienza nuova, Vico's description of Priam's 
visit to Achilles' tent to claim Hector's body, pp. 732-33. 
3Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, pp. 188-89, n. 1. 
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~ sentences, enseignait la scholastique, la plus subtile; et d'un 
autre c6tA, elle a conserv' une sorte de po~me hom~rique dans 
l'histoire de l'archev@que Turpin, ce recueil universal des Fables 
historiques qui ont ensuite embelli tant de po~mes et de romans. Ce 
passage pr~matur' de la barbarie aux sciences les plus subtiles, a 
donn' 1 la langue fran~aise une dalicatesse sup~rieure 1 celle de 
toutes les langues vivantes; c'est elle qui reproduit le mieux 
1 1atticisme des Grecs. Comme la langue grecque, elle est aussi 
~minemment propre 1 traiter les sujets scientifiques.l 
Vico's Sublime and "Popolaresco"--Hugo 1s Sublime and Grotesque--Vice's 
Concept of the "Melancholy" 
It is at this point that Hugo introduces what to Souriau in par-
ticular, and to many other critics as well, is Hugo's most original and 
most forceful contribution in this work: the notion of "the sublime and 
the grotesque. 112 The similarity of Hugo•s idea, in this respect, with 
Vico 1 s is quite clear. There is one basic and important difference, how-
ever. With Hugo, the grotesque is an aspect of art which is born with 
Christianity. With Vico, it was a natural and integral part of all 
great poetry. According to Hugo, the ancients had studied nature under 
only one of its "faces." They were concerned with only a "certain type 
of the beautiful." This had, at first, been "magnificently" treated. 
After this one type had been "systematized," it became inevitably .false, 
conventional and "mesquin. u3 This "systematization" and its inevitable 
result had also been given a good deal of consideration by Vico.. This 
idea is repeated several times in the Scienza nuova and translated by 
1vico (Michelet), pp. 34-35. 
2Hugo, Pr'face de Cromwell, see Souriau's discussion of the ideas, 
P• 136. 
3Ibid., pp. 190-91. 
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~tlchelet. It is a major principle of Vico1 s own poetics regarding Hamer 
and poetry in general. 
Vice's careful consideration of Homer had revealed to him that 
Homer is lacking in philosophy and that 11il pourrai t bien n 1 avoir ~M 
qu 1un hornme tout ! fait vulgaire. 111 It is this very lack of philosophi-
cal and rational power that made primitive poetry so "sublime": 
Nous 11 avons montr~, c 1est par un effet de la faiblesse du raisonne-
ment de l 1homme, que la po~sie s 1est trouv~e si sublime ! sa 
naissance, qu1avec tous les secours de la philosophie, de la p~tique 
et de la critique, qui sent plus tard, on n 1a jamais pu, je ne dirai 
point surpasser, mais ~galer son premier essor.2 
Carrying this idea further, to Homer, neither philosophy, nor the po-
etics, nor criticism, which came much later, ever produced a poet who 
could even approach Homer.J On one point then, there seems to be a basic 
agreement. Both writers are concerned lest poetry be reduced to a 
systematized rendering of the dictates of a "poetic art" and criticism. 
The poetic arts do not produce a sublime poet. On the other hand, to 
explain Homer's genius is a relatively simple matter. To explain it, 
Vice explained the genius of the age he represented: 
Le g~nie d 1 Hom~re s 1explique aussi sans peine; l'incomparable 
puissance d1invention qu1 on admire dans ses caract~res, 1 1 originali~ 
sauvage qu 1 on admire dans ses comparaisons, la vi vaci t~ de ses 
peintures de morts et de batailles, son pathetique sublime, tout 
4 cela n 1est pas le g~nie d1un homme, c 1est celui de 1 1 g,ge heroique. 
What the critics had found difficult to understand, according to 
1Vico (Michelet), P• 264. 
2 ~., P• 117. 
3 ~., P• 281. 
4Ibid., P• .xxvii. 
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Vico, was the "known fact" that the sublime quality of the epic poem was 
immediately followed by the 11 grossitlret~" of the early tragedy.1 Also, 
as was noted above, Hugo did not delve into this intermediate "gross" 
period of the tragedy. He considered only the new tragedy as described 
by Vico: 
La trag~die, ••• met sur la sc~ne les haines, lea fureurs, les 
ressentimens, les vengeances h~rorques, toutes passions des natures 
sublimes.2 
It should be noted by the listing of the characteristics of the tragedy 
that Vico seems to include in a description of the sublime, some charac-
teristics that might well be considered "grotesque." 
A more striking example to be cited from Vico 1s study is his dis-
cussion of the two principle characters from the Iliad and the Odyssey: 
A chacun de ces caractares les peuples grecs attach~rent toutes les 
id~es particuli~res qu 1on pouvait y rapporter, en consid~rant chaque 
caract~re comme un genre. Au caract~re d 1Achille, dont la peinture 
est le principal sujet de 1 1Iliade, ils rapportarent toutes les 
qualit~s propre 1 la vertu h'roique, les sentimens, les aoeurs qui 
resultant de ces qualit,s, l'irritabilite, la col~re implacable, la 
violence qui s 1 arroge par les armes (Horace). Dans le caract~re 
d1 Ulysse, principal sujet de 1 1 9dyss~e, ils firent entrer toutes les 
quali~s de la sagesse h~rorque, la prudence, la patience, la dis-
simulation, la duplicitl, la fourberie, ••• Ces deux carac~res, 
ouvrage d1une nation toute enti~re, devaient necessairement p~senter 
dans leur conception une heureuse unifor:mit~; c 1est dans cette uni-
formit~, d1 accord avec le sens cammun d1une nation entiare, que con-
siste toute la convenance, toute la grAce d1une fable. Cr~es par de 
si puissantes imaginations, ces caract~res ne pouvaient @tre que 
sublimes.3 
Directly from this discussion, Vico deduces one of his eternal laws of 
poetry: 11Le sublime poetique doit toujours avoir quelque chose de 
1 Ibid., PP• 264-65. 
2 Ibid., PP• 265-66. See also above, P• 134. 
3 Ibid., PP• 266-67. 
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populaire. 111 In the original Italian, Vico had used the word popolaresco, 
translated into 11populaire 11 by Michelet. 2 
Whereas Vico had seen the combination of the "sublime" and the 
"popolaresco" as an eternal law of poetry, as a poetic necessity for all 
times and under all religions, as a representation of an "heureuse uni-
formit'" in agreement with the communal sense of an entire nation, Hugo 
is to practically neglect the existence of this combination until the 
advent of Christianity, at which time 
la po'sie fera un grand pas, un pas d'cisif, un pas qui, pareil ~ la 
secousse d 1un tremblement de terre, changera toute la face du monde 
intellectual. Elle se mettra ~ faire comme la nature, ~ m@ler dans 
ses cr,ations, sans pourtant les confondre, l 1 ombre ala lumi~re, le 
grotesque au sublime, en d1 autres ter.mes, le corps 1 l'ime, la b@te 
~ l'esprit; car le point de d'part de la religion est toujours le 
point de d~part de la po~sie. Tout se tient.3 
Aside from the insistence that Christianity is largely responsible for 
this, although Vico had seen the possibilities offered by the dualistic 
character of the Christian religion,4the ideas of the two are not so di-
vergent as they might seem. Hugo's proof of his statement, religion and 
t · lt · f t · v· • · " H poe ry are s1mu aneous, 1 no synonomous, 1s 1co s a.xJ.om.- ugo 1 s 
idea that the artist should miX the sublime and the grotesque in imi-
tation of nature, is quite compatible with Vico 1 s recognition that his 
two characteristics, the sublime and the "popolaresco," are a 
1Ibid., P• 267. 
2scienza nuova, P• 738. 
3Hugo, Pr'face de Cromwell, p. 191. 
4see above, p. 57. 
5see above, P• 121. 
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representation of an "heureuse uniformi t' 11 in agreement with the commu-
na1 sense of an entire nation. For Vico, nature meant the communal 
sense, Providence, history, genesis, evolution. 
Hugo goes even farther in his preface. He suggests that with the 
inception of this new artistic quality, the "grotesque," is born also a 
new form, "com,die."1 Hugo hastens to add that this quality and this 
form were not completely unknown to antiquity. Such a thing would be 
impossible. 2 The second stage always has its seed in the first stage • 
Vico called this law, "the natural succession of things." "Lorsque les 
hommes changent, ils conservent quelque temps 1 1 impression de leurs pre-
mi~res habitudes.") What Hugo means to imply however, is a reaffirmation 
that the epic form dominates all other forms during antiquity. No at-
tempt is made here by Hugo to discuss the comedy that did exist during 
antiquity. Vico had included a detailed analysis of this genre. It 
will be discussed to sane extent later in this chapter. 4 
As an example of the similarity of ideas and imagery found in both 
Vico and Hugo, the following instance shows the application of one of 
Vico•s important axioms concerning artistic creation. Vico's idea is as 
follows: 
Les premiers hommes (les po~tes th,ologiens), encore incapables 
d1 abstraire, ••• ils donn~rent des sentimens et des passions aux 
@tres mat,riels, et m@mes aux plus ~tendus de ces @tres. ••• Plus 
tard la puissance d'abstraire se fortifiant, ces vastes imaginations 
1Hugo, Pr'face de Cromwell, p. 192. 
2 Ibid., P• 195. 
3vico (Michelet), P• 334. 
4see below, pp. 170-71. 
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se resserr~rent, et les memes objets furent design~s par les signes 
les plus petits; Jupiter, Neptune et Cyb~le devinrent si petits, si 
l~gers, que le premier vola sur lea ailes d'un aigle, le second 
courut sur la mer wrt~ d' un mince coquillage, et la troisi4\me fut 
assise sur un lion.l 
Hugo adapts this principle to his thesis of the timidity shown by an-
tiquity in the presentation of the grotesque: 
La po~sie antique, oblig~e de donner des compagnons au boiteux 
Vulcain, avait tache de deguiser leur deformit& en l'~tendant en 
quelque sorte sur des proportions colossales. Le genie moderne 
conserve ce mythe des forgerons surnaturels, mais il lui imprime 
brusquement un caract4\re tout oppose et qui le rend un caract4\re 
plus frappant; il change les g~ants en nains; des cyclops il fait 
lea gnomes.2 
The diminution of size, according to Vico, is correspondent with man's 
ability to abstract. With Hugo, on the other hand, this diminution is 
in proportion to the modern willingness to portray the grotesque in its 
most realistic form. 
An additional item of information, to point up Vico 1s interest in 
the 11popolaresco, 11 Hugo's grotesque may be included here, although 
Michelet did not include this in his translation of 1827. In 1725, Vico 
had written a letter to Gherardo degli Angioli, 11 Su Dante e sulla natura 
della vera poesia. n3 It is not known whether Hugo or any of his group 
had read it; however, the letter was not completely unknown in France. 
Claude Fauriel (1774-1844), noted friend and correspondent of Manzoni, 
is among the French writers of the nineteenth century, "perhaps the first 
1Vico (Michelet), P• 127. 
2Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, PP• 201-202. 
3vico, 9pere, Carteggio, pp. 121-26. 
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who studied Vico from the original text. 111 Among his papers, conserved 
in the Biblioth~que de l'Institut de Paris (number 2386), with the date 
August, 1799, there exist, in Italian, extracts from the "Degnita," 
"Meta.f'isiea poetica," "Logica poetica" and other parts of the Scienza 
2 
nuova. 
Manzoni knew of Fauriel 1s project, Dante et les origines de la 
langue et de la litt~rature italiennes (not published until 1854). In 
1811 he wrote to Fauriel, advising him that he knew where to find "une 
fameuse pi~ce" useful for Fauriel's study. "Ce n1est rien moins qu'une 
lettre de Vico sur Dante." The letter was as yet unedited) In this 
letter, Vico is particularly interested in the modern taste for 
"l'atroce," which, it is felt by this writer, is a word that can be 
closely paralleled with 11 grotesque," at least as Vi co uses it here. The 
poets in his discussion are Homer, Dante and Shakespeare: 
Cos! Dante, fornito di poetici favellari, impiega il colerico 
ingegno nella sua Comedia. Nel cui Inferno spiega tutto il grande 
della sua fantasia in narrando ire implacabili, delle quali una e 
non piu fu quella di Achille, ed in membrando quantit! di 
spietatissimi tor.menti, come appunto, nella fierezza di Grecia bar-
bara, Omero deserisse tante varie atroci forme di fierissime morte 
avvenute ne' cambattimenti de' troiani co' greci, che rendono in-
imitabile la sua Iliade; ed entrambi di tanta atrocitl risparsero le 
loro favole, che in questa nostra umanitl fanno compassione, ed 
allora cagionavan piacere negli uditori, come oggi gl 1inghilesi, 
poco ammolliti dalla dilicatezza del s~olo, non si dilettano di 
tragedie che non abbiano dell 1 atroce, Lfn a footnote, Nicolini 
wonders whether this is a reference to Shakespeare, at that time 
virtually unknown in Italy~ appunto quale il primo gusto del 
teatro greco ancor fiero fu certamente delle nefarie cene di Tieste 
e dell 1 empie straggi fatte da Medea di fratelli e figluoli. Ma nel 
1Bibliografia Vichiana, Vol. I, p. 484. 
2Ibid. 
3Ibid. 
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Purgatorio, dove si soffrono tormentosissime pene con inalterabile 
pazienza; nel Paradiso, ove si gode infinita gioa con una somma pace 
dell'animo, quanta in questa mansuetudine e pace di costumi umani 
non lo ~' tanto, a que' tempi impazienti di offesa o di dolore, era 
maravigliosissimo Dante; appunto come, per lo concorso delle stesse 
cagioni, 1 10dissea, ove si celebra l'eroica pazienza d1Ulisse, ~ 
appresa ora minor dell' Iliade, la quale a' tempi barbari d'Omero, 
simiglianti a quelli che poi seguirono di Dante, devette recare 
altissima meraviglia.l 
Hugo, in keeping within his thesis that the "grotesque" is a conse-
quence of the predominance of Christianity, chooses to restrict Homer's 
contribution to the new 11drame 11 solely to the "sublime." Dante's contri-
bution, however, to the use of the 11 grotesque 11 is fully recognized: 
L'~~s~e hom~rique est fort loin de ce charme ~th~r~ [the addition 
of the grotesque to the sublim~. Croit-on que Fran~oise de Rimini 
et B~atrix seraient aussi ravissantes chez un p~te, qui ne nous 
enfermerai t pas dans la tour de la Faim et ne nous forcerai t point A 
partager le repoussant repas d 1 Ugolin? Dante n'aurait pas tant de 
gr&ce, s'il n1 avait pas tant de force.2 
Hugo then traces the development of the 11 grotesque" through the Middle 
Ages, citing examples from Le roman de la rose, commenting on the use of 
the language of heraldry on the shields of the feudal period, 11 les 
symboliques hieroglyphes de la f~odali ~," one of Vi co 1 s languages of 
the second heroic age;3through the Renaissance with the "trois Hom~res 
bouffons, Arioste, Cervantes et Rabalais"; Scarron in the seventeenth 
century; until Hugo 1 s own time when he sees the "grotesque 11 predomi-
nating over the sublime.4 
It is w1 th the poetic genius of Shakespeare that Hugo is able to 
10pere, Carteggio, PP• 124-25. 
2Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, P• 204. 
3vieo (Michelet), p. xx. 
4Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, PP• 209-10. 
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indulge his theeis of antithesis and synthesis. Shakespeare represents 
to Hugo the synthesis of Homer's sublimity and the grotesque to be found 
in Dante: 
Un homme, un po~te roi, po,ta soverano, comme Dante le dit d 1 Hom~re, 
va tout fixer. Les deux g nies rivaux unissent leur double flamme, 
et de cette fla.mme jailli t Shakespeare. Nous voici parvenu A la 
sommite po6tique des temps modernes. Shakespeare c'est le drame; et 
le drame, qui fond sous un m@me souffle le grotesque et le sublime, 
le terrible et le bouffon, la trag~die et la com6die, le drame est 
le caract~re propre de la troisi~me 6poque de poesie, de la littera-
ture actuelle.l 
Also in Vico 1s letter to Gherardo degli Angioli, is an interesting 
discussion of "melancholy," a second poetic characteristic attributed by 
Hugo to the advent of Christianity.2 Vico in this letter seems to con-
sider two kinds of melancholy: the melancholy born of the poet's in-
ability, or rather, difficulty, in finding poetic expression, a neces-
sary part of the creative process, and the "ma.lincolico ingegno" of 
Dante, which would seem to be more like the t,ype expressed by Hugo, the 
melancholy derived from the observation of the "vicissitudes of life."3 
According to Vico: 
Egli [Homer J subi to che col verso o con la rima avr! mess a la mente 
in ceppi ed in difficoltl di spiegarsi, senza intenderlo ~ portato A 
parlar poetico, e non mai pi~ prorompe nel meraviglioso se non 
quando egli ~ pi~ angustiato da si fatta difficolt!.4 
Vico praises Gherardo degli Angioli's poetry and lists as one of his 
1 Ibid., pp. 213-14. 
2Ibid., p. 187, n. 1; pp. 188-89, n. 1; p. 190, n. 1. Note that 
Souriau rightfully questions Hugo's theory that Christianity is the 
source of the grotesque, melancholy and !'esprit ~'examen. 
3see above, pp. 144-45. 
40pere, Carteggio, P• 124. 
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most impressive poetic qualities, the "malincolico ingegno" of Dante: 
Per le ombre della vostra malincolia, come all 1ombra gli oggetti 
sembrano maggiori del vero, con senso anche grande, il quale percia 
si dee per natura portar dietro l 1espressione con grandezza, 
veemenza, sublimitA.l 
Vico•s Three Languages and Hugo's Three Poetic Genres 
Having introduced Christianity and the characteristics that ac-
company it, the grotesque and the melancholy, Hugo summarizes his ideas 
to this point: 
Ainsi pour r~sumer rapidement les faits que nous avons observ~s 
jusqu1ici, la po~sie a trois lges, dont chacun correspond A une 
~poque de la soci~ ~: 11 ode, 11 ~pop~e, le drame • Les temps primi-
tifs sont ~iques, les temps antiques sont ~piques, les temps 
modernes sont dramatiques. L'ode chante l'~ternite, l 1 ~pop~e 
solennise l'histoire, le drame peint la vie. Le carac~re de la 
premi~re po~sie est la naivete, le caract~re de la seconde est la 
simplicite, le caract~re de la troisi~me la v~ri~. ••• Lea histori-
ens naissent avec la seconde ~poque; lea chroniqueurs et lea cri-
tiques avec la troisi~me. Lea personnages de 1 1 ode sont des 
colosses, - Adam, Cain, N~; ceux de l'~pop~e sont des g~ants, -
Achille, Atr~e, Oreste; ceux du drame sont des hommes, Hamlet, 
Macbeth, Othello. L'ode vit de l 1 id~al, l'~pop~e du grandiose, le 
drame du r~el. Enfin cette triple po~sie d~coule de trois grandes 
sources, la Bible, Hom~re, Shakespeare.2 
A restatement of the comparison between Vico and Hugo seems worth-
while. Vico's acceptance of linguistic change as representative of 
changing society is reaffirmed, comparing with Hugo's three ages of 
poetry: 
Trois langues se sont parl~es, correspondant, pour l 1ordre comme 
pour le nombre, aux trois lges ecoul~s depuis le commencement du 
monde, !ge des dieux, des h~ros, et des hammes. La premi~re langue 
avait ~t~ la langue hi~roglyphe, ou sacr~e ou divine; la seconde 
symbolique, c 1est l dire employant pour carac~res les signee ou 
embl~mes h~rorques; la troisi~me ~pistolaire, propre A faire 
1Ibid., p. 125. 
2Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, pp. 214-15. 
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communiquer entre elles les personnes ~loign~es, pour les besoins 
pr~sens de la vie.l 
Vice's description of the 11nature 11 of the three ages is analogous with 
Hugo's literary forms: 
La premi~re nature fut po~tique ou cr~atrice, divine •• •• La seconde 
nature fut h~ro!que; ••• celui de la nature humaine intelligente, et 
par cela m@me mod~r~e, bienveillante et raisonnable; elle reconnait 
pour lois la conscience, la raison, le devoir.2 
Hugo 1 s most advanced literary form, the 11drame, 11 finds a striking 
basis in Vi co 1 s 11nouve lle com~ die." Vi co had explained the progression 
toward this form in the following manner: 
Lorsque l 1esprit humain s 1habitua 1 abstraire lea formes et les 
propri~t~s des sujets, ces universaux po~tiques, ces genres cr~es 
par l'imagination (generi fantastici), firent place 1 ceux que la 
raison cr'a ( generi intelligibili); c' est alors que vinrent lea 
philosophes; et plus tard encore, lea auteurs de la nouvelle com,die, 
dont l 1 ~poque est pour la Gr~ce, celle de la plus haute civilisation, 
prirent des philosophes l'id~e de ces derniers genres et lea per-
sonnifi~rent dans leurs eom~dies.3 
There seems to be no point of contention between these two summa-
ries. Each period would have the same representative genre, the lyric, 
the epic, and Hugo's 11drame 11 and Vico's "nouvelle com~die" or "generi 
intelligibili 11 representing the most advanced age of society. The 
11 caract~re 11 of each period is similarly described. Hugo's classifi-
cation of the first period as one of "na!ve~ 11 can readily be seen in 
Vico 1 s statement that these primitive poets, the theological poets, 
.feared the divinities that they themselves had created.4 The "simplicity11 
1Vico (Michelet), pp. 139-140. 
2Ibid., PP• 292-93. 
3Ibid., P• 297. 
4 See above, p. 118. 
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that Hugo attributes to the epic period had already been considered by 
Vico as a basic principle of the heroic age. The heros were gross, 
savage giants of 1imi ted understanding, lacking any "reflective" or 
rational power, yet: 
Par suite du m8me d~faut de r'flexion, les h~ros ~taient ouverts, 
incapables de dissimuler leurs impressions, g'n&reux et magnanimes, 
tels ~u 1 Homare repr~sente Achille, le plus grand de tous les h'ros 
grecs.~ 
For Hugo the third period 11peint la v~ri t&. 11 For Vi co this same period 
which possesses an intelligent, rational, human quality, acts according 
to the dictates of its conscience, reason and law. Vico also identified 
the age of truth as the period beginning with the Hebrews and the 
Christians who taught 11 les v'rit&s 'ternelles r'v~l,es par Dieu. 11 2 For 
Vico also, at times in his discussion, the third form of "poetry" is 
prose.3 Agreement between the two writers as to the reporting of history 
in the epic or heroic age has already been established.4 Hugo here also 
agrees with Vico that the "chroniqueurs" and the "critics," Vico's "phi-
losophers," "critics" and "writers of poetic arts" are the product of 
the most advanced or third age.5 Hugo 1s reduction in size from the primi-
tive "colosses," Vico 1s "cyclops," to giants, and finally to "men" has 
already been noted above.6 
lvico (Michelet), pp. 229-30; see also above, P• 128. 
2 Ibid., P• 154. 
)Ibid., P• 156. 
4see above, p. 130. 
5see above, p. 148. 
6see above, p. 142. 
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Vico, after having studied the progress of nations, both philo-
sophically and philologically, derived his law of the succession of the 
three ages: 
Nous allons exposer la marche que suivent ~ternellement les nations. 
Nous les montrerons, malgr~ la vari~~ infinie de leurs moeurs, 
tourner sans en sortir jamais ce cercle des TROIS AGES: divin, 
h~ro!que et humain.l 
Relating these ages to the first two literary forms, Vico anticipated 
Hugo when he said: 
Il r~sulte que les nations pa!ennes avec leurs Jupiter et leurs 
Hercule, furent dans leurs commencemens toutes po~tiques, et que 
d'abord naquit chez elles la po,sie divine, ensuite l'h'rotque.2 
After summarizing his ideas, Hugo offers an axiomatic principle govern-
ing the chronology of his three literary genres: 
Qu1 on examine une litterature en particulier, ou toutes les lit~ra­
ture en masse, on arrivera toujours au meme fait: les po~tes 
lyriques avant les po~tes ~piques, les po~tes epiques avant les 
po~tes dramatiques.3 
It is felt by the present writer that the parallel between Hugo's "lyric" 
and Vico 1s "divine" is a legitimate one, especially since Hugo's example 
of the lyric poem is generally the "ode." Hugo 1 s contribution, which 
could be called an adaptation of Vico, or perhaps an advance over Vico, 
is his designation of the third age as the period of the "drame." Al-
though Vico had listed his "nouvelle comedie" as a genre typical of the 
most advanced stage of civilization, it is not the term generally used 
to characterize the third age which is usually called "human," sometimes 
lvico (Michelet), p. 291. 
2Ibid., p. 43. 
3Hugo, Preface de Cromwell, p. 215. 
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"prose." The difference between the two writers is a matter of differ-
ence in focusing attention. Vico is a philosopher; Hugo is a literary 
figure. As examples of further similarity in language compare the two 
following statements, the first by Vico, the second by Hugo: 
De cette mani~re, la Science nouvelle trace le cercle ~ternel d'une 
histoire id~ale, sur lequel tournent dans le temps les histoires de 
toutes les nations, avec leur naissance, leur progr~s, leur d~­
cadence et leur fin.l 
Il serait cons~quent d'ajouter ici que tout dans la nature et dans 
la vie passe par ces trois phases, du lyrique, de l'~pique, et du 
dramatique, parce que tout na~t, agit et meurt.2 
Note the similarity of language as Hugo expands another of Vico's 
philosophic principles to a literary principle. Vico stated the bare 
principle: 
Les hommes sentent d1abord sans remarquer les choses 
les remarquent ensui te, mais avec la confusion d 1 une 
passionn~ei enfin ~clair~s par une intelligence, ils 
r~flechir.-' 
Hugo makes direct application of it to his thesis: 
senties; ils 
be agi~e et 
commencent 1 
La soci~t~, en effet, commence par chanter ce qu 1 elle r@ve, puis 
raconte ce qu'elle fait, et enfin se met 1 peindre ce qu'elle pense. 
C1 est disons-le en passant, pour cette derni~re raison que le drame, 
unissant les quali~s les plus oppos~es, peut @tre 1 la fois plein 
de profondeur et plein de relief, philosophique et pittoresque.4 
In combining in the "drame, 11 the "philosophique" and the "pittoresque," 
Hugo may be combining the two kinds of "sagesse" that Vico had kept sepa-
rate as distinct characteristics of the first two ages, and of the third, 
1Vico (Michelet), pp. 88-89. 
2Hugo, Preface de Cromwell, p. 216. 
3vico (Michelet), P• 47. 
4Hugo, Pr'face de Cromwell, P• 216. 
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rational, human age. The "sagesse poetique" is characteristic of both 
the "divine age" and the "heroic age." The "sagesse reflechie" or 
"sagesse philosophique 11 is the characteristic of the advanced or "human 
age." Vico summed up his idea in this way: 
C'est PO\lr cette poesie divine qui creait et e:xpliquait le monde in-
visible, qu 1 on inventa le nom de sage sse, revendique ensui te par la 
philosophie. En effet la poesie etait dej! pour les premiers ages 
une philosophie sans abstractions, toute d 1imagination et de senti-
mens. Ce que les philosophes comprirent dans la suite, les po~tes 
l'avaient senti; et si, comme le dit l'ecole, rien n1est dans 
l'intelligence qui n'ait ete dans le sens, les po~tes furent le sens 
du genre humain, les philosophes en furent 1 1intelligence.l 
Both Vico and Hugo felt that their classifications of "language" 
in the one case and "poetry" in the case of Hugo would be considered 
arbitrary and unrealistic if taken too literally. Vico explained the 
intermingling of the three types by pointing out that the gods, the 
heroes and men began at the same time. Men imagined the gods and con-
sidered themselves in their creative and heroic nature, a miXture of the 
divine and the human: 
Dans l'age hero!que, la langue divine subsistait encore, la langue 
humaine ou articulee commenvait.2 
Les trois esp~ces de langue furent aussi contemporaines dans leur 
origine mais avec trois differences capi tales : la langue divine fut 
tr~s peu articulee, par un echange egal, et composee par consequent 
de paroles vulgaires et de caract~res hero!ques, avec lesquels ecri-
vaient les heros; la langue des hommes n1eut presque rien de muet, 
et fut 1-peu-pr~s enti~rement articulee.3 
Hugo moderates the rigidity of his classification in much the same way: 
Tenons-nous-en aux faits rassembles plus haut; completons-les 
1Vico (Miche1et), p. XXi. 
2 Ibid., P• :x::x:ii. 
)Ibid., PP• 151-52. 
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d 1 ailleurs par une observation importante. C • est que nous n 1 avons 
aucunement pr~tendu assigner aux trois ~poques de la po~sie un 
domaine exclusif, mais seulement fixer leur caract~re dominant. ••• 
On sent dans tous lea p~mes hom~riques un reate de poesie lyrique. 
••• L1 ode et le drame se croisent dans 1 1 ~pop~e. Il y a tout dans 
tout; seulement il existe dans chaque chose un element gen~rateur 
auquel se subordonnent tous les autres, et qui impose ! 1 1 ensemble 
son caract~re propre. 
Le drame est la poesie compl~te. L1 ode et 1 1 ~pop~e ne le con-
tiennent qu1en germe; il les contient l'une et 11 autre en d~veloppe­
ment; il les r~sume et les enserre toutes deux.l 
Both writers considered this fact important enough to dwell on it 
at some length. Both carried the principle involved into the language 
of poetic imagery. Both used the imagery of rivers and seas. According 
to Vico: 
Le langage poetique fut encore employe longtemps dans 1 1 lge histori-
que, ! peu pr~s comme les fleuves larges et rapides qui s 1 ~tendent 
bien loin dans la mer, et preservent, par leur impetuosite, la 
douceur naturelle de leurs eaux.2 
In his comparable simile, Hugo adds a lake: 
Pour rendre sensibles par une image les idees que nous venons 
d 1 aventurer, nous comparerions la poesie lyrique primitive A un lac 
paisible qui refl~te les nuages et lea etoiles du ciel; 1 1 ~popee est 
le fleuve qui en d~coule et court, en r~flechissant des rives, 
forets, campagnes et cit~s, se jeter dans l'oc~an du drame. Enfin, 
comme le lac, le drame r~flechit le ciel; comme le fleuve, il r~­
fl~chit ses rives, m.ais seul il a des lbimes et des temp@tes.3 
Here again Hugo 1 s modern genre "le drame 11 seems to be a corollary of 
Vico's modern tillles, "les lges historiques." 
Hugo, now in his proposal, seems to want to fuse the lyric and the 
dramatic and suggests to some extent a "ricorso11 of Vico: 
Notre ~poque, dramatique avant tout, est par cela m@me eminemment 
1Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, p. 217. 
2Vico (Michelet), PP• 133-34. 
3Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, p. 219. 
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l.yrique. C' est qu 1 il y a plus d' un rapport entre le commencement 
et la fin; le coucher du soleil a quelques traits de son lever; le 
vieillard redevient enfant.l 
This rebirth, however, is different from the first; the reborn infant 
bears the imprint of the philosopher. 
Eblouissante, rt3veuse ! l'aurore des peuples, elle [la pohie 
lyriqu81 reparait sombre et pensive A leur d~clin. ••• L1ode moderne 
est toiiJours inspir~e, mais n' est plus ignorante. Elle m~di te plus 
qu1elle ne contemple; sa r@verie est melancolie. On voit ! sea en-
fantements, que cette muse s 1est accouplee au drame. 2 
The last statement is somewhat enigmatic unless it can be associated 
with an idea expressed by Vico. Vico's early "muse" which was the 
"sagesse" of the divine period, was also called "divination." "Elle [la 
sagesse, la mus~ consistait ! contempler Dieu dans 11un de ces attri-
buts."3 In the most advanced stage of civilization, "sagesse" came to 
signify the "natural science of things divirie," "c 1est! dire lameta-
physique, qui cherchait ! connaitre 1 1 intelligence de 11 homme par la 
contemplation de Dieu."4 The fusion of muse, knowledge and religion 
seems apparent in both writers. In both, the muse in primitive times 
contemplates, in advanced ages it "meditates" or "seeks to understand" 
as much as or more than it "contemplates." 
A Synthesis of Opposites 
It is now abundantly clear that both Vico and Hugo do not stop 
1 Ibid., p. 218. 
2Ibid., PP• 218-19. 
3vico (Michelet), p. 104. 
4Ibid., pp. 104-105. A more complete discussion of this aspect of 
Vico will be noted below with reference to Nodier, see below, pp. 188 et 
passim. 
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with a purely analytical appraisal of what each is trying to accomplish; 
the projection of a "new" literary genre for Hugo, the projection of a 
science of human history for Vico. Each one bases his system on a 
synthesis of opposites. Hugo prefers not to see this synthesis until 
the advent of Christianity, wherein the "double nature" of man realizes 
this synthesis: 
Du jour o~ le christianisme a dit 1 l 1 homme: Tu es double, tu es 
compos~ de deux @tres, 1 1un p~rissable, 1 1autre immortel, l'un 
charnel, l 1 autre ~there, l'un enchatne par les app~tits, les besoins 
et les passions, 1 1 autre emporte sur les ailes de l 1enthousiasme et 
de la r@verie, celui-ci enfin toujours courbe vers la terre, sa m~re, 
celui-1~ sans cesse elanc~ vers le ciel, sa patrie; de ce jour le 
drame a ~te cree. Est-ce autre chose en effet que ce contraste de 
tous les jours, que cette lut~ de tous les instants entre deux 
principes opposes qui sont toujours en pr~sence dans la vie, et qui 
se disputant 1 1 homme depuis le berceau jusqu1 A la tombe?l 
For Vico, on the other hand, although Christianity is a consideration in 
his system, it was by a juxtaposition of opposite philosophical po-
sitions that he arrived at his synthesis. Vico had rejected the philoso-
phies of the Stoics "qui veulent la mort des sens" and are concerned 
only with the soul. He had also rejected the Epicureans "qui font des 
sens la r~gle de 1 1 ho:mme," and neglect the soul. The philosophies that 
are most acceptable to Vico are the political philosophies, especially 
the Platonic, of whose principles, one is most important for Vico's new 
science: "la necessi t~ de mo~rer lea passions hmnaines et d 1 en faire 
2 des vertus hmnaines. 11 Too many philosophies are concerned with man as 
he ought to be, and are therefore useful only to a small number of 
people "qui veulent vivre dans la Republique de Platon et non ramper 
1Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, PP• 222-23. 
2Vico (Michelet), P• 27. 
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dans la fange du peuple de Romulus." On the other hand, legislation 
considers man as he is, with all his opposing tendencies, and makes use 
of, synthesizes, these opposites for the good of human society. For ex-
ample, fierce pride, avarice, and ambition, which would ordinarily serve 
to break the unity and harmony of the human race, are put to use in the 
professions of war, commerce and politics, which engender courage, "opu-
lance" and the wisdom of the statesman. Thus three capital vices, capa-
ble of destroying the human race, produce public felicity.1 
Vico's interest in antithesis and synthesis, is his most important 
philosophical position in the Scienza nuova. As has already been noted 
in the biographical sketch, Vico had rejected the analytical method of 
Descartes. He disagreed with Descartes• anti-poetic, anti-linguistic 
and anti-historical prejudices. He saw in Descartes' metaphysics the 
u1 timate establishment of a single kind of substance, the corporeal. By 
accepting Plato's idealism Vico saw therein a moral philosophy applica-
ble to the Christian religion. Whereas Plato "contemplated man as he 
ought to be," Vico was also attracted to Tacitus who "discende a tutti i 
consigli dell 1 utili t!" in order to contemplate man as he is. The 
~thesis of these two opposites, the ideal and the empirical, Vico 
found in Bacon who also inspired him to examine the world of letters to 
"determine studies to be developed, studies to be corrected," to seek 
the truth to be found in "etymology" as Plato had done in his Cratylus. 2 
The conclusions of both writers are exactly parallel, although the 
1Ibid., P• 28. 
2 See above, p. 38. 
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reasoning differs. While there is no mention of Bacon in Hugo's preface, 
the importance of "etymology" is strongly evident.1 
A Defense of the Use of the Grotesque--An Answer to Classical Critics 
Both Vico and Hugo place themselves in the position of critics of 
the past who have attempted to answer certain problems posed by their 
studies of literary history, and have attempted the justification of 
certain rules established by "poetic arts." Hugo does not dwell over-
long on who these critics are. 2 If the position is taken that "art is 
the imitation of nature" and this principle is used to judge "our petty 
conventional rules," "pour d~brouiller tous ces labyrinthes schoJB.stiques, 
pour r~soudre tous ces probl~mes mesquins que les critiques des deux 
derniers si~cles ont laborieusement bAtis autour de l'art," the question 
of the modern theater can be quickly settled. The principle objection 
posed by these "p~dants ~tourdis (l'un n'exclut pas 1 1autre)" is that, 
"le difforme, le laid, le grotesque ne doi t jamais @tre un objet d' imi-
tation pour 1' art." The answer to their objection, says Hugo, is that 
"le grotesque, c'est la com~die, et qu'apparemment la com~die fait 
partie de l'art." If they continue in their protest that the grotesque 
should not be allied with the sublime, that the comedy should not be a 
part of tragedy, the answer is that "in the poetry of the Christian 
peoples, the grotesque represents 'la bete humaine' and the sublime 
represents 'l'ame.'" The representation is 1111 homme," the genre created 
1see below, P• 209. 
2Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, p. 251, "les critiques de l'~cole 
scholastique." At various times he mentions Aristotle, Boileau, 
Scaliger, Laharpe. 
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is "le drame." The "drame" is to be conceived as a genre where "tout 
s 1 encha~ne et se d~dui t ainsi que dans la r~ali t~. ul 
Hugo's answer to the critics is the same answer that Vico had 
offered to the critics whose plight he had considered. In reviewing the 
problems that had plagued the critics of antiquity and the Renaissance, 
Vico focused his attention mainly on the single problem that was later 
to concern Hugo, a justification for the union of the sublime and the 
grotesque. According to Vico, "all the philosophers," especially Plato, 
Plutarch and Longinus had wanted to attribute to Homer, "la sagesse r~­
fl~chie (riposta)," the wisdom of the philosophers. In doing this they 
found it difficult to justify Homer's use of so much "gross" material. 
This discussion appears for the most part in Book III, "D~couverte du 
v~ritable Hom~re. 112 Vico 1 s answer is: 
Homere a dft suivre les sentimens vulgaires, et par consequent les 
moeurs vulgaires de sea contemporains encore barbares; ••• de tels 
sentimens, de telles moeurs fournissent A la po~sie les sujets qui 
lui sont propres.3 
Vico then listed examples of the use of this gross material in the Iliad 
just as Hugo lists the use of the grotesque since the beginnings of 
Christianity.4 This listing,includes the battle of the gods with Minerva, 
the goddess of wisdom 11 stripping11 Venus and hurling stones at Mars; the 
Greeks use of poisoned arrows in warfare, when all the other nations 
~id., P• 225. 
2Vico (Michelet), pp. 251 et passim. 
)Ibid., p. 252. 
4Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, PP• 169-70. 
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were refraining from their use; and many other examples.l 
Vico had noted that "Scaliger s 1 indigne de voir toutes ces com-
paraisons tir~es des objets les plus sauvages, de la nature la plus 
farouche"; but according to Vico, Homer was forced to do this in order 
to be better understood by the populace that possessed these same charac-
teristics.2 He commented on the contrasts of moods in the heroes and 
gods portrayed in Homer: 
les uns, sur le moindre motif, passant du plus grand trouble ! un 
calme subite; les autres, dans 1 1 acc~s de la plus violente col~re, 
se rappelant un souvenir touchant, en fondant en larmes; d'autres au 
contraire, navres de douleur, oubliant tout 1 coup leurs maux, et 
s 1abandonnant 1 la joie, 1 la premi~re distraction agr~able; 
d1autres enfin, d1 abord calmes et tranquilis~s, s 1irritant d'une 
parole dite sans intention de leur d~plaire, et s 1emportant au point 
de menacer de la mort celui qui 1 1 a prononc~e.3 
Yet, despite the nature of his "poetic characters," Homer remains the 
most sublime of poets.4 Hugo's "drame," "tel qu'on peut, sinon l'ex~-
cuter, du moins le concevoir" will have the same contrast of moods: 
Tout s 1 enchdne et se d~dui t ainsi que dans la reali te. Le corps y 
joue son r8le comme llame; et les hammes et les ~v~nements, mis en 
jeu par ce double agent, passent tour 1 tour bouffons et terribles, 
quelquefois terribles et bouffons tout ensemble.5 
Stressing further the variety of moods, Hugo later continues, the "drama" 
should be 
lyrique, epique, dramatique, selon le besoin; pouvant parcourir 
toute la gamme po~tique, aller de haut en bas, des idees les plus 
1For a complete listing see Vico (Michelet), pp. 252-54. 
2Ibid. 
)Ibid., P• 255. 
4Ibid., P• 265. 
5Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, p. 225. 
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elevees aux plus vulgaires, des plus bouffons aux plus graves, des 
plus exterieures, aux plus abstraites.l 
Longinus also finds it very difficult to understand the two differ-
ent styles of Homer, the "irritability" of Achilles and the "prudence" 
of Ulysses. 2 Plato has the same difficulty.3 The answer Vico gave to 
this dilemma was again, 11 toutes ces quail tes appartenaient ! 1' ~ge 
heroique de la Gr~ce. n4 
For Vico the use of the grotesque and the "popolaresco" or "vul-
gaire" was not only proper but necessary. Vico first pointed out the 
propriety of its use: 
Ses caract~res qui choquent en tout les idees d1une age civilise, 
sont pleins de convenance, si o~ les rapporte ! la nature heroique 
qu 1 il [Hom~r~ a voulu peindre .5 
Vico's final justification follows: 
Tout ce qui est absurde et invraisemblable dans Hom~re que l'on 
s•est fi~6e jusqu1ici, devient dans notre Hom~re convenance et ~cessite. 
Il se trouve justifie de tous les reproches que lui ont fait les 
critiques, et particuli~rement la bassesse de pensee, de la 
grossi~rete des moeurs, de ses comparaisons sauvages, des idiot-
ismes.7 
The tenns "convenance" and "necesBite" which Vico attributed to Homer•s 
1Ibid., PP• 280-81. 
2Vico (Michelet), P• 277. 
3 Ibid., P• 280. 
~id., p. 281. 
5Ibid., P• 254. 
6 278. Ibid., P• 
7 Ibid., p. 280. 
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use of the "popolaresco," are also used by Hugo to justify the use of 
the grotesque in the 11drame": 
C•est done une des supremes beaut~s du drame que le grotesque. Il 
n 1 en est pas seulement une convenance, il en est souvent une 
necessi~.l 
Having answered the question posed by Plato, Plutarch, Longinus 
and Scaliger, Vico attempted the solution of a similar problem which had 
driven Castelvetro, Patrizio and again, Scaliger into "frenzies of re-
search." This problem seems to stem from the former: how can it be ex-
plained that Homer was and remains the most sublime of poets in the most 
sublime of all genres, the heroic? Paradoxically, "la tragedie qui 
naquit apr~s fut toute grossi~re dans ses commencemens, comme personne 
ne l 1 ignore. 112 
The answer to this question might have been supremely interesting 
to Hugo because Vico's answer gives him another opportunity to indulge 
his interest in historical perspective, and contrast of opposites, and 
synthesis. The answer to this problem, says Vico, lies in a study and 
establishment of the chronology of the tragedy and the comedy and conse-
quently in the discovery of the "caract~res poetiques" which constitute 
the essence of poetry) The evolution of tragedy through its three 
stages, including the most sublime passions, atrocities, and grossness, 
all "conformes entre elles, et uniformes dans leur sujet," has been 
1Hugo, Preface de Cromwell, p. 230. 
2Vico (Michelet), p. 265. 
3Ibid. 
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1 
noted above. The early comedy of antiquity, "la vieille co~die 11 born 
out of "la trag~die moyenne, 11 had put real people on the stage, people 
as they really are. "Ainsi ce mis,rable Aristophane joua Socrate sur le 
th,atre, et pr,para la ruine du plus vertueux des Grecs." The "nouvelle 
com,die 11 which followed, appearing at the same time as the "nouvelle 
trag,die," "peignit 1es moeurs des ages civilis,s, dont les philosophes 
de l''cole de Socrates avaient d'j! fait 1 1objet de leurs meditations." 
Enlightened by these "maxims" which were resum,sof all that had been 
meditated upon by this philosophy, Menander and other writers of comedy 
created "caract~res id,aux" capable of attracting the attention of the 
"vulgaire" which is ever susceptible to examples but incapable of profit-
ing from "maxims." Menander, the father of this new comedy, created 
characters who were "de simples particuliers, et en m@me temps imagi-
naires; c 1est pr,cis~ment parce qu 1 ils sont pris dans une condition 
priv,e, qu 1 ils pouvaient passer pour r'els sans 1 1@tre en effet."2 If 
Hugo knew Vico 1 s discussion of this chronology, it could have offered 
him an excellent basis for his own "drame, 11 a mixture of the sublime and 
the grotesque, the comic and the tragic. He would have agreed with Vico 
when he said, "le drame est le caract~re propre de la troisi~me 'poque 
de po~sie."3 Vico had noted that his "nouvelle co~die ~tait n'e 1 
1' 'poque ou les Grecs 'taient le plus capables de reflexions. n4 
1 See above, P• 134. 
2Vico (Michelet), PP• 265, 285. 
3see above, p. 157. 
4Vico (Michelet), pp. 270-71. 
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Poetry as Imitation of Nature, not Poetic Standards 
Hugo and Vico show analogous ideas in their attitudes toward the 
observation of poetic rules and models and the relationship between art 
and nature. In one of his axioms Vico had pointed out that the study of 
poetic method offers no advantage if the would-be poet is not poetically 
endowed by nature.1 In spite of all Homer's faults and his lack of 
knowledge of poetic arts, "Hom~re n 1est pas moins le p~re, le prince de 
tous les po~tes sublimes. 112 Hugo's reaction to theories and poetic arts 
is as derogatory if more dynamic. It is better to create poetry on 
which rules are based: 
Mettons le marteau dans lea th~ories, les po~tiques et les sys~mes. 
Jetons bas ce vieux pl~trage qui marque la fa~ade de 1 1art! Il n'y 
a ni r~gles ni mod~les; ou plutat il n 1y a d'autres r~gles que lea 
lois g~n~rales de la nature qui planent sur 11 art tout entier.3 
Vico and Hugo both identify art as imitation of nature. Vico said, 
11 la po~sie n 1est qu1imitation; les arts ne sont que des imitations de la 
nature, qu'une po~sie r~elle."4 Hugo's idea is expressed similarly: 
Le po~te, insistons sur ce point, ne doit done prendre conseil que 
de la nature, de la verite, et de l'inspiration qui est aussi une 
v~ri te et une nature. 
La nature done! La nature et la v~ri te • .5 
Vico carried this principle further. Drawing his proof from his 
1see also above, P• 76, for a discussion on this subject not found 
in the Scienza nuova. 
2vico (Michelet), p. 273. 
3Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, pp. 2.52-.53. 
4vico (Michelet), p. 164. 
-'Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, pp. 2.53, 260. 
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observation that all children have a highly developed faculty for imi-
tation and an eagerness to imitate, Vico reverted to "le temps du monde 
enfant" when "il n 1 y eut que des peuples poetes." At this time since 
all men were poets all "arts" are imitations of nature. 
Tous les arts de necessite, d 1utilite, de commodite et m@me la 
plupart des arts d'agrement, furent trouv~s dans les si~cles po-
etiques, avant qu 1il se formlt des philosophes: les arts ne sont 
qu'autant d 1imitations de la nature, une poesie reelle, si j 1 ose 
le dire.l 
Summary 
It can be seen from the above examination that Vico 1 s theories had 
a considerable fortune in the formation of a system for the French ro-
manticists, especially for Victor Hugo and to a certain extent Nodier, 
Constant and Vigny. It is apparent that Vico 1 s answer to a need for a 
philosophy or science of history as claimed by Michelet in the dis-
cussion of Vico 1 s system included in his introduction to the translatio~ 
could have served as a strong basis for the doctrine of the romanticists. 
Vico 1 s theories find an echo in many of the theories of these romanti-
cists. 
Vico had attempted a study of change in society with the study of 
change in the life of the individual as a guide. It develops that this 
idea created an unusual amount of interest among the romanticists. As 
Vico thought that human intelligence can fill in the gaps unreported by 
documents of the past, and restore truth to documents that had distorted 
events of the past, so does Hugo propose the theater as a "point 
d 1 optique" to serve the same function. This does not mean that 
1Vico (Michelet), p. 46. 
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documents should be ignored. Both Vico and Hugo will scrupulously ex-
amine whatever documents are available to extract whatever truths are 
contained in them. Vico will do this by means of "philology" and Hugo 
by means of "art." Vico considers the study of "language" through the 
stages of history as the indispensible tool to accomplish this resusci-
tation of the past. For Hugo it is the study of "poetry." Both propose 
a study of primitive periods and the Middle Ages as a fertile source for 
their project. For both also, the emphasis of their study will be 
concentrated on a study of the social nature of man led by the will of 
Providence, rather than on man's human nature. 
Vico's triads reappear in Hugo's system, with a bare suggestion of 
the "ricorso" which will get further treatment in the next chapter. 
Each of the three periods in human history is represented by three 
different genres, the lyric or divine, the epic or heroic, the "drame" 
or the "nouvelle com~die" representing society in its most advanced 
stages. For both, in effect, changes in literature respond to changes 
in society. This concept was certainly not new in France at this time. 
Mme de Sta~l had made it abundant~ clear in De la litt~rature con-
sider~e dans ses rapports avec les institutions sociales, in 1800. How-
ever in Vico the theory was worked into a history of man and society 
under all aspects of both. Both Vico and Hugo accept the theory of the 
simultaneous birth of poetry and religion with primitive man. Vico's 
consideration of Homer as a poet symbol and the fragmentation theory of 
the epic get scant attention from Hugo in his Pr~face de Cromwell. 
Constant, however, accepts this theory with virtually the same language 
used by Vico. 
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Christianity for both Vico and Hugo represents a superior religion. 
Hugo chose to introduce his main thesis, the alliance of the "sublime" 
and the "grotesque," as a direct result of Christianity. Vico, on the 
other hand, had carefully examined the literature of antiquity to point 
out in it the existence of the "sublime" and the "popolaresco." Both 
come to the same conclusion, however--true poetry must be a combination 
of these two elements. The existence of this combination in Dante and 
Shakespeare is carefully noted by both Vico and Hugo. Amply demon-
strated by both Vico and Hugo is their commonly held philosophical po-
sition, an eclecticism with a search for antithetical theories to be 
eventually blended into a synthesis. Vico achieved his synthesis by the 
fusion of various parts of Plato, the Stoics, the Epicureans and Tacitus. 
Hugo professes to see this fusion of opposites in Christianity, which 
pl~s such an integral role in his theories. 
Both Vico and Hugo take up a position of protest against the 
critics and authors of poetic arts of the past. Both are mainly criti-
cal of standards of taste imposed by these critics. In particular it is 
the critics' rejection of the mixture of the 11 sublime 11 and the 11 gro-
tesque11 or the 11 popolaresco 11 that concerns them both. Finally both 
adopt the standard that art is imitation of nature, not the nature of 
man as imposed by some set standard, but rather, an ever changing man 
who reflects the continual changes of society in its evolution. 
In conclusion, Hugo may have found his basis for a new system of 
criticism in a statement made by Michelet in his introduction to Vico's 
work. In this statement Michelet says that Vico made a first attempt to 
fondre toutes les connaissances qui ont l'hamme pour objet, dans un 
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vaste sys~me, qui rapprocherait l'une de l'autre l 1histoire des 
faits et celles des langues, en les ~clairant toutes par une 
critique nouvelle, et qui accorderait la philosophie et l'histoire, 
la science et la religion.l 
This may be precisely what Hugo has in mind when he pits his new scholar-
ly criticism, that understands the forces of history which inspire this 
creative genius, against the criticism of the old school: 
Le gout, c'est la raison du g~nie. VoilA ce qu 1 ~tablira bient8t une 
autre critique, une critique forte, franche, savante, une critique 
du si~cle qui commence ! pousser des jets vigoureux sous les vieilles 
branches dess~ch~es de l'ancienne ~cole. Cette jeune critique, 
aussi grave que 1 1 autre est frivo1e, aussi ~rudite que l 1autre est 
ignorante.2 
1 Ibid., p. iii. 
2Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, pp. 315-16. 
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CHAPTER V 
COROIJ.ARIES TO THE SCIENZA NUOVA IN THE 
THEORIES OF THE FRENCH ROMANTICISTS 
In the same way that Chapter IV was an attempt to show the reap-
pearance of Vico's ideas in the theories of the French romanticists, 
this chapter will attempt an appraisal of some of the ideas expressed by, 
in most cases, these same romanticists, to show that these ideas are 
corollary to ideas contained in Michelet 1s translation of Vico's work. 
Corollaries to Vico's "Corsi" and 11Ricorsi" 
Although Hugo had incorporated Vico 1 s idea of "corsi" including 
three periods of society and corresponding ages of poetry in his Pr~face 
de Cranwell, he barely hinted at a "ricorso" in just one instance, "le 
vieillard redevient enfant. 111 The idea is much more fully developed, 
however, in his "Fragment d'histoire" of 1827. In this work, the ideas 
are substantially those expressed by Vico. Here Hugo delineates a histo-
ry of civilization in which the emphasis is on the social evolution of 
mankind much in the same manner of Vico 1s Scienza nuova. The system of 
triads is used; there is a recurrence of a new period of barbarism. 
Civilization reaches a period of excellence and intellectual prowess and 
again begins to go into a period of decline and decadence brought about 
substantially by the same forces of social and intellectual evolution 
1see above, p. 163. 
that had motivated Vico's cycles. For Hugo, this period of dying civi-
lization gains additional impulse toward destruction :from the French 
Revolution:1 
Peut @tre touchons-nous ! sa fin. Notre 4difice est bien vieux. Il 
se l&zarde de toutes parts. Rome n1est plus le centre. Chaque 
peuple tire de son c8t4. Plus d 1 unit&, ni religieuse ni poli tique. 
L1opinion a remplac4 la foi. Le dogme n'a plus la discipline des 
consciences. La r&volution fran~aise a consamm& 1 1oeuvre de la r&-
forme; elle a d&capit4 le catholicisme comme la monarchie. Que fera 
1 1avenir de cette soci't6 europ,enne, qui perd sa forme papale et 
monarchique? • • • Le moment ne serai t-il pas venu o~ la civilisation, 
que nous avons vue tour ! tour d4serter 1 1Asie pour l'Afrique, 
l'Afrique pour l'Europe, va se remettre en route et continuer son 
majestueux voyage autour du monde?2 
Hugo suggests that the next highly developed civilization will be in 
America. The future will seek a new virgin land to revivify itself. 3 
Hugo seems here to be repeating Vico's theory of the period of de-
cadence and decay in a highly advanced civilization prior to a return to 
the barbaric. Like Vico, Hugo apparently considers Christianity and 
monarchy as symbols of a highly civilized society. The weakening of 
these institutions, civil war, and disunity of the people are symptoms 
of the decay and eventual return to a barbaric state. Vico's description 
of a "completed humanity, 11 Hugo's "edifice vieux, 11 follows: 
Aujourd1hui la plus campl~te soci6t4 de la civilisation semble r&-
pandue chez les peuples soumis la plupart ! un petit nombre de 
grands monarques. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
L'Europe enti~re est soumise l la religion chr4tienne, qui nous 
donne 1' id&e la plus pure et la plus parfai te de la di vini t&, et qui 
nous fait un devoir de la chari t4 envers tout le genre humain. De 
la sa haute civilisation. Les principaux &tats europ4ens sont de 
1
"Fra.gment d'histoire," pp. 301 ... 302. 
2 ~., p. 303. 
3Ibid. 
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grandes monarchies. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Notre Europe brille d'une incomparable civilisation; elle abonde de 
tous lea biens qui composent la f'lici t' de la vie humaine; on y 
trouve toutes les jouissances intellectuelles et morales. Ces 
avantages nous les devons l la religion •• •• Le christianisme est 
supArieur l toutes les religions: il unit la sagesse de 1 1 autori t8 
l celle de la raison, et cette derniare, il l'appuie sur la plus 
saine philosophie et sur l''rudition la plus profonde.l 
Particularly interesting as a point of comparison with Hugo is 
Vico's description of the beginnings of dissolution in this advanced 
state. Popular governments are a part of this process of corruption and 
decay. This fact could make an interesting parallel with the French 
Revolution, its successor Napoleon, and the Restoration: 
Avec l'lge humain commence le droit naturel, le droit de 1 1humanit8 
raisonnable. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
Mais peu l peu les Atats populaires se corrompent. Les riches ne 
considarent plus leur fortune camme un ma.yen de s~rioritA 1aga1e, 
mais camme un instrmaent de tyrannie; le peuple qui so1is les 
gouvernemens haro3:ques ne rAclamai t que 1' 8gali tA, veut maintenant 
dominer 1 son tour. ••• De llles guerres civiles au-dedans, des 
guerres injustes au-dehors. Les puissans s•a1avent dans le dAsordre; 
et 1 1anarchie, la pire des tyrannies, force le peuple de se rafugier 
dans la domination d'un seul. Ainsi le besoin de l'ordre et de la 
sacurit& fonde les monarchies. ••• La monarchie est-elle le gouverne-
ment le plus conforme lla nature dans les temps de la civilisation 
la plus avanc3e. 2 · 
Vico had already answered Hugo's question on the fate of a country that 
has abandoned religion and monarchy. If outside intervention or a re-
vival of the monarchy fails and the people continue "isolAs dans l'intar-
8t privA. ••• Qu'elle parisse done cette soci8tA par la fureur des 
factions. 11 The old society will be replaced, a new barbaric period will 
replace it. 11L'ing8nieuse malice, la subtilita perverse disparai.ssent 
1Vico (Michelet), pp. 372-75. 
2 ~., pp. xxxvi-xxxviii. 
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sous la rouille de la barbarie." Society Will then again be susceptible 
to cultural advance; piety, truth and good faith will reappear. 1 
In his description of a "ricorso," Vico had emphasized that the 
language of the third period is prose, "langue &pistolaire," "langue 
articul,e, •• language of man as opposed to gods or heroes; as the language 
of reason, philosophy, abstractions and science. 2 Whereas in highly civi-
lized ages, ages of enlightenment, philosophy replaces religion in 
:f'urnishing the impulse toward virtue, the inevitable corruption of socie-
t.y leads to corrupted philosophies, skepticism and ultimately the condem-
nation of truth. With the "ricorso" and the renewal of society, 11 les 
hommes connaissent de nouveau la religion."3 The theological poets reap-
pear with their creative powers. Philosophy engenders eloquence and 
orators who make impassioned speeches :for justice and equalit,y, that is, 
until they also succumb to corruption. However, 11 les orateurs r, .. 
ussissent mal 1 la po,sie."4 Man's destructive bent, characteristic of 
his personalit.y in the third or human age, is described by Vico in the 
folloWing axiom: 
Les hommes sentent d1abord le n'cessaire, puis font attention A 
1 1utile, puis cherchent la cammodit,, plus tard ils aiment le 
plaisir, s 1 abandonnent au luxe et en viennent en:fin A tourmenter 
leurs richesses.5 
1 ~., pp. xxxix-xl 
2 147-48. ~., pp. 
3 Ibid., P• 381. 
4 ~., pp. lxi, 381. 
5Ibid., pp. 5<>-51. Vico•s original Italian was 11istrappazar le 
sostanze," Scienza nuova, P• 459. 
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In "But de cette publication, 11 Hugo amplifies this theory, again 
conforming to Vico 1 s theories, to suggest that the nineteenth century is 
a rebirth of the poetic age, a 11ricorso": 
Maintenant un changement de langue s 1est fait dans les id,es A 1a 
suite du changement qui s 1 'tai t fait dans les choses. Au vent 
philosophique a succ'd' un souffle religieux, A l 1esprit d'ana~se, 
1 1esprit de synth~se, au dAmon d'molisseur le g'nie de la recon-
struction. Il est apparu des hammes douAs de la facultf de cr,er, 
et ~ant tous les instincts ~st,rieux qui tracent son itin~raire au 
g'nie. L 1art qui depuis cent ana n''tait plus en France qu'une 
litt,rature, est redevenu une p~sie. ••• Au dix-huiti~me siacle il 
avait fallu une langue philosophique, au dix-neuviame il fallait une 
langue poCtique.l 
Note that here Hugo, not only states, but makes a strict application of 
Vico's aphorism that "1 1 ordre dee id,es doit suivre 1' ordre des choses. 112 
The idea that the nineteenth century is a rebirth, a reappearance 
of the age of poetry, under the eye of Providence, is an idea that Hugo 
continues to cherish much later when writing his article on Shakespeare 
in 1865. First he reiterates his belief in the 11 corsi11 and 11ricorsi, 11 
this time With the idea of progress attached: 
Lea ~st,rieuses gestations du progras se succadent selon une loi 
providentielle. Le dix-neuvi~me si~cle est un enfantement de 
civilisation.3 
Then Hugo praises the good fortune of the writers of the period for 
having been born in a period of rebirth: 
Les 'crivains et lea po~tes du dix-neuviame si~cle ont cette admira-
ble fortune de sortir d1une genase, d1arriver apr~s une fin de monde, 
d'accompagner une r'apparition de lumiare, d 18tre les organes d 1un 
111But de cette publication," p. 21. 
2Vico (Michelet), p. 51. See also Hugo's reversal of this aphorism 
in his ~face de Cromwell, p. 179. 
3victor Hugo, "William Shakespeare," Philosophie et histoire 
m81Ces, II, 399-400. 
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recommencement.1 
Hugo affirms Vico's classification of the barbaric ages as poetic ages: 
Le rythme est une puissance, puissance que le moyen lge conndt et 
subi t non moins que 1' anti qui t6. La deuxi~me barbarie, la barbarie 
f'odale, redoute, elle aussi, cette force, le vers.2 
With Vico, also, this idea was a generalization about all barbaric peri-
ods: 
Les pre11iers auteurs parmi les Orientaux, lea Egyptieru;, les Grecs 
et les Latins, les premiers ~crivains qui firent usage des no~lles 
langues de l'Europe, lorsque la barbarie antique reparut au moyen 
ige, se trouvent avoir 't' des po~tes.3 
Charles Nodier makes use of the same "corso" and 11ricorso 11 of 
history to consider the concept of progress:4 
Dire que 1 1hamme est perfectible, c 1est supposer qu'il peut changer 
de nature. ••• La seule partie de notre civilisation oa quelque ap-
parenee de perfectibilit8 se r~v~le, e'est le travail m'eanique, 
l'industrie manuelle de l'homme.5 
Then, making a direct application of the cyclic theory, Nodier states 
his denial of progress and perfectibility: 
Tranchons le mot une fois pour toutes: la soei't' est un cercle 
vicieux et tr~s vicieux; elle ne peut pas en sortir; parce qu1elle 
n'a pas dans son organisation les facult's excentriques qui la 
jetteront en dehors. Ce que nous pouvions a 't' fait, et tout ce 
qui a '~ fait se fer a. Le monde a 't' jeune, il est vieux. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
et il dureroit cent mille ans qu1il tourneroit perp,tuellement sur 
le meme axe, au gr' des mimes mobiles. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
Vi co. 
1Ibid., p. 405. 
2 Ibid.., p. 347. 
3vico (Michelet), p. 148. 
4see above, pp. 57-60, for a discussion of the idea of progress in 
5Nodier, Miseellan,es, PP• 240-41. 
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Le pronostic infaillible des soci4t~s ! venir est tout entier dans 
l'histoire des soci't's an'anties. Toutes les civilisations sont 
la. ••• et quand cela sera fini, il n 1y aura plus qu1! recammencer.l 
Nodier derives an interesting corollary from Vico 1 s theory of 
cycles to explain the renewed interest in fables and in "le fantastique" 
during his own time, which he also classifies as a period of rebirth ap-
pearing after a period of decay or transition: 
Nous devons m&me reconnoitre en cela un bienfai t spont~ de notre 
organisation; car si 11esprit humain ne se complaisoit encore dans 
de vives et brillantes chim~res, quand il a touch~ ! nu toutes les 
repoussantes r'ali t8s du monde vrai, cette 'poque de d'sabu.sement 
seroit en proie au plus violent d'sespoir, et la soci'tA offriroit 
la r,v,lation effr~ante d 1un besoin unanime de dissolution et de 
suicide. Il ne faut done pas tant crier centre le romantique et le 
fantastique. Ces innovations pr,tendues sont 1 1 expression in'vi ta-
ble des p~riodes extr@mes de 1a vie politique des nations, et sans 
elles, je sais A peine ce qui nous resteroit aujourd 1hui de 
!'instinct moral et intellectual d.e 1 1 hwnanit&.2 
Nodier offers "le fantastique" to a society which has lost its religious 
faith and is confused by the skepticism of philosophy. The "fantastique 11 
satisfies a need for the expression of the marvelous with which man has 
been endowed by nature: 
Le fantastique demande A la v'ri t' une virgini t& d' imagination et de 
croyances qui manque aux li tt&ratures secondaires, et qui ne se 
reproduit chez elle qu1l la suite de ces r'volutions dont le passage 
renouvelle tout; mais alors, et quand les religions elles-m@mes, 
'branl~s jusque dans leurs fondements, ne parlent plus l l'imagi-
nation, ou ne lui portent que des notions confuses, de jour en jour 
obscurcies par un scepticisme inquiet, il faut bien que cette 
faculU de produire le merveilleux dont la nature 1•1 dou'e s'exerce 
sur un genre de creation plus vulgaire et mieux appropri~ aux 
besoins d'une intelligence mat&rialis,e. L1apparition des fables 
recommence au moment ol finit l'empire de ces v'rit's r'elles ou 
convenues qui pr&tent un reate d 1 &me au m'canisme us' de la ci vili-
sation. VoilA ce qui a rendu le fantastique si populaire en Europe 
depuis quelques ann'es, et ce qui en fait la seule li t~rature de 
1Ibid., pp. 247-49. 
2 ~., pp. 78-79. 
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l'~ge de d~cadence ou de transition o~ nous sommes parvenus.l 
In the Tableau historique et critigue de la po~sie fran9aise au 
XVIe si~cle, written in 1828, Sainte-Beuve deviates somewhat from Vico•s 
classification of the three ages by considering his own period the third 
age of society: 
A envisager les choses de haut, il est ais~ de discerner dans 
1 1histoire d'Europe, depuis lea temps anciens jusqu1A nos jours, 
· deux grands ordres sociaux, savoir: l'antiquitA grecque et romaine, 
d'une part, et le moyen ~ge, de 1 1autre. Entre ces deux mondes, il 
y a un prodigieux abhe, creus~ et combl~ par le christianisme e t 
lea barbares. Le second ~tat de la soci~tA, le moyen lge peut 8tre 
consid~r~ comme fini. Voici trois siacles environs que 1 1 humani~ 
est en voie de recommencer une troisi~me ~re. Jusqu1ici pourtant 
elle a~~ plus occup~e A d~truire qu 1 ! fonder, et les ruines du 
croulant ~difice n'ont point encore cess~ partout de peser sur elle.2 
To designate periods subsequent to the Middle Ages as destructive 
is to hasten the beginnings of Vico 1s destructive period. Vico had 
labelled his own age as a "completed society," one that may have been 
ready to go into decline, and he quite likely felt this to be true. The 
implications are many--the dominance of the Cartesian system, the lack 
of sublime poetry. These to Vico would be manifestations of a society 
at the precipice before its period of decadence. In any case, this 
change effected by Sainte-Beuve would be essential for his own thesis, 
the establishment of the nineteenth century as the most advanced stage 
of civilization and the establishment of a literary heritage for the ro" 
mantic poets of the nineteenth century. Sainte-Beuve considers the 
Renaissance a period of transition. The seventeenth century, for Sainte-
llbid., PP• 77-78. 
2c. A. Sainte-Beuve, Oeuvres de c. A. Sainte-Beuve~ Tableau de la 
po~sie fran9aise au XVIe si~cle, ~dition d~finitive par Jules Troubat, 
2 vola. (Paris, MDCCCLXXVI), II, 33-34. 
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had made admirable efforts to "reconstruire la strophe" but it was not 
until Ch,nier's preliminary efforts which were culminated by Hugo, "qui 
a 1 1honneur de recommencer, 11 that poetry begins to achieve excellence; 2 
11la ~re perdue a 't' retrouvAe."3 
Sainte-Beuve reproduces in his work maqy of Vico 1s considerations. 
These areas of consideration are generally designed by Sainte-Beuve to 
point up the lack of a national literary heritage in France, different 
from England and It~ where this heritage had been preserved. Greek 
poetry, the "mother of all poetry of antiquity, 11 had expressed its po-
etic civilization in a manner unequaled by succeeding periods of antiqui-
ty which could only imitate and be inspired by it. 4 Vico had noted that 
the Greeks, in hastening their progress from a barbaric state, had pre-
served in verse their fables, both divine and heroic. The Romans, on 
the other hand, made their passage through the ages at a slower, more 
normal, pace and as a consequence forgot their age of gods. This age 
became for them, a veritable "temps obscur." They did however preserve 
their heroic myths, the myths fran the time of Romulus to the "laws of 
Pubilia and Petelia, 11 in other words from the aristocratic state to the 
transfer to a democracy. These myths however were preserved in prose, 
~id., P• 38. 
2 ~., pp. 31, 39-40. 
3Ibid., p. 43. 
4n,id., p. 35. 
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1 
not verse. Vico had also noted that Horace advised writers to borrow 
Greek subjects because it would be extreme~ difficult to imagine superi-
or ones. In the theater, "les Latins avec tout leur orgueil, reconnais-
saient la sup~riori ~ des Grecs dans la com6die. 11 2 
Like Vico, Sainte-Beuve also recognizes France's precipitate evo-
lution from its barbaric period, the Middle Ages, at a faster pace than 
the other countries of Europe: 
Cependant le moyen lge ne tarda pas A d~cliner. Les langues se 
polirent; 1 13tude de l'antiquit~ donna A certains esprits la pens~e 
et les moyens d'en Agaler les chefs-d'oeuvre.3 
Countries such as England and Italy, with Dante, Tasso, Ariosto, Milton, 
Spenser and Shakespeare, belong to this interim period. They preserved 
to a very high degree their religious and chivalric heritage. Their 
admirable poems take their place in the Renaissance "au confluent de 
1 1 antiqui tA et du moyen lge. 11 France, 11unhappi~, 11 stripped i tsel.f' of 
its traditions and rejected the heritage of its "ages fabuleux." The 
invasion of the material .from antiquity found nothing to contain and im-
pede its "choc." As a consequence it inundated France until some 
efforts to restrain it were made by Malherbe.4 Apparently Vico's comment 
that France had also retained its "Homeric poem," the Chronique de 
Turpin, did not impress Sainte-Beuve as indicating an adequate literary 
heritage of the Middle Ages. 
lvico (Michelet), PP• 34-35, 157. 
2 ~., P• 264. 
3sainte-Beuve, p. 35. 
4 ~., pp. 35-37. 
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In rejecting the literature of the two previous centuries the 
French romanticists were faced with the same problem which had been con-
sidered by Vico in attempting to interpret the documents of the past.l 
Sainte-Beuve states the lack of this heritage thus: 
En secouant le joug des deux derniers si~cles, la nouvelle 'cole po~ 
'tique a dO. s 1 inqui,ter de ce qui s 1 'tai t fait auparavant et chercher 
dans nos origines quelque chose de national l quoi se rattacher. A 
d'faut de vieux monuments et d1oeuvres impoaantes, il a fallu se con-
tenter d 1essais incomplete, rares, tomb3s dans le m8pris.2 
As Vico and Hugo had solved the problem in part by the theory of resusci-
tation, Sainte-Beuve seems to do the same thing, however in a less ex-
plicit way. He credits Ch,nier with a contribution to the resuscitation 
of this material. "Il les a peu connus; mais il a fait mieux, il les a 
retro~s." Further in his discussion, using a statement that canes 
closer to Vice's resuscitation theory, Sainte-Beuve pointed out that 
England and Italy had simply to immerse themselves in the tradition of 
Shakespeare and Dante to 11rajeunir11 their language. With France it was 
different: 
mais nous manquions, nous autres, de ces imm.enses lacs sacr6s en r&-
serve pour les jours de r&g&n,ration et nous avons dO. puiser dans le 
pr6sent et en nous-m&mes.3 
Note also the use of the words 11rajeunir 11 and 11r6g6n6ration11 which are 
suggestive of a 11ricorso11 although the idea was lacking in his general 
division of the history of humanity above. 
One more point of contact between Vico and Sainte-Beuve should be 
1 See above, p. 113. 
2Sainte-Beuve, pp. 33-34. 
3Ibid., p. 41. 
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mentioned. Sainte-Beuve states that the French Middle Ages had inade-
quately expressed its history in poetic form, even though the age was 
essentially energetic, heroic and poetic. Poetry found other avenues of 
expression in tourneys, hand to hand combat, the crusades, the pilgrim-
ages, and above all in the "sublime cathedrals," in its religious faith 
and "catholic genius. 111 For Vico the language of the heroic age was a 
combination of the divine mute language of primitive times and the ar-
ticulated language of the third age. "Cet lge en eut plus d 1une qui lui 
rut propre; je parle des embllmes, des devises. ••• C'est cette langue 
que parlent les armes des h'ros."2 The language of the primitive poet 
was a divine mental language, "dont les signes sont des c&r&monies 
sacr,es." This language was necessary for the primitive poet since he 
could not yet articulate. 3 
Alfred de Vigey expanded this idea to the concept of the subl.illi ty 
and purity of mute poetry in an entry made in his Journal d 1un poc\te, in 
1832. "Le silence est l.a Po,sie m8me pour moi."4 
Corollary to Vico's "Sagesse Po&tique" 
The closest approximation to Vico•s "sagesse po&tique" is to be 
found in Nodier, "Du fantastique en li tt&rature." Both start from the 
same general principle, perhaps Vico's most important new pronouncement 
concerning the nature of poetic expression and the theory which 
1Ibid., p. 35. 
2Vico (Michelet), pp. xxii-xxiii. 
3Ibid., P• 296. 
4Journal d 1un po~te, p. 100. 
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establishes the basis for the rejection of classical standards. Both 
consider poetic expression not the result or refinement and culture, but 
a result of the need to express sensations in an imaginative w~, be-
cause of the lack of a more sophisticated language and the power to 
abstract. Vico had stated the following axiom: "La po3sie est n3e de 
1 1 indigence du lang age, et de la nAcessi t3 de s 1 expriller • .,l This "sage sse 
po3tique" began from a 11mAtaphysique 11 based on the senses and the imagi-
nation, not on abstractions and reasoning: 11L1ignorance est mire de 
1 1admiration. Ignorant tout ils r=les hommes primitifs~ admiraient vive-
ment. "2 Nodier also attributes poetic expression to this same cause and 
in the same manner: 
La lit~rature, esthatique par n~cessit~ plut6t que par choix, se 
ren!erma longtemps dans 1 1expression naive de la sensation.3 
Vico 1s "ignorance" and "admiration" can be equated with Nodier's 
"naiveta.n This theory of "necessity" can be proved, says Vico, 
par les ornemens dont se pare la poasie--images, comparaisons, m3ta.-
phores, periphrases, les tours qui expriment les choses par leurs 
propria~s ~turelles, les descriptions qui les peignent par les 
d&tails, ••• 
Nodier's language in this instance is very similar: 
Elle g.a li tUratureJ compara un peu plus tard les sensations entre 
elles, elle se plut~ davelopper les descriptions, l saisir les 
eStes caractaristiques des choses, l supplaer aux mots par les 
figures.5 
------------------------------··~ 
lvico (Miohelet), p. 154. 
2 ~., P• 109. 
3Nodier, Miseellanaes, p. 69. 
4vico (Michelet), p. 154. 
5 Nodier, p. 69. 
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Same slight difference in idea is noted here since what Vico had used as 
proof of his theory of "necessity, 11 Nodier combines with a later step in 
primitive poetry as it had been described by Vico. Poetic figures of 
speech are also stimulated by the necessity to express thoughts while 
being hampered by the lack of words to refer to abstract forms. 
Mais l mesure que 1 1esprit humain se d'veloppa, ! mesure que l'on 
trouva lea paroles qui signifient des formes abstraites, ou des 
genres camprenant leurs esp~ces, ou unissant lee parties en leur 
entiers, lea expression des premiers hommes devinrent des figures.l 
This is Vico's proof that grammarians have been wrong when they say that 
the language of prose is "propre," the language of poetry is 11 impropre," 
and that the first language was prose while poetry came later.2 
Vico continued the discussion of his "sagesse po~tique 11 to show 
its progression to metaphysical speculation: 
Plus tard encore le mot sagesse vint 1 signifier la science natwrelle 
des choses divines, c 1est! dire la m'taphysique,-qui cherchait I 
conna!tre 1 1intelligence de 1 1homme par la contemplation de Dieu, 
doit tenir Dieu par le r'gulateur de tout bien, puisqu1elle le 
reconnatt pour la source de toute v~ri~. Enfin la sagesse parmi 
les H~breux et ensuite parmi les C~tiens a d'sign' la science des 
v'rit~s eternelles rev~l,es par Dieu.3 
Vico developed this idea further to show that all "sciences" derive from 
this 11sagesse poetique, 11 all ideas, customs and actions: 
La metaphysique est la science sublime qui r~partit aux sciences 
subalternes les sujets dont elles doivent traiter. ••• D1une seule 
branche de ce tronc sortirent, en se separant: la logique, la 
morale, 1 1economie et la morale po4tique; d'une autre branche sortit 
avec le m&me caract~re poetique, la physique, mare de la cosmogra-
phie, et par suite de 11astronomie l laquelle la chronologie et la 
lvico (Michelet), p. 132. 
2Ibid. 
3Ibid., P• 105. 
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g&ographie, ses deux filles, doivent leur certitude.l 
Nodier reproduces the essential idea above in his evolution of poetic 
expression: 
Quand ce genre d' impression fut modifi& et presque us' par une 
longue habitude, la pens'e s''leva du connu 1 1 1inconnu. Elle appro-
fondit les lois occultes de la soci&t&, elle &tudia les ressorts 
secrets de !'organisation universelle; elle acoula, dans le silence 
des nuits, 1 1harmonie merveilleuse des sph~res, elle inventa lea 
sciences contemplatives et les religions.2 
Le·p;i~t·c~~t·d; ;o~ ;s;o; ~;tte·g,n~r;tio~ ;r;g;e;siveJ•s; • 
perd dans le sein de Dieu, qui est la sublime science.3 
Nod.ier' s ideas bear the suggestion of Vico that the early poets were 
theological poets. Vico had described them thus: 
La muse fut done proprement dans 11 origine 1a science de 1a di vi-
nation et des auspices, laquelle fut la sagesse vulgaire de toutes 
les nations, ••• elle consistait 1 contempler Dieu dans l'un de ses 
attributs, dans sa Providence; aussi de di Tination, 1 1 essence de 
Dieu a-t-elle 't& appell'e divini~.L Dans ce genre de sagesse, les 
sages furent lea po~tes theologians.~ 
Vico showed how this "sagesse po4tique" was to be attributed to 
"celebrated men" who contributed to daily life "des avis utiles. "5 This 
step is not mentioned b.Y Nodier. He does however show the transfer of 
poetic Wisdom to the early legislative process, the transfer from the 
contemplative sciences, religion, and the study of the "harmo:n;y of 
spheres" to the civil world. Vico expressed it thus: 
Plus tard la sagesse [po&tique] passa dans 1 1 opinion aux hommes qui 
1Ibid., pp. 106-107. 
2 Nodier, p. 69. 
~id., p. 72. 
4vico (Michelet), p. 104. 
5 Ibid., p. 105. 
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ordonnent et gouvernent sagement les &tats, dans l 1 int&r8t des 
nations.l 
Nodier expresses the same idea: 
Ce minis-tare imposant fut llinitiation du polte au grand ouvrage de 
la legislation.2 
Both Vico and Nodier intermingle poetry, religion and politics in 
the person of these poets, what Gianturco calls the "fusion of the 
doctrine of interests. u3 This was Vico 1 s "economie poetique" in the 
patriarchal society: 
Les premiers p~res furent l la fois lea sages, lea pr8tres et les 
rois ou legislateurs de leur famille. Ils durent 8tre dans la 
famille des rois absolus, su~rieurs l tous les autres membres, et 
soumis seulement l Dieu. Leur pouvoir fut arm' des terreurs d 1 une 
religion effroyable, et sanctionne par les peines les plus cruels.4 
Nodier effects the same fusion: 
Il r1e po~te] se trouva, par le fait de cette puissance qui s 1etoit 
revtlee en lui, magistrat et pontife, et s 1institua au-dessus de 
toutes les societ&s humaines un sanctuaire sacre duquel il ne 
communiqua plus avec la terre que par des instructions solennelles, 
du fond du buisson ardent, du SOliTilet de Sinai, des hauteurs de 
l'Olympe et du Parnasse.5 
This commonly shared idea of the communion of the gods and the theologi-
cal poet had been clarified by Vico. Jupiter commanded by signs, "idee 
sublime, digne expression de la majeste divine." These words are called 
by Vico, "paroles reelles 11 of nature in its entirety, which comprised 
the language of Jupiter. All pagan nations believed that they possessed 
libid., p. 105. 
2Nodier, p. 10. 
3Gianturco, Joseph de Maistre and Giambattista Vico, p. 107. 
4vico (Michelet), PP• 174-75. 
5Nodier, p. 10. 
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this "divine language," called by the Greeks, "theologie," that is to 
say, "science of the language of the gods." The theological poets were 
"les interprates des dieux."1 
As Hodier continues his study of the evolution of poetic creation, 
his ideas remain the same as those expressed in the Scienza nuova. The 
"essential creations" having been made and accepted as "truths," Nodier 
introduces a new kind of poetic creation: 
Elle s 16gara A dessein dans une r'gion id,ale moins imposante, mais 
non moins riches en s'ductions; et, pour tout dire, elle inventa le 
mensonge. ••• elle augmenta rapidement son domaine de d'couvertes 
immenses et merveilleuses, bien plus frappantes et bien plus multiM 
pli~es que celles que lui avoit fourni le monde plastique. Bient6t 
toutes ces fantaisies prirent un corps, ces corps factices une indi-
viduali t,, une ha.rmonie, et le monde intenn&diare rut troud. 2 
Without question the intermediate world of which Nodier speaks was 
Vico's heroic age. Nodier•s "essential creations" can very easily be 
related to Vico•s "universali tantastici," the colossal poetic creations 
such as Jupiter and the rest of the family of gods and goddesses. To 
these divine beings they attributed the causes or phenomena in nature 
and the material world. Being unable to create abstractions, they in-
vested these divine beings with their own physical characteristics and 
nature.3 This creative technique of the theological poets was acceptable 
to Vico because it is a characteristic of man that when he is unable to 
understand things 11 lointaines et inconnues," he judges them by things 
lvico (Michelet), pp. 114-15. 
2 Nodier, p. 72. 
3vico (Michelet), p. 126J 
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known and present. Further, "omne ignotum pro magnifico est.nl Vico'a 
explanation of the acceptability as truths of these creations is worth 
including. The creations of the theological poets, the "universali 
fantastici," are acceptable as true because, since so maqy nations had a 
Jupiter, it must be a truth. "Des id,es unifomes n'es chez des peuples 
inconnus les uns aux autres doivent avoir un motif canmun de v4rita. 112 
Also it is a lack of the power of reflection that makes the primitive 
poet incapable of telling a falsehood. Therefore fables, in their ori-
gin, were "des r'cits v4ritables et d'un caract~re s~rieux, ••• la fable 
a At6 d'finie vera narratio," history. However, in a higher stage of 
development of man 1 s reasoning power, "la reS flexion d'tourn'e de son 
usage naturel, est m~re du mensonge et de la fiction, 11 producer of 
Vico' s "generi fantastici." This is true because by the t:ille that Homer 
had received the fables that go to make up the Iliad and the Odyssey 
they were already "altered" and "corrupted. 11 3 Aristotle had C<llllllented on 
this, added Vico: "Aristote trouve qu'il est impossible d''galer les 
mensonges po,tiques d 1 Hom~re." The Homeric poems were put into written 
form at the time when Greece had begun its third, advanced rational 
period.4 
In this transitional period between the divine and the human, po-
etic creation reflects the transition. Says Vico: 
1 p. 25. Ibid., 
P• 20.-
Vico is here quoting Tacitus, Vita d 1agricola, 
2 Ibid., p. 31. 
3 ~., p. 269. 
4 Ibid., p. 273. 
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La langue h&roique employa pour noms communs des noms propres ou des 
noms de peuples. ••• Tous les peuples de l'antiqui~ dirent un 
Hercule pour un h&ros. Cette cr&ation des caractAres id,aux qui 
semblerait 1 1effort d 1un art ing~nieux, rut une n'cessit' pour 
l 1esprit humain.l 
Vico's explanation for this necessit,y is based on an observation of 
children who apply the names of people and things they know to people 
and things that have analogous characteristics. For this reason these 
primitive creators called all heroes, hero, all poets, poet. Because of 
a love of the uniform, a characteristic instinct to man, they added to 
these first "ideas" "des fictions singuli~rem.ent en harm.onie avec les 
r'alit,s, et peu-l-peu les noms de h'ros, de p~tes, qui d 1 abord d'sig-
naient des individus, comprirent tous les caract3res de perfection qui 
pouvaient entrer dans le type id&al de l'heroisme, de po~sie. 11 2 These 
are Vico 1s "generi fantastici. 11 The result of this poetic creation, 
concludes Vico, is "le vrai po,tique, 11 which is truer than the real 
truth. 11Quel h~ros de l'histoire remplira le caract~re h'roique aussi 
bien que l'Achille de l 1 Iliade? 11 3 
Nodier considers the third period, the human period, also as did 
Vico. As has been noted above, Vico 1s classification of languages had 
characterized the first primitive language as "hi~rog~he, sacr&e, ou 
divine, 11 the second was the 11 sym.bolique, 11 using as characters signs or 
heroic emblems. It was not until the third period that the language be-
came 11&pistolaire," alphabetical, also at times called "articille." In 
libid., pp. xxiii-xxiv. 
2~., P• xxiv. 
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a statement further explaining the last classification, he pointed out 
the utilitarian purposes ascribed to the language of the third period: 
la troisi~me, &pistolaire, propre 1 faire communiquer entre elles 
les personnes eloign~es, pour les besoins pr~sens de la vie.l 
Nodier, using the word literature instead of languase, attributes the 
same materialistic quality to its third, or human, period. He does how-
ever add the reservation that its divine aspect has not been completelY 
obliterated. 
La li tterature purement humaine se trouva redui te aux choses ordi-
naires de la vie positive, mais elle n 1 avait pas perdu l 1 el~ment 
inspirateur qui la di vinisa dans 1e premier §.ge. 2 
Later however, Nodier adds, with the invention of letters, 11qu1 ex.pire 
l'lge poetique du genre humain. 11 3 
Vico did not dismiss poetry from human existence with the advent 
of prose as Nodier seems to do in this last statement. It is possible 
that a brief sketchy reading of Vieo could result in this inference how-
ever. Vico continuallY repeated that one cannot be a sublime poet and a 
rational thinker at the same time; however poetry will continue to exist 
if man 11fetters his rational powers, u4and is guided by his senses and 
his imagination. The divine, heroic and human languages exist together. 
At any one particular period one does dominate. Indeed, it is important 
to note that the language of the heroic period is a miXture of the three 
types including the human language and it is the language of the heroic 
llbid., pp. 139-40. 
2Nodier, p. 71. 
3Ibid., P• 275. 
4see above, p. 155. 
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period that is the most 11sublillle" poetic language of a11.1 The language 
of this period With its s.ymbols, metaphors, images and comparisons, 
having passed into the third, "articulate" period, constitutes the 
richness of poetic style.2 In this last sentiment Nodier also expresses 
an idea that is in complete agreement with Vico: 
L1h0Jmlle purement rationel est au dernier de~. C1est au second, 
c•est-A-dire A la r~gion moyenne du fantastique et de 1 1 id~ale, 
qu 1il faudrait placer le poite, dans une bonne classification philo-
sophique du genre humatn.3 
Also reminiscent of Vico 1 s ideas and language is Nodier's summary 
of the three 11 op~rations successives" of poetic creativity: 
De ces trois o~rations successives, celle de l'intelligence in-
explicable qui avoi t cr~~ le monde mat~riel, celle du g~nie di-
vinement inspir& qui avoi t devin~ le m.onde spirituel, celle de 
1 11magination qui avoit cr'' le m.ogde fantastique, se composa le 
vaste empire de la pens'e humaine. 
Nodier1 s "intelligence inexplicable" that created the material world is 
God. The "imagination" that, divinely inspired, created the spiritual 
world, are Vieo's theological poets and their creations the 11universali 
fantastici." The third step, the creation of Vico's "generi fantastici, 11 
completes Nodier 1 s "sagesse po~tique. 11 Vico had carried this progression 
one step further than does Nodier. The last type of creation for Vico 
is the "generi intelligibili, 11 products of a rational mind, again en-
dowed with human form, but this time sprung from the abstractions of the 
1Vico (Michelet), pp. xxii, 151. 
2 ~., pp. 146-47. 
~odier, pp. 72-73. 
4 Ibid., p. 74. 
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intellect.1 One final point of agreement between Vico and Nodier is the 
latter's observation that, "les langues ont fid~lement consem les 
traces de cette g&n,ration progressive," as expressed by Nodier. 2 It was 
likeWise through an investigation of the changes in languages that Vico 
had arrived at all of his conclusions in the Scienza nuova.3 
Corollaries to Vico' s 11 Generi 11 in the Description of "Types" by the 
French Romanticists 
One of Vico's most successful ideas among the French romanticists 
was his theory on the creation of "generi" - "universali fantastici, 11 
"generi rantastici," "generi intelligibili"; poetic representations 
symbolizing in the same order the divine age, the heroic age and the age 
of man. 4 Although this terminology was not used by the rODlallticists, the 
term "type" which is the most consistently used by them, seems to refer 
essentially to Vico 1s "generi fantastici," poetic characters that were 
typical or those represented in the heroic poetry or antiquity, in the 
Iliad and the Odyssey, particularly in the characterizations or Achilles 
and Ulysses, the two characters who together, in their opposing charac-
teristics, the "sublime" and the "popolaresco," symbolize the entire 
Greek nation, the true author of the Homeric works.5 
In the Pr&face de Cromwell Hugo did not treat the idea of "types" 
lvico (Michelet), p. 127. 
2 Nodier, p. 72. 
3vico (Michelet), p. xvii. 
4See above, pp. 193-96. 
Svico (Michelet), p. 267. 
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to any great extent, although there is a suggestion of it: 
Si le poate doit choisir dans les choses (et il le doit), ce n1est 
pas le beau, mais le caract&ristique .1 
Hugo amplifies this later: 
Il faut qu'l cette optique de la seine, toute figure soit ramen~e 1 
son trait le plus saillant, le plus individuel, le plus pr6cis. Le 
vrai et le trivial m@me doit avoir un accent. Rienne doit @tre 
abandonn'. Co~ Dieu, le vrai p~te est prasent partout l la fois 
dans son oeuvre. 
The idea engendered some interest for other writers, such as Balzac and 
Dumas. Balzac, in the preface to his first edition of Le cabinet des 
antiques, 1839, was particularly interested in presenting types repre-
senting customs. The task of the historian of mores 
consiste l fondre les faits analogues dans un seul tableau; n' est-il 
pas tenu de donner plutat l'esprit que la lettre des &v,nements? Il 
les synth,tise. Souvent il est n&cessaire de prendre plusieurs 
caract~res semblables pour arri ver 1 en composer un seul. 3 
Alexandre Dumas, in the preface to Charles VII, written in 1831, also 
noted his desire to present t,ypes representing moral qualities: 
Je dasirais mettre sur la seine plutOt des types que des hammes: 
ainsi Yakoub &tait pour moi la repr6sentation de 1 1esclavage 
d'Orient, Raymond de la serTitude d10ccident, le Coate, c 16tait la 
f''odalit~, le Roi, la monarchie. Une id6e morale ••• planait sur 
le tout.4 
Vico, and Hugo after him, had considered the difference between 
God's creative process and man's creative process, which has been 
1Hugo, Pr4face de Cromwell, p. 265. 
2 ~., pp. 266-67. 
3Honor' de Balzac, Le cabinet des antiques, ed. Pierre-Georges 
Castex, crit. ed. (Paris, 1958), PP• 247-48. 
4Cited b,y Vial et Denise, Id6es et doctrines litt6raires du XIIe 
si3cle (Paris, 1931), p. 218. 
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relegated to man by God. Vico stated his principle as follows: 
Dieu dans sa pure intelligence connait les 8tres et les cr~e par 
cela m&me qu'il les conna!t; les premiers hommes, puissans de leur 
ignorance, cr,aient A leur mani~re par la force d1 une imagination, 
si je puis dire, toute mat-'rielle. Plus elle ~tait mat&rielle, plus 
ses cr~ations furent sublimes.l 
For Hugo, man creates from his imagination and observation: 
Dieu cr~e dans 11intuition; l'homme cr&e dans 11inspiration, compli-
qu~e d1observation. Cette seconde, qui n1est autre chose que 
11 action divine faite par l'homme, c 1est ce qu'on nomme g'nie.2 
For Vico, God creates out of his "pure intelligence, 11 which could be 
equated with Hugo's "intuition." Man creates frcm matter by use of his 
imagination. It can properly be assumed that Hugo's "observation" re-
lates to the material world. Nodier 1 s interest in the presentation of 
types in literature includes ideas discussed by both Vico and Hugo: 
L1hamme ne compose rien de rien; mais il s''lave presque au niveau 
de la puissance de cr,ation, quand d'une foule d•&l,ments &pars il 
forme une individualit& nouvelle, et quand il lui dit: Sois.3 
There is here also an implied difference between God's creation and 
man's creation. God creates out of His intelligence and man creates 
from matter and his imagination. He would therefore seem to be saying 
substantially the same thing already said by Vico and Hugo above. 
All discussions in this study on "types" seem inevitably to revert 
to Homer. Vico attested to the genius displayed by Homer in the ere-
ation of symbols. He denied the pnysical existence of Homer 1s creations. 
Pourquoi le g~nie d1Homere dans la po~sie herorque ne put jamais 
&tre ~gal~? C1est que les carac~res des h~ros qu1il a peints ne 
lvico (Michelet), PP• 109-10. 
2Hugo, "Shakespeare, 11 p. 234. 
3Nodier, p. 48. 
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se rapportent pas 1 des @tres individuals, mais sont plutot des 
symboles populaires de chaque caractare moral.l 
Hugo, at one point in his article on Shakespeare, characterizes poetic 
genius as the creation of a model of man. 
Le propre des g'nies du premier ordre, e 'est de produire chacun un 
exemplaire de l'hamme.2 
Later, in the same work, he attempted a definition of the "type" or 
symbol using substantially the same terms which had been used by Vi co: 
Un type ne reprodui t aucun homm.e en particulier; il ne superpose ex-
actement 1 aucun individu; il r'sume et concentre sous une form.e 
humaine toute une famille de caractares et d 1esprits. Un type 
n'abr~ge pas, il condense, il n'est pas un, il est tous.3 
Nodier also denies the real existence of the Homeric characters. 
Du temps d 1 Homare, aucun guerrier n • avai t '~ identiquement son 
Achille, ou son Ajax, ou son Diom3de, aucun roi son Nestor; ~t ce 
roi et ses guerriers qui ne furent jamais, ils sont vivants.4 
Of minor importance, but in order to make analogies, it will be noted 
that Vico had also stated that Nestor was not a king, but a ~bol of 
monarchy.5 
Vieo expressed most of his ideas on the subject of symbols or 
types in the framework of advice to the "critics" (this term refers eon-
tinua~ to Scaliger, Castelvetro, often to Aristotle and at times to 
Plato). He advised these critics to consider the names Hermes, Romulus, 
Hercules and Homer as expressions of a certain national characteristic 
1Vico (Michelet), p. 250. 
2 Hugo, "Shakespeare," p. 233. 
3Ibid., p. 238. 
4Nodier, p. 49. 
5Vico (Michelet), p. 140. 
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at a certain time and 11 cOJIID'le d&signant les types de 1• esprit inventif. 11 
He assured them that this had been done by the Egyptians, ~· Raman so-
ciety in its origins, by Greek heroism, and in the early periods of 
one 1 s own country. The difficulties faced by the critic, who invariably 
wants to consider these types as real people instead of symbols, will be 
erased: 11Elles ~es difficult'~ s'expliquent, une clart& immense luit 
dans la tAnebreuse antiquit,."l As proof of his contention, Vico offered 
some examples. In the earlier period of the heroic age, man had used 
proper names or names of people for "noms communs, 11 as the ancient 
Romans had said un Tarentin for a man who used perfume and Hercules was 
the common name for hero. Later in the heroic age these names that had 
referred to individuals were invested with "fictions en harmonie avec 
les r&ali.~s" and came to include all perfect qualities applicable to 
the ideal type that the individual possessed. "Le vrai p~tique, r'-
sultat de ce double o~ration fut plus vrai que le vrai r'el; quel h&ros 
de l'histoire remplira le caract3re h&ro~que aussi bien que 11Achille de 
l 1Iliade. 112 
In the process of this investigation Nodier seems in maqy cases to 
offer the most complete amplification of Vico's ideas. Here the sym-
bolic quality of the "type 11 is reemphasized by Nodier: 
Si vous voulez reconno!tre 1 des signes sftrs dans le po~te l'in-
vention et le ~nie, qui sont la m@me chose, arr@tez-vous 1 celui 
dont les personnages deviennent des types dans toutes les litt&ra-
tures, et dont les noms propres deviennent presque toujours des 
substantifs dans toutes les langues. C1est qu'en effet le nom d 1une 
figure typique n'est plus 1 1,tiquette banale qu'on attache au socle 
1Ibid., P• xxv. 
2Ibid., p. XXiv. 
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d 1un buste ou aux plinthes d'un bas relief; c 1est le signe repr~­
sentatif d'une conception, d'une er&ation, d'une id~e. Aujourd'hui 
m&me le titre de h~ros et de demi-dieu parle moins A la pens'e que 
le nom d 1Achille.l 
Nodier brings into relief all of Vico's essential ideas. Poetic genius 
is demonstrated by excellence in the ability to create types. Proper 
nouns become substantives, Vico 1s "noms communs." The types are repre-
sentative or ideal. His outstanding example, like Vico's, is Achilles. 
In a statement which justifies the idea that the "genere" of Vico 
which is illlplici t in Nodier' s "type" is the "genere fantastico, 11 Nodier 
places the beginnings of his types in the secondary or heroic age and 
draws from this a corollary to define the difference between the classi-
cists and the romanticists: 
Dans les iges secondaires, ou le mouvement progressif de la civili-
sation a mis en jeu de nouvelles combinaisons, l'esprit humain a 
suivi deux voies, l 1une qui 'toit tout trac,e, et qui n1aboutissait 
qu11 la reproduction perp,tuelle de beaux types antiques; 1 1autre 
qui &toit inventrice et t,m,raire, et ou il s 1agissoit de ~aisir sur 
le fait le caract~re et la physionomie des types modernes. 
It is in the choice of one of these two avenues that Nodier considers 
the alignment of the two groups, the classicists and the romanticists, 
the former limiting themselves to the presentation of "beaux types," the 
latter, to "types modernes. 113 
Nodier gives examples of modern types representative of a dying 
civilization, thus COJnbining the theory of types in literature with 
Vico's theory of the decaying society before its "ricorso." The decay 
~odier, P• 49. 
2Ibid. 
)Ibid., PP• 49-50. 
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is represented by the fall of the two institutions usually indicative 
of this decay in Vico 1s ideas. According to Nodier, Werther embodies 
the anticipation of the revolutions that will soon break out in Europe; 
Ren', a "magnificent and imposing" creation in which the terrifying 
secret of a dying civilization has been placed. Ren' contains the 
bitter and horrifYing prophecy of a society that is to perish, "au bruit 
des tr6nes tracass6s et au craquement du christianisme qui tombe."1 
The question of the veracity of these "types" is of concern to all 
these theorists who see poetic beauty in their creation. Despite their 
admittedly fictional aspect, their truth lies in their degree of accepta-
bill ty. Vico had noted that the kind of truth projected by "types" was 
"plus vrai que vrai r6el, 11 and that the human mind seeks the uniform. 2 
The best single explanation of this theory to be found in Vico follows: 
Qu 1 un hom.e soi t fameux en bien ou en mal, le vulgaire ne manque pas 
de le placer en telle ou telle circonstance, et d 1 inventer sur son 
compte les fables en harmonia avec son caractclre; mensonge de fait, 
sans doute, mais v'ri ~ d • id6es, puisque le public n 1 imagine que ce 
qui est analogue I la r6ali tl. Qu' on y r6fl,chisse, on trouvera que 
le vrai poAtique, est vrai mAtaphysiquement, et que le vrai physique 
qui ne serait pas conforme, devrait passer pour faux. Le writable 
capi taine, par exemple, c 'est le Godetroi de Tas se; tous ceux qui ne 
se conformt pas en tout 1 ce modale, ne mAritent point le nom de 
capi tai.ne. 3 
The acceptability of these types is the consideration, says Nodier: 
mais on aurait tort d 1en conclure que ces types manquassent du degrA 
de vAritA relative qui est le caractare essential du beau dans les 
ouvrages de 1 1hamme. Peu importe le B,YS~e id,al ou positif dans 
lequel 1 1 auteur place ses personnages, pourvu qu1il leur attache un 
1 Ibid.' p. 63. 
2Vico (Michelet), p. xxiv. 
3lli!!·' p. 44. 
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sceau d'identitA reconnoissable 1 jamais.l 
"La fiction parfois la falsification jamais," says Hugo in his preface 
to La l'gende des aiacles in 1859, where he also discusses the theory. 2 
He sees these t,ypes as portraits of humanity, with a deeper significance 
than they would have if they represented real people or pure ab-
stractions: 
Ces portraits de 11humanit6, laissAs l 1 1humanit3 camme adieux par 
ces passants, les po~tes, sont rarement flattAs, toujours exacts, 
ressemblants de la ressemblance profonde.3 
Ils [ies typesl existent d'une existence plus intense que n'importe 
qui, se croyan"t vivant ll, dans la rue. Il y a dans leur essence 
cette quantit6 d1,ternitA qui appartient aux chefs-d'oeuvre. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••• 
Le type vit. S1il n 16tait qu 1une abstraction, les homm.es ne le 
reconnattraient pas. Un mythe l face numaine; chair, sang, nerfs, 
muscles. ••• Ils sont de l'id6al r'el.4 
Vico had made a similar comment with reference to the Greek "nouvelle 
com6die" which painted the mores of a more civilized age on which the 
philosophers of the school of Socrates had already meditated and formed 
"maxims," abstracting and summarizing all ethical and moral questions: 
M6nandre et les autres comiques grecs purent se former des carac-
teres id6aux, propres a !rapper 1 1attention du vulgaire, si docil~ 
aux exemples, tandis qu1il est incapable de profiter des maximes.~ 
The role of the public in the acceptance of these "types" is a 
point made by all these writers. Nodier says tha.t they must be 
1Nodier, p. 49. 
2Hugo, Preface to La 16gende des siAcles, I, 16. 
Jsugo, "Shakespeare," p. 233. 
4 ~., pp. 239-40. 
5vico (Michelet), p. 265. 
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"reconnoissable 1 jamais. 11 For Vico, the role of the public was a more 
active one. The symbols or types must be in accord with 11 le sens cOliJIIIUn" 
of an entire nation, to be sure, but it was the people themselves who 
first created their heroic characters and they will attribute the charac-
teristics of these renowned characters to their own contemporaries whom 
they are observing.1 It is the 11vulgaire" who place each poetic charac-
ter in a certain situation and invent "fables" in harmoey with his 
character. 2 Hugo sums up the participation of the public in the creation 
of the "type," in a more modern way than Vico, perhaps, and with special 
reference to the theater: 
Quelquefois a un moment donn,, le type sort tout fait d 1 on ne sait 
quelle collaboration du peuple en masse, avec un grand com,dien 
naif, r6alisateur involontaire et puissant; la foule est sage-fe:mm.e) 
For both Vico and Hugo, Dante is a surprising exception. He is 
the sole genius who did not create types, "1' homme de Dante, c 1 est 
Dante, 11 says Hugo. 4 Vico had :made this same observation. Dante was too 
much imbued with "philosophic wisdom" which at times produces complete 
abstractions and at others produces real people: 
Dante, tout profond qu1il 'tait dans la sagesse philosophique, a 
repr,sent' dans sa Divine com.&die, des personnages r'els et des 
faits historiques.5 
1Thid.' p. 267. 
2Thid., p. 44. 
3Hugo, "Shakespeare," p. 240. 
4Ibid. 
5vico (Michelet), p. 270. 
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Corollaries to Vico 1s Ideas on Philology in the Theories of the French 
Romanticists 
Philology plays an integral role in the Scienza nuova; it is the 
basic authority for it. "Les preuves philologiques doivent venir en 
dernier lieu. 11 The written monuments of antiquity, 11 les grands d~bris, 11 
heretofore considered useless, must be examined and made to take their 
rightful place as an authority for the history of human activity and 
human ideas.1 Vico's explanation of the function of philology as opposed 
to philosophy makes of it a necessary adjunct to philosophy: 
La philosophie contemple 1a raison, d'oa vient la science du vrai; 
la philologie ~tudie lea actes de la liber~ humaine, elle en suit 
l'autorit&; et c'est de 1! que vient la conscience du certain.2 
It is necessary, says Vico, to examine 
les &tymologies des langues indig~nes, qui nous donnent 1 1histoire 
des choses exprim~es par les mots, en examinant d'abord leur sens 
propre et originaire, et suivant le progres naturel du sens figur~, 
conform&ment l 1 1 ordre des id,es dans lequel se d~veloppe l'histoire 
des langues.3 
The responsibility for this research rests with all those who stuqy 
language and facts, whether they be grammarians, historians or critics. 
This research will reveal "interior" facts of the history of peoples, 
such as laws and customs; it will reveal "exterior" facts such as wars, 
peace treaties, trade pacts, commerce and travel.4 
As a basic first principle to be used as a guide in the research 
1Ibid., pp. 90-92. 
2Ibid., p. 29. 
3 ~., pp. 90-92. 
4 Ibid., pp. 29-30. 
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into "etymologies, 11 Vico repeats the aphorism, "la marche des id,es 
correspond ~ celle des choses, 11 applied to his "degrees of civilization, 11 
first the "forests," then "cabins," "villages," "cities" or "societies 
of citizens," "academies" or societies of "savans."1 Vico•s etymological 
principle derived from these thoughts is: 
L1histoire des langues indig~nes doit suivre cette s~rie de change-
ment que subissent les choses. Tous les mots ont des origines 
sauvages et agrestes.2 
Vico had expressed the idea that there should be a "rapprochement" 
between the philosophers and the philologists, poets, historians, gram-
mariana and critics, each group having remained 11 ~ moi ti' chemin." If 
each group had taken better account of the work of the other, they would 
have been much more useful to society and would have made Vico 1s own 
labors easier.3 
It is again Nodier who reproduces Vico's idea in very similar 
language: 
Il me semble qu'il n'y a point de guide plus philosophique que 
l'~tymologie, dans la d'finition des mots et dans leur appropriation 
aux id,es; car l''tymologie du mot, c 1est 1 1expression naive, com-
pl~te et intelligente d'une pens'e simultan'e avec 1 1invention de 
son nom et le m'canisme de sa parole. Or, toutes les id,es de sapi-
ence humaine sont rassembl,es autpurs des racines 'tymologiques qui 
se rapportent ~ l'id'e de milieu.4 
The idea that philology is the guide of philosophy had also been ex-
pressed by Vico: 
1 Ibid.' p. xx:iii. 
2Ibid., p. 51. 
3Ibid., p. 30. 
Uwodier, p. 25. 
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La philologie, science du r3el, science des faits historiques et les 
langues, fournira les mat,riaux 1 la science vraie, A la philosophi.e.l 
Vico had furnished an excellent example for Nodier 1s 11 expression naive, 
compl~te et intelligente d'une peiU!13e simultan&e avec l'invention de son 
nom et le m'canisme de sa parole" by stating that: 
Les philosophes et les philologues devaient se repr6senter les 
premiers hammes du paganisme camme concevant les objets par l 1id'e 
que leur imagination en personnifiait.2 
In a footnote to this statement Vico gives as example, 11 three ears of 
corn, or the action of cutting an ear of corn three times, to signifY 
three years.••3 
Hugo places the necessity for "correction, 11 which will be seen to 
mean philological research, over and above decisions on whether the 
"drame 11 should be written in prose or verse: 
Au demeurant, prosateur ou versificateur, le premier, 1 1 indispensable 
m'rite d 1un 'crivain dramatique, c'est la correction. Non eette 
correction toute de surface • • • mais cette correction intime, pro-
ronde, raisonn3e, qui s 1est p3Mtr3e du g6nie d1un idiome, qui en a 
sond' les racines, fouill' les 'tymologies; toujours libre, parce 
qu 1 elle est sil.re de son fait, et qu 1 elle va toujours avec la logique 
de 1a langue.4 
Vico denied the notion that languages are fixed and words are arbi-
trar,y, thus placing himself among the proponents of the existence of the 
philological laws. The principle in question here is the principle that 
change in ideas corresponds to change in things: 
Il [ce principe 3tymologique] montre combien les philologues ont eu 
lvico (Michelet), p. xxi. 
2 ~., p. 139. 
3Ibid., footnote. 
4Hugo, Pr'face de Cromwell, p. 286. 
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tort d'etablir que la signification des langues est arbitraire. 
Leur origine fut naturelle, leur signification doi t 8tre fondee en 
nature.l 
Vico uses rather scathing language to correct the grammarians of his day: 
LeS grammairienS J S I epuiSant en paroleS qui ne donnent que deS ideeS 
confuses, ignorant les origines des mots qui, dans le principe ne 
purent 8tre que claires et distinctes, ont rassure leur ignorance en 
decidant d'une mani~re generale et absolue que les voix humaines 
articulees avaient une signification arbitraire.2 
Neither does Hugo neglect the grammarians of the eighteenth centu-
ry. "Notre Dame la gra11111aire m~ne aux lisi~res" the classicists and 
grammarians of the eighteenth century, whereas it is 11la correction, 
intime, profonde, raisonnee" which should control the grammarians. 
11Elle [La correction] peut oser, hasarder, creer, inventer son style; 
elle en ale droit."3 In 1834, Hugo felt compelled to add a reassurance 
to those who concluded that this right had been abused because of the 
appearance of so many "soleciees" and "barbarismes": 
La langue a e~ retrempee l ses origines. Voill tout. Or ce sont 
les mots nouveaux, les mots inven~s, les mots faits artificielle-
ment qui detruisent le tissu d' une langue • • • ce soJ).t les idees qui 
sont les vraies et souveraines faiseuses de langue.4 
Hugo then makes a direct application of the idea of the fluidity of 
language to the French language: 
Car bien qu'en aient dit certains hammes qui n 1 avaient pas songe a 
ce qu'ils disaient, et parmi lesquels il faut ranger notamm.ent celui 
qui ecri t ces lignes, la langue fran<;aise n' est point fixee et ne se 
fi:x:era point. Une langue ne se fixe pas. L' esprit hlDI'lain est 
toujours en marche, ou, si l'on veut, en mouvement, et les langues 
1Vico (Michelet), p. xxiii. 
2Ibid., P• 149. 
3Hugo, Preface de Cromwell, pp. 286-87. 
4Hugo, "But de cette publication," pp. 22-23. 
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avec lui. Les choses sont ainsi. ••• Toute ~poque a ses id~es 
propres, il faut qu'elle ait aussi les mots propres a ces id,es • 
••• C'est done en vain que 11on veut p'trifier la mobile pbysionomie 
de notre idiome sous une forme do~e.l 
Final Corollaries to Vico's Ideas on Poetic Creativity 
This section will concern itself with the fortune of several ideas 
expressing Vico's theories on poetic creativity and the mixed attitude 
concerning them as they are applied directly to considerations of poetic 
theory during the critical years of the establishment of the French Ro-
mantic School. The writers discussed are Hugo, Vigey and Emile Des-
champs. 
Vi co's early sublime poets, ignorant of criticism and rules, had 
their own metaphysics based on the senses and the imagination: 
La sagesse po,tique, la premi~re sagesse du paganisme, dut commencer 
par une m'taphysique, non point de raisonnement et d' abstraction, 
comme celle des esprits de nos jours, mais de sentiment et d' imagi;.. 
nation. ••• La m'taphysique dont je parle, c''tait leur po,sie. ••• 
Ils donnaient aux objets de leur admiration une existence analogue 
a leurs propres id,es.2 
This concept is an integral part of Vico's system of poetics. It is im-
possible to be a sublime poet and a philosopher at the same time. It 
should be remembered that Vico's philosopher or metaphysician is also a 
writer of poetic arts. Critics, philosophers and metaphysicians are 
usually listed together and come long after the sublime poets. 
La m~taphysique d'tache 1 1 be des sens; 1a facul ~ po~tique 1 'Y 
plonge pour ainsi dire et l'y ensevelit; la m~taphysique se l~ve aux 
g,n,ralit,s, la facult' poetique descend aux particularit,s.3 
1Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, PP• 287-88. 
2Vico (Michelet), p. 109. 
3Ibid., P• 272. 
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Vico further clarifies his division between the poet and the philosopher, 
whose poetr.y lacks sublimity: 
Les pens~es abstraites regardant les g'n~ralit&s sont du damaine des 
philosophes, et les r~flexions sur les passions sont d'une fausse et 
froide po,sie.l 
What poetics and criticism produce, continued Vico, are pedantic minds 
with a penchant for "little things": 
La po,tique, la critique peuvent faire des esprits culti~s, mais 
non pas leur donner de la grandeur; la d'licatesse est un talent 
pour les petites choses, et la grandeur d 1esprit les d'daigne natu-
rellement.2 
Vico then turned to the question of Hamer's poetic style which would be 
impossible for someone imbued with philosophical precepts: 
Celui en qui lee leqons des philosophes auraient d'veloppe les senti-
mens de 1 1humanite et de 1a piti' n'aurait pas eu non plus ce style 
si fier et d 1un effet si terrible avec lequel il d~crit dans toute 
la vari't' de leurs accidens, les plus sanglants combats, avec 
lequel il diversifie de cent mani~res bizarres les tableaux de 
meurtre qui font la sublimi~ de 1 1Iliade.3 
Fina~ Vico applied his theories to a statement of the lack of poetic 
subli.mi ty in his own age: 
Mais A une 'poque si avanc~e de la civilisation les esprits, m8me du 
vulgaire, sont trop d'tach~s, trop spiritualises par les nombreuses 
abstractions des langues, par 1 1art de 1 1 ~criture, par 1 1habitude du 
calcul, pour que nous puissions nous former cette image prodigieuse 
de la nature passionn~e; nous disons bien ce mot de la bouche, mais 
nous n'avons rien dans l'esprit. Comment pourrions-nous nous re-
placer dans la vaste imagination de ces premiers hommes dont l'esprit 
~tranger A toute abstraction, A toute subtilite, 'tait tout emousse 
par les passions, plong~ dans les sens?4 
1Ibid., p. 224. 
2Ibid., p. 272. 
3 Ibid., P• 255. 
4Ibid., P• ll3. 
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Hugo regards poets who write according to "poetic arts, 11 as had 
Vico, as cultivated minds with no real poetic grandeur and fire. In 
this particular instance Hugo is speaking of the "muse" of "les derniers 
temps, 11 and of Delille in particular: 
En somme, rien n'est si cammun que cette £legance et cette noblesse 
de convention. Rien de trouve, rien d 1 imagine, rien d 1 invente dans 
le style. Ce qu 1 on a vu partout, rhetorique, ampoule, lieux communs, 
fleurs de coll~ge, poesies de vers latins. ••• Les po~tes de cette 
£cole sont 'legants A la mani~re des princes et des princesses de 
the!tre toujours sflrs de trouver dans les cases etiquetees du maga-
sin manteaux et couronnes de simi lor, qui n 1 ont que le malheur 
d'avoir servi ~ tout le monde.l 
The result is "false art, false style, false poetry, 11 devoid of nature 
and truth.2 In his short article, "But de cette publication," Hugo ex-
presses his ideas on the language of the eighteenth century in terms of 
Vico 1s attitude: 
Cette langue du diX-huiti~me si~cle, parfaitement claire, s~che, 
dure, neutre, incoloree et insipide, langue admirablement propre ! 
ce qu 1elle avait 1 faire, langue du raisonnement et non du sentiment, 
langue incapable de colorer le style, langue encore souvent 
charmante dans la prose, et en m8me temps tr~s haissable dans le 
vers, langue de philosophes en un mot, et non de po~tes.3 
Again, in language very similar to that used by Vico, Hugo decries the 
existence of the school of poetic drama of "les derniers temps, une pre-
tendue ecole d I elegance et de bon goilt, II using Shakespeare as his ex-
ample of a sublime poet:4 
La tragedie n 1est pas pour cette ecole ce qu 1elle est pour le 
bonhomme Gilles Shakespeare, par exemple, une source d 1emotions 
lHugo, Preface de Cromwell, pp. 274-75. 
2Ibid. 
3Hugo, "But de cette publication," P• 20. 
4Hugo, Pr'face de Cromwell, p. 269. 
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de toute nature, mais un cadre commode A la solution d 1 une foule de 
petits probl~mes descriptifs qu1elle se propose chemin faisant.l 
Hugo's response to the poetic aridity of 11 ces derniers temps" is 
completely compatible with the entire Scienza nuova. He proposes that 
the poet ignore the poetic arts and models and follow the example set by 
primitive poets just as Vico had co1D18elled a return to primitive 
language as a fertile source for art and science: 
En toute langue lea mots n6cessaires aux arts de la civilisation, 
aux sciences les plus sublimes, ont des origines agrestes.2 
Hugo expresses the same idea in his own poetic language: 
Il faut puiser aux sources primitives. C'est la m&me s~ve, ~pandue 
sur le sol, qui produit tous les arbres de la for@t, si divers de 
fruit, de feuillage. 3 
Hugo's stated preference for poetry over prose in the drama has no 
direct source in the Scienza nuova. However, Vico's strong love for 
poetry and the sublimity of "poetic ages" is very evident throughout the 
major work. In his description of the passage frOJil the "poetic" age to 
the 11 age of prose, 11 it is quite evident that prose, though it permits 
more easily the facult,y for abstraction and philosophical reflection, 
changes the expression of ideas to a "m~thode abr'g'e· Ainsi cette 
phrase po,tique, • • • le sang me bout dans le coeur, fut exprilll'e par un 
seul mot, co1Are.•4 Further, Vico discusses the matter of pbysiolo,ie 
1Ibid., pp. 269-270. 
2Vico (Michelet), P• 128. 
3Hugo, Pr'face de Cromwell, P• 256. 
4vico (Michelet), p. 156. 
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po~tique and descriptions heroiques in two successive chapters,lrelating 
them to show the difference in expression between the theological poets 
and the later abstract prosaic language of reflection and reason. Here 
Vico analyzes the language of these theological poets, showing how th~ 
had considered two metaphysical concepts, the idea of @tre and subsister. 
Undoubtedly, primitive man, the primitive poet of Latium, grossly con-
sidered @tre in confusion with the act of manger, which was probably the 
original meaning of ~· Thus today peasants are heard to say, "il 
mange encore" instead of "il vi t encore. 11 The idea of existence was too 
abstract a concept for the theological poets.2 They conceived also the 
idea of subsister, that is to say 8tre debout, 8tre ~ ~ pieds. It 
is in this sense that Achilles• desti~ is attached to his heels.3 These 
primitives reduced the entire "machine" of the human body to "solids" 
and "liquids." Solids themselves were reduced to chairs, viscera. 
"Vesci voulai t dire se nourrir parce que lea alimens qu 1 on as simile font 
de la chair. n4 
Of more interest perhaps for this point of contact with Hugo's 
preference for poetry over prose, is Vice's discussion of the primitive 
poet's expression of things of the soul. The primitive poet ascribed 
the functions of the soul to three parts of the body, la t8te, la 
poitrine, and le ~· All matters of knowledge related to the head. 
1 Ibid., PP• 221~28. 
2Ibid., p. 221. 
3Ibid., PP• 221-22. 
4Ibid., PP• 222 ... 23. Maey other examples are listed. 
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Since knowledge for them was imaginative, the head was the abode of the 
m~moire, a term used in Latin to designate !'imagination. In the second 
barbaric period, the Middle Ages, the word imagination was used to desig-
nate g~nie, esprit. "En effet, !'imagination n 1est que le r~sultat des 
souvenirs; le g'nie ne fait autre chose que travailler sur les ma~riaux 
que lui offre la m~moire. 111 The poitrine is the seat of all the passions. 
To the COeur were ascribed all the conseils, all their thoughts, all the 
inqui~tudes churning in their hearts. 2 
All the external functions of the soul were related to the senses 
of the body, continues Vice: 
Les premiers hommes, ayant peu ou point de raison, et ~tant au 
contraire tout imagination, rapportaient les fonctions externes de 
l'ame aux cinq sens du corps, mais consid~r~s dans toute la finesse, 
dans toute la force et 1a vivaci~ qu1ils avaient alors.3 
Vico offers numerous examples of terms used by primitive man to explain 
the action of the senses, later reduced to abstract philosophical terms, 
one of which is as follows: 
Ils disaient pour voir distinctement cernere oculis (d•oa l'italien 
scernere, discerner), mot-1-mot, s~parer par les ~' parce que les 
yeux sont comme un cible dont les pupilles sont les trous; de m~me 
que du cible sortent les jets de poussi~re qui vont toucher 1a terre, 
ainsi des yeux semblent sortir par les pupilles les jets ou rayons 
de lumi~re qui vont !rapper les objets que nous voyons distinctement; 
c'est le rfon visuel, deviM par les sto!ciens, et d~montr~ par 
Descartes. 
Summing up his ideas of poetic descriptions Vico emphasizes the 
1Thid., P• 224. 
2 Ibid., P• 226. 
3Ibid., p. 227. 
4Ibid. For more examples see pp. 227-28. 
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superiority of the creative language of the primitive poet, unencumbered 
by philosophical, abstract knowledge: 
Dans ses premiers temps o~ 1 1esprit humain n 1 avait point tir' de 
1 1art d''crire, de celui de raisonner et de compter, la subtilite 
qu'il a aujourd 1hui, o~ la multitude de mots abstraits que nous 
voyona dans les langues modernes, ne lui avait pas encore donn& ses 
habitudes d'abstraction continuelle, il occupait toutes ses forces 
dans l'exercice de ces trois belles facul~s qu 1il doit 1 son union 
avec le corps, et qui toutes trois sont relatives 1 1a premi3re 
operation de 1 1esprit, 1 1invention.l 
It is for reasons such as shown above, concludes Vico, "qu' on doi t 
comprendre pourquoi les descriptions po~tiques, telles quelles d'Hom~re, 
ont tant d 1 ~clat, et sont si frappantes." No poet of succeeding ages 
has been able to equal them.2 
Hugo, in the Pr~face de Cromwell, has written an "axiom" that 
might very well sum up Vico 1s discussion of early poetic language. Pro-
claiming the superiority of verse forma for the drama, he says: 
Le vers embrasse 1 1 id,e, s'y incorpore etroitement, la resserre et 
1a developpe tout 1 la fois, lui pr8te une figure, plus svelte, plus 
stricte, plus compl~te, et nous la donne en quelque sorte en elixir. 
Le vers est la forme optique de la pena~e. VoilA pourquoi il con-
vient surtout 1 la perspective sc,nique. Fait d 1une certai.ne fa~on, 
il communique son relief 1 des choses qui, sans lui, passeraient 
insignifiantes et vulgaires.3 
Hugo reemphasizes this point: 
L'idee tre~e dana le vers, prend soudain quelque chose de plus 
incisif et de plus eclatant. C1est le fer qui devient acier. 
On sent que la prose ••• r'duite au dialogue et au positif, est
4 loin d 1avoir ces ressources. Elle a lea ailes bien mains larges. 
libid., p. 224. 
2Ibid., p. 228. 
3Hugo, Preface de Cromwell, p. 278. 
4Ibid., PP• 283-84. 
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In view of Hugo's description of prose, attention should be redirected 
to Vico's description of prose, "la langue ~pistolaire," the language of 
communication between people, the language for making known the utili-
tarian needs of life.1 Both Vico and Hugo make the very common obser-
vation that what has been said in poetic form remains longer in the 
memory of the listener.2 
Vico had observed that the French, like the Greeks, had evolved 
from their barbaric period to their civilized period faster than is 
ordinarily the case with a resultant preoccupation with things of a more 
advanced civilization: 
Ce passage pr~mature de la barbarie aux sciences lea plus subtiles 
a do~ A la langue franyaise une delicatesse aup~rieure A toutea 
les langue a vi vantes; c' est elle qui reprodui t le mieux 1' atticisme 
des Grecs. Comme la langue grecque, elle est auasi eminemment 
propre 1 traiter les sujets scientifiques.3 
Hugo comments on the attitude prevalent among some of his contemporary 
11reformateura distingues," who considered prose better adapted to the 
language of the theater because "certain elements of French poetic 
language are incompatible with 'le naturel et le vrai. 1 " Hugo denies 
that this is true. If the dramatic poetry of the time is stiff and 
"pomposo, 11 it is because of "1 1 ouvrier, 11 not 111 1 outil." Do not condemn 
the form, but the uaer.4 
In Hugo's final comment on the falseness of French poetry of the 
lvico (Michelet), pp. 139-40. See also above, pp. 156-57. 
2vico (Michelet), pp. 268, 270; Hugo, Preface de Cromwell, p. 283. 
3vico (Michelet), pp. 34-35. See also above, P• 74, for proof of 
this idea. 
4Hugo, Preface de Cromwell, pp. 275-77. 
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eighteenth century he again uses an idea and image which is reminiscent 
of Vico's opinion of poetry written in advanced stages of civilization. 
The basis of observation from which both are speaking is the lack of a 
robust poetic quality in these ages. Vico gives possible reasons for 
the lack of this quality: 
L 1 h~rorsme galant des modernes a &~ imagin~ par les potltes qui 
vinrent bien long-temps apr~s Ham~re, soit que 1 1invention des 
fables nouvelles leur apartienne, soit que les moeurs devenant 
eff~min~es avec le temps, ils aient alt&r~, et enfin eorrom.pu 
enti~rement les premi~res fables graves et s~wres, comme il 
convenait aux fondateurs des soei~~s.l 
Hugo 1 s similar remarks are prompted by Voltaire 1 s dictum that 11Le goilt 
n'est autre chose pour la po,sie que ce qu'il est pour les ajustements 
2 des femmes." Hugo's response reduces Vico' s reasons for this lack to a 
question of the literary taste of the eighteenth century: 
Ainsi, le goftt, c'est la coquetterie. Paroles remarquables qui 
peignent ! merveille eette po,sie fard,e, mouche~e, poudr,e, du 
dix-hui ti~me si~cle, cette li t~rature ! paniers, ! pompons et ! 
falbalas.3 
&d.le Deschamps (1791-1871), one of the most important writers of 
manifestos for the Romantic School along with Hugo, Sainte-Beuve and 
Vigny, also merits a place in this discussion.4 In his preface to 
Etudes franxaises et ~trang~res, written in 1829, Deschamps finds areas 
of both agreement and disagreement with Vico. Like Vico, Deschamps con-
siders the modern period devoid of true poetry. For Deschamps also, his 
lvico (Michelet), pp. 220-30. 
2Hugo, Pr~face de Cromwell, pp. 314-15. 
3Ibid., P• 315. 
4Among others, the importance of DeschaBlps is the judgment of Guy 
Michaud et Ph. Van Ti.eghem, Le romantisme (Paris, 1952), p. 63. 
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own period represents a revival of the poetic period: 
La litt,rature des deux derniers si~cles est res~e fort inf~rieure 
1 toutes lea lit~ratures anciennes et modernes dans trois genres; 
et fort heureusement pour les p~tes du siacle actuel, ces genres 
sont: l'Epique, le Lyrique et l'El~giaque, c'est 1 dire, ce qu1il 
y a de plus 'leva dans la p~sie, si ce n'est pas la po~sie m8me.l 
True poetry is not generally the product of advanced ages of ci vili-
zation: 
Au surplus, Voltaire a v&cu au milieu d'une civilisation trop 
avanc~e pour composer un bon pohe ~pique, quand bien m@me il 
aurait eu la puissance et la vocation.2 
Rather, continues Deschamps, this type of poetry is typical of the more 
primitive civilizations, "c 1 est en g~n~ral dans lea premiers temps 
lit~raires d 1un peuple, lorsque les croyances ne sont pas atti~dies.'.3 
Vico 1 s precept that the philosopher cannot at the same time be a sublime 
poet seems to have no significance for Deschamps. It is the advanced 
state of civilization itself that makes this possible. Public taste de-
termines the predominance of a genre. Vi co would have agreed with this • 
Again agreeing with Vico that literary tastes as manifested by 
critics and "poetic arts" are not matters for consideration, and that 
there is a certain kind of poetry that expresses a certain age, Des-
champs asks all philosophers, poets and historians to join together, to 
ignore all "vaines th~ories" and with these three "scepters" of thought 
to address themselves to the French nation, the first people of the 
world, "parce qu 1 il est le plus chevaleresque et en m@me temps le plus 
1&ule Deschamps, "P~face, 11 Etudes fran9aises et ~trang~res, 
(Paris, 1829), pp. ix-x. 
2Ibid., PP• x-xi • 
.3Ibid., P• xi. 
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philosophique. 111 Here again Vico had laid down the idea that France, 
though she had entered her philosophical period earlier than the other 
nations of Europe, also retained at the same time her own Homeric poem, 
the "historical fable" of the exploits of the archbishop Turpin. 2 
In a burst of nationalistic pride, Deschamps envisions a period of 
poetic creation that will be as glorious under a constitutional monarchy 
as it had been under the century of absolute monarchy: 
La France n'a plus besoin d'aller chercher des examples hors de chez 
elle; sea jeunes po~tes, nourris des souvenirs de son pass,e, en-
richis des tr&sors litt&raires de ses voisins, et tous palpitans des 
,v,nemens extraordinaires qui ont remu' le monde autour d1eu:x, ne se 
laisseront point intimider par tant d'obstacles, et la monarchie 
constitutionelle aura son beau si~cle camme la monarchie absolue.3 
Here Deschamps is on the one hand guilty of Vico' s "boria delle nazioni," 
excessive pride in one's own institutions.4 On the other hand he may 
well be manifesting the same predilection for the monarchical form of 
government as had been expressed by Vico,5with the modification of 
constitutional rather than absolute monarchy made necessary by the turn 
of contemporary affairs and perhaps by personal inclination. 
Deschamps reiterates Vico 1 s idea concerning the advanced state of 
civilization in France. Highly civilized states tend toward a maximum 
development of rational powers and a consequent dulling of the senses 
and the imagination, both requisite characteristics for the composition 
1Ibid., PP• xxvi-xxvii. 
2 See above, PP• 146 ... 4 7. 
3neschamps, p. :xxiv. 
4see above, p. 94. 
5See above, p. 179. 
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of sublime poetry.1 In this case Deschamps stresses also the necessity 
for the possession of these characteristics for the enjoyment of poetry, 
characteristics which he finds lacking in France: 
Dans notre pays on comprend beaucoup plus et beaucoup mieux qu 1 on ne 
sent. Or la po,sie n'est pas seulement un genre litt,raire, elle 
est aussi un art, par son har.monie, sea couleurs et ses images, et 
comme telle c 1 est sur les sens et 1' imagination qu' elle doi t d • abord 
agir; c'est ~ar cette double route qu'elle doit arriver l notre 
entendement. 
Vico's idea that modern France is the best reproduction of "l'atticisme 
des Grecs 11 could be equated to the following statement by Deschamps: 
C•est en France surtout, chez le peuple le plus spirituel et le plus 
intelligent de l'Europe, que la haute po,sie est peut-@tre le moins 
gofttee, ••• Lea brillantes quali~s de leur esprit, la vivacitl pro-
digieuse de leur conversation, la coquetterie de leurs moeurs, sont 
en opposition directe avec le sentiment p~tique, qui ne se developpe 
que dans une vie receuillie ou passionn'e. A Paris, lea arts e t la 
p~sie sont un sujet de discussion au lieu d'@tre un amour; il n'y a 
pas de pays o~ 1 1 on en parle plus et o~ 1 1 on en jouisse moins.3 
Vico's axiom, that one cannot be a sublime poet and a philosopher 
at the same time, generates a strong disagreement from Deschamps. As 
has been noted above, Vico had softened this dogmatic pronouncement 
elsewhere to indicate that the "philosopher" or rational man must subdue 
his natural bent in order to give freedom of expression to his imagi-
nation and senses. Only then can he create sublime poetry. 4 Deschamps 
however reacts to a literal interpretation of Vico's idea, that sublime 
poetry is the primary privilege of the primitive state: 
1Vico (Michelet), pp. 147-48. See also above, p. 180. 
2Deschamps, PP• xvii-xviii. 
3~., p. xix. 
4See above, pp. 67, 155. 
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Et qu'on ne dise pas que dans un si~cle comme le n8tre, o~ les 
sciences politiques et les ~tudes philosophiques sont por~es l un 
si haut point de perfection, les po~tes ne peuvent plus acguerir la 
pr~pond£rance qu 1ils avaient dans les lges moins ~clai~s.l 
Deschamps offers as proof of his contention the existence of such poets 
as Goethe, imbued with German philosophy; and Byron, a product of the 
nation "which is the birth place of politics. 11 In fact, great poets 
have always been the most learned men and 11les plus philosophes. 11 These 
two faculties are requisite qualities of great poets. 2 
Vico had terminated his section on 11sagesse po~tique" with a eulo-
gy of its sublime power. He concluded that poetic wisdom deserves this 
eulogy because it had created fables in which were found fertile seeds, 
however imperfect at times, of inestimable value to later researches in 
philosophy and science. It can be concluded, he adds, that: 11les 
p~tes th~ologiens furent le sens, les philosophes furent 1 1 intelligence 
de la sage sse humaine. "3 
Alfred de Vigny is also concerned with the imaginative power of 
the poet as opposed to the rational power of the philosopher. The all 
importance of the imagination was noted in an entry in his Journal in 
1839: 
Dans les oeuvres des arts, l'imagination est la toute puissance; 1e 
plus haut point du genre est de cr~er des carac~res et de composer 
une fable.4 
Noting a disinclination for the two faculties to respect the merits of 
1Deschamps, p. XXiii. 
2Ibid. 
3vico (Michelet), p. 247. 
4Vigey, Journal d' un po~te, p. 89. 
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each other, lest philosophy lose its "right to teach" and art "lose the 
charm of its passion,"lVigny sought a closer relationship between the 
two. Like Hugo who prefers a "drame pi ttoresque et philosophique" at 
the same time, and Deschamps whose poet is also a philosopher, Vigny 
seeks a fusion of two faculties: 
Qu 1 il entre un peu d 1 art dans la philosophie, m8me seulement A la 
surface et pour la composition; qu 1il entre un peu de philosophie 
dans 11 art, m8me seulement dans le fond, reparaissant rarement et 
se dessinant plut8t que se montrant.2 
SUlllll'lary 
In summary of this chapter, which has been an attempt to show how 
some of Vico 1s theories found their w~ into the ideas of several French 
romanticists, it has been noted that many of Vico 1 s theories found 
practical application. The theory of the 11ricorsi" found favor with 
Hugo and Nodier who saw the nineteenth century as a rebirth of a re-
ligious and poetic age and a rejection of the eighteenth century and its 
classical, rational tradition. For Nodier a revival of interest in fan-
tastic literature furnishes a substitute for the lack of religious faith 
and an antidote to philosophical skepticism. For Sainte-Beuve the 
"corso" has been modified from three ages to two, but the third age 
about to begin with his era certainly resembles a period of rebirth and 
the beginnings of a literary reconstruction which had begun during the 
Renaissance with the "Pleiade. 11 
Nodier•s description of the progression in the stages of poetic 
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creativity embodies in the most complete way Vico 1 s "sagesse pothique." 
His examination places the poet in an intermediate position between the 
primitive poet and the philosopher. Nodier also, as well as Hugo, and 
with minor consideration from Dumas and Balzac, dwells on the theory of 
"types," poetic characters symbolizing all the qualities of a particular 
"genere" rather than philosophical abstractions of a moral concept. 
These types seem to be, in essence, Vico' s "generi fantastici," the 
types portrayed in the Iliad and the Odyssey. All either agree or imply 
that although these poetic characters may not be found in realit.y they 
are "plus vrais que le vrai r~el. 11 They have been created in conformity 
with the ideas of the people who are to accept them. The poet ap-
proaches a kind of di vini t.y in their creation. As had been expressed by 
Vico, 111 1 homme est Dieu dans le monde. nl 
Ideas on philology, a necessary adjunct to philosophy, an indis-
pensable tool for the understanding of documents, and a basis for the 
rejection of arbitrary rules and standards of language, find consider-
able interest among these romanticists. These ideas provided an authori-
ty for the contention that language and vocabulary are fluid, that they 
change as society changes and are therefore a precious document for the 
study of past societies. 
Vigny and Deschamps represent the two most reasonable voices in 
this study. In their contributions to a doctrine for the rananticists 
is found a modification of the ideas expressed by Vico as they had been 
translated by Michelet. Deschamps in particular finds reason to accept 
lvico (Michelet), 11Appendice," p. lxii. 
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in part ideas based on Vico, but modifies them in an application to his 
own more temperate theories. He calls for a union of all poets, histori-
ans and philosophers. This union is to raise the level of literary pro-
duction as he envisions an era of glorious literary achievement ahead. 
As Vico had said, 11Les 'poques de gloire et de puissance pour les soci~­
~s ont ~t~ celles o~ elles ont fleuri par les lettres. nl 
1 Ibid., p. liii. 
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CONCLUSION 
Vico's autobiography presents the portrait of a thinker profoundly 
preoccupied with a desire to reject Cartesian rationalism which to him 
was symbolic of a force that would lead to the denial of the efficacy of 
the imagination and all creative activity that derives from that faculty. 
He was particularly concerned with the preservation of history, poetry 
and eloquence. According to his interpretation, the Cartesians, in 
their insistence on "cogito ergo sum," would tend to deny the force of 
poetry in the development of human institutions and deny to history the 
eapacit,y for presenting truth, for history like poetry recounts fables. 
Vico was convinced that the fables reported by history and poetry are 
truths, that they report truths that are closer to ideal truths and 
therefore to eternal truths. 
His preference for Plato the idealist, but his recognition of 
Tacitus the materialist and utilitarian philosopher, led him to seek a 
synthesis of these two opposites in the person of Bacon. He saw in 
Bacon an ideal universal man, a fine philosopher and a man of practical 
wisdom, a man of state. This search for antithetical properties with 
their eventual synthesis led Vico to think in terms of establishing an 
ideal universal history which was to make maximum use of this synthesis. 
This was the ultimate objective of the definitive edition of the Scienza 
nuova, published in 1744. 
Vico 1s Innovations 
In the process of describing his ideal universal history, Vico 
presented new concepts of history and poetry which in a startling manner 
anticipated the ideas and attitudes of European romanticism. In Vico's 
concept histor,y was dynamic, fluid, and developed according to its own 
laws. Human nature is no longer considered static. It too is fluid and 
dynamic and alw~s in full accord with the nature of man and his insti-
tutions, in whatever period of history a civilization is passing. All 
this happens under the watchful eye of Providence, which in Vico' s 
thinking seems to be man-directed, following the directive of society's 
11senso camune. n Providence has no objective other than the preservation 
of the human race. This concept had interesting ramifications for all 
of man's achievements including the arts and especiallY poetry which was 
an abiding interest for Vice. Poetry, he insisted, is a work of the 
imagination, of creative spontaneity, not the result of an imitation of 
models or an adherence to rules set down by poetic arts. 
Vico elevated the role of the poet in society. In primitive and 
heroic societies, the poet is theologian and civil administrator. It is 
only in advanced, excessively rational periods that his function di-
minishes and prose becomes the medium of communication in a material-
istic world. The history of poetry varies with social conditions and 
the mental attitudes of the people. Standards of taste are therefore of 
no value. An historical appreciation of poetry is the inevitable conse-
quence. 
By examining the language and poetry of previous civilizations 
Vico came to all of his conclusions. Religion is a primar,y force in 
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man 1 s life, Christianity is a superior religion and monarchy is the pre-
ferred political state. Religion and govermnent however, like all other 
institutions, conform to the nature of an ever changing society. All 
institutions, knowledge and all the sciences were poetic and imaginative 
in their origins and became rational as man's reasoning powers developed. 
The imagination and the senses played a significant role in man's 
achievements. It is therefore.imperative that the philologist study 
with care whatever documents are available in order to serve as an ef-
ficient adjunct to the philosopher. Both are necessary for the under-
standing of man's thought and achievements. 
Vico 1s Lack of Impact on his own Century 
In his own lifetime, Vico was either little known or misunderstood. 
The record shows little positive knowledge of the far-reaching conse-
quences for the destruction of classicism inherent in his theories. It 
was too early for the constructive aspects of his thought to be fully 
appreciated. Outside of Italy, there were some glilllllerings of knowledge 
of his works in France and Germany. In France there was no apparent 
awareness of his most significant ideas for literature. In Germany, 
Goethe, Hamann and Herder were aware of his work and the first two 
praised his originalit,y. The latter, however, even though his theories 
on literature are to a startling extent similar in many respects, es-
pecially concerning the folk-genius, acknowledged Vico's existence but 
made no reference to him in his theoretical works. The first stirrings 
of romanticism in Europe in the last part of the eighteenth century took 
very little or no cognizance of the fact that Vico had anticipated most 
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of their important theories regarding history and poetry. If they did 
they were reluctant to report it. More definitive research on Vico•s 
actual influence on German thinking might reveal a more interesting and 
closer association than has been noted so far. In any event, the 
presence of some of Vico 1 s ideas has already been noted. Vico quite 
likely contributed to the general climate of romanticism, to what extent 
is unknown and perhaps of insufficient interest. The actual presence of 
the ideas is much more significant. 
Vico in French Romanticism 
It was not until Michelet•s translation of Vico's Scienza nuova in 
1827, that France became significantly aware of Vico's ideas. To be 
sure, in France as elsewhere in Europe, some of the ideas, and especial-
ly the attitudes, that were expressed in Vice's work, had become a part 
of the thinking of the romanticists. As has been traditionally believed, 
the flow of these ideas, when not expressly native French in origin, 
probably came mainly from England and Germany. The fact of Vi co's 
chronological primacy in proposing these ideas does not significantly 
alter this concept. 
A most interesting fact of Vico's possible influence on the French 
romanticists is the order of appearance of Michelet's translation in 
March 1827, and the successive appearance of the three manifestos of 
Victor Hugo, Sainte-Beuve and Emile Deschamps. To this trio should be 
added Vigny' s "R~flexions sur la ~riM dans 1 1 art, " written in 1829 and 
included in the "Introduction" to this study. It is also true that up 
to this point the French romanticists had little unity with regard to a 
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generally acceptable doctrine of romanticism. They had romantic forms 
and models; same native; same English, the romantic poets and 
Shakespeare; some German, Goethe and the plays of Schiller; and some 
Spanish and Italian. It must be assumed also, that Schlegel's theories 
which had been translated into the French work, 11 Cours de li tUrature 
dramatique," by Mme Necker de Saussure in 1811., were to some extent 
known among the French romanticists. The impact of Mme de Sta~l's 
theories and her introduction of German and English ideas was also con-
siderable, although it is interesting to note that Hugo did not cite her 
in his preface either. In general however, the French romanticists 
lacked a cohesive doctrine, a thesis or ~thesis that could legitima-
tize their attitudes and ideas and their own native themes. Their 
national material had been considered unworthy of literary treatment the 
two centuries of the domination of French-classical ideas and forms. It 
m~ be an attitude of the French mind that seeks synthesis or thesis. 
It is Croce's opinion that such a synthesis was lacking in the ideas of 
Herder. 
Vico does provide this synthesis and does definitely rehabilitate 
national themes. Temperamentally also, the French romanticists depart 
from the same basic complaint that furnished the impulse for Vico•s 
ideas; a rejection of classical standards and a rejection of Descartes' 
rationalism as it had manifested itself in the eighteenth century. 
The French romanticists were completely receptive to the philoso-
phy of history that appeared in Vico's pages. Vico's concentration on 
social man has a definite value for the French romanticists. Nodier 
makes this point, as does Hugo. Hugo, in particular, makes this 
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observation on two occasions, at least, in the Pr~face de Cromwell. 
Social consciousness is a matter of prime concern to him, especially 
after 1830. It also indicates a general trend with the rise of the 
socialist movements and a trend toward collectivism rather than individu-
alism. Vico had anticipated this. His main concern was for the insti-
tution rather than for the individual. The idea that the life of an 
individual is a model for studying the life of a nation or a civili-
zation, under the watchful eye of Providence, was immediate~ appreci-
ated by Hugo, as well as Nodier and Vigny. 
The problem of having either incomplete or untrue documents, which 
might have otherwise served to revive the past and to trace social man's 
passage through the different periods of history, is as difficult for 
Hugo as it had been for Vico. Vico solved it by his theory of cognition. 
Hugo will solve it by his "drame," which is his "point d 1 optique. 11 Both 
systems suggest that it will be done in relative~ the same w~; by the 
"modifications" of the human intelligence for Vico and by reflecting 
through the eye of the "dram.e" for Hugo. Vico saw the problem as a phi-
losopher and Hugo sees it as a literary artist. Both systems could be 
called 11 aesthetic historism." Maximum use will be made of eXisting docu-
ments, however. Hugo, Nodier and Sainte-Beuve follow Vico's example in 
elevating the status of the philologist. Sainte-Beuve complains of the 
lack of documents. Hugo will use existing documents in researching his 
"drame 11 and as a basis for denying the grammarians their traditional in-
flexibility. Languages are free and dynamic and must be allowed to 
change as society changes. Nodier repeats Vico's contention that the 
philologist must precede the philosopher in order to be able to 
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understand man's thinking. 
Vico's system of 11corsi 11 and 11ricorsi 11 was singularly appealing to 
Hugo, Nodier and to Sainte-Beuve. These men interpreted their own 
national history as having completed the cycle. The nineteenth century 
was to be a period of poetic, religious and monarchical rebirth. They 
felt themselves fortunate to be a part of it. Vico's "corsi" had ex-
plained the law of the succession of the three ages; from the divine to 
the heroic, to the human age. Three forms of language which correspond-
ed were the sacred, the poetic or metaphoric, and prose. Hugo develops 
his law of the succession of the three genres following the same pattern. 
The lyric age precedes. Its representative type is the ode or hymn. 
The epic poem and the 11drame 11 represent the second and third ages. This 
is evolutionary proof that literature changes as the societ.y that it 
represents changes. 
Vico's theory of 11ricorsi" was directly applied by Hugo, Nodier, 
and to some extent Sainte-Beuve and Deschamps, to an evaluation of the 
poetic creativity of the eighteenth century. Vico had characterized ad-
vanced stages of society as singularly devoid of poetic expression and 
religious fervor. In his system the two are simultaneous. This is ex-
actly the manner in which the poetic and dramatic creativity of the 
eighteenth century was evaluated by Hugo. Skeptical, analytic and de-
structive, the spirit and language of the eighteenth century will be re-
placed by religious fervor and the spirit of synthesis and recon-
struction. The language of the nineteenth century will be poetic. 
Christianity and monarcny, superior institutions will reclaim their emi-
nence. Nodier, accepting the same principle of 11 corsi" and 11ricorsi," 
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interprets it as a denial of the concept of progress. His literary 
offering to a nation that has lost its religious faith and is confused 
by skeptical philosophy is the "fantastique." Sainte-Beuve reduces the 
11 corsi" from three to two, making the nineteenth century the third age. 
His third age however, has the same favorable consequences for poetic 
creativity as does Hugo's designation, the new barbaric age. This would 
have been Vico's classification, as it was for the Middle Ages. 
Vico 1s poetics have ample repetition in these romanticists. 
Nodier•s discussion of the three stages of poetic creativity follows 
Vico's "sagesse po~tique" virtually step by step. Primitive man, all 
senses and imagination, was essentially a poet who, divinely inspired 
and by necessity, rather than by design or philosophical knowledge, 
created what Vico had called 11universali fantastici" and what Nodier 
calls "creations essentielles." These creations are represented by mag-
nificent myths such as Jove and Juno who inhabited the spiritual world 
but represent phenomena in nature and the material world. These primi-
tive poets, Vico. had said, create in good faith since they themselves 
adore their own creations. Hugo and Nodier agree. 
As Vico had classified early poets as theological poets, both Hugo 
and Nodier invest them with the same quality. They were interpreters of 
the language of the gods and in addition both Vico and Nodier considered 
them as legislative and civil leaders. In this capacity, the poets were 
still interpreters of the language of the gods. The nature of govern-
ment for Vico was still divine in this period. 
Vico's heroic period, which is Hugo's epic period and Nodier 1s 
intermediate period, captivates not only these two but also Dumas p~re, 
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Balzac and Vigny. Vico 1 s "caratteri poetici 11 are generally considered 
"types" by these romanticists. Essentially they are represented by 
Achilles, who also served as the example for Vico and for Nodier after 
him. The poetic "genere" or the type represents no single individual 
but is a composite of many who possess the perfect qualities applicable 
to the creation of the ideal symbol representing a moral quality. 
Vico had also considered Homer a poet-symbol, another "genere," 
representative of all the perfect qualities that go to make up the ideal 
poet. This led to his discovery of the true Homer. The Homeric poems 
were the work of several generations of poets and were for a long time 
sung by "rhapsodes. 11 Finally, altered and ••corrupted," they were put 
together near the beginning of the age of the Olympic games, by order of 
Pisistratus. Constant adopts the same language and reasoning and comes 
to the same conclusions. 
Hugo 1 s theory of the sublime and the grotesque is considered by 
many to be his most important single contribution in the Pr~face de 
Cromwell. As a result of this study, it seems to be an amplification of 
a theory that had been proposed by Vico. Hugo's idea is also sympto-
matic of Vico's continual search for antitheses or opposites and con-
tinual attempts at their synthesis. Their arrival at this synthesis is 
achieved by different routes. Vico opposed the two characters Achilles 
and Ulysses to represent the sublime and the "popolaresco." Hugo de-
rives his union of the two characteristics from the duality he sees in 
the Christian religion. Both conclude that these two opposing qualities 
are necessary for true poetry. 
Vico's ideas, wherever they may have appeared elsewhere, and from 
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whatever source they may have reached the French romanticists discussed 
in this summary, reappear significantly in meaning and tone, and often 
in language and phraseology. This statement is made despite the fact 
that Vice's ideas may have been communicated to them only through 
Michelet's French translation. Hugo and Nodier in particular, Constant 
to a large extent also, insofar as he is a part of this study, often use 
the same language, reasoning, simile and imagery that had been used by 
Vico. Edmond Est~ve made the same observation in his comparison of 
Vigny' s preface to "Cing t!!!:!" with Michelet' s translation of Vico. 
Hugo at times seems to be giving a poetic version of Vico's "degnita." 
He often adopts Vico 1s flat axiomatic statement. Whereas Vieo accompa-
nied his axiom with an amplification or explanation, Hugo often allows 
the axiom to remain, posing it as an absolute truth. With all due 
justification to Hugo, if he did read Vico he converted the philosophy 
of the Scienza nuova, which at times seems to be a philosophy of remi-
niscences, into a philosophy of action. To do this he made one last 
application of a Vichian principle. 11Verlm'l ipsum factum. 11 
There seems to be no way to prove that the romanticists who have 
been a part of this study had any direct contact with Vice's work. 
Whether the contact was direct or not, Vice's ideas appeared at a pre-
cise period and at a precise moment when they were badly needed to ef-
fect unity within a literary goup that was anxiously seeking that unity. 
The recognition that he was seeking and was denied during his own 
lifetime, was again denied. This time, however, his ideas were eminent,... 
ly acceptable. 
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ABSTRACT 
The object of this study is to examine the principal works of 
Giambattista Vico (1668-1744), to establish him as a philosopher and 
theorist of romanticism, determine to what extent he has achieved recog-
nition as a philosopher of romanticism and to what extent his theories 
were incorporated in the theories of the French romanticists, especially 
between the years 1827-1830. 
Vico posed the basic principles of romanticism by starting with a 
rejection of Cartesian principles and the classical standards and taste 
imposed by Aristotle and the Italian classicists. He insisted that 
history is organic, possessing its peculiar form of evolution and its 
own laws, as is literature, which reflects the history of the individual 
and societies. Vico maintained that poetic creativity is primarily in-
tuitive rather than rational. The primitive poet's rich sensory imagi-
nation, unique fount of his lyrical creativit.y, diminished as his ration-
al faculties developed, with a consequent loss of his power to create 
sublime poetry. 
Vico's ideas went largely unnoticed or misunderstood during the 
eighteenth century, perhaps because of the generally rational orien-
tation of the enlightened philosophers as opposed to Vico 1 s rejection of 
rational principles as his basic premise. A small number of critics and 
historians of romanticism have recognized Vico's primacy in posing the 
basic principles of romanticism and have noted specifically that he ante-
ceded expressions of similar ideas in Herder, Hamman, Wolf, Schiller and 
other representatives of German romanticism. 
The major concern of this study dates with the French translation 
of Vice's 1744 edition of the Scienza nueva by Jules Michelet in March 
1827, and the immediate succession of manifestos of romanticism led by 
Victor Hugo's Preface de Cromwell in December 1827. Followed by Sainte-
Beuve, Emile Deschamps, Alfred de Vigny, Charles Nodier and Benjamin 
Constant, the manifestos include, in at times a startling way, not only 
Vice's basic principles but a veritable catalogue of his ideas. The 
lyrical aridity of the eighteenth century and the rebirth of lyricism, 
religious fervor and monarchy in the early nineteenth century seems to 
be interpreted as a demonstration of Vice's theory of the "corsi" and 
"ricorsi." Hugo and Nodier especially recommend Vice's philological 
system of analyzing the language and poetry of successive periods of 
civilization in order to trace the evolution of society and its liter-
ature. 
Vice's primitive poet, the naive, sublime creator of myths who is 
also historian, theologian and legislator in Vice's elevated concept, 
finds a striking counterpart in Hugo and Nodier. The poet of Vice's 
heroic age seems to attract maximum interest from most of these romanti-
cists. His creations, Vice's "caratteri poetici," symbols representing 
the moral qualities combined from various people in various human activi-
ties, fictitious but not false, are proposed as ideal poetic "types" by 
Hugo, Nodier, Vigny, Dumas p~re and Balzac. Benjamin Constant adopts 
Vice's designation of Homer as another poetic character symbolizing the 
poet and Vice's entire concept of multiple authorship for the epic poems 
attributed to Homer. 
2 
Possessing Vico 1s penchant for seeking antitheses and synthesis, 
Hugo arrives at his definition of the 11drame" and his theory of the sub-
lime and the grotesque just as Vico had arrived at his theory of the sub-
lime and the 11popolaresco. 11 Vico had done it by a philosophical synthe-
sis of opposites. Hugo achieves it by taking his example from the 
duality of the Christian religion. 
Although no proof of a direct knowledge of Vico by these romanti-
cists has been established in this study, the reappearance of Vico 1 s 
ideas, often expressed with the same reasoning, simile, imagery and ex-
ample, deserves to be noted. Vico's ideas, unacceptable to his own age, 
were in realit,y addressed to the nineteenth century. 
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